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About Part III
In Part II a range of initiatives by countries, international organizations and other stakeholders
to achieve sound management of chemicals are described. Part III provides insights into the
progress made, as well as gaps and opportunities concerning science-based approaches,
tools, methodologies and instruments used in managing chemicals to protect human health
and the environment. Valuable lessons have been learned over the past decades in the
practical application of these approaches, tools, methodologies and instruments. In addition,
opportunities have emerged to enhance their effectiveness, simplify their use, and employ
them more systematically in all countries.
The order of the chapters in Part III generally follows the chemical risk assessment and risk
management process. That process leads from hazard assessment to exposure assessment,
risk assessment, and risk management and alternatives assessment. Later in Part III, special
attention is given to chemical risk management in small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) and the informal sector in developing countries – including the challenges faced and
opportunities to improve chemical safety in these settings.
Part III concludes with a forward-looking chapter (Chapter 8) on assessment approaches
that consider a life cycle perspective and broader sustainability criteria. Throughout Part III,
specific suggestions are made concerning ways that countries with limited resources could
benefit from considering scientific work undertaken in other countries that have more
advanced chemical management schemes.
Governments are the main drivers of the risk assessment and risk management approaches
presented. However, Part III also addresses a range of work in (and results generated by)
international organizations, which bring together governments and other actors, particularly
industry, to identify opportunities for collaboration and foster harmonized approaches. These
organizations include the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe (UNECE), which serve as the secretariat for the Globally Harmonized
System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS). Furthermore, the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) leads a range of technical work to
harmonize methods and approaches that are used in its 36 member countries and in many
other countries. Global risk assessment and management actions on chemicals of global
concern are facilitated though a number of legally binding and soft law instruments, several
of which are serviced by the United Nations Environment Programme.
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1/

Hazard assessment: progress in
information generation and hazard
characterization
Chapter Highlights
Harmonization of test methods saves resources and reduces the need for animal
testing.
Important progress and efficiencies are being obtained through the use of new
methodologies based on the grouping of chemicals.
Hazard classification criteria have been developed in the Globally Harmonized
System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS). However, achieving
globally harmonized hazard classifications of chemicals has proven more
challenging.
Efficiencies can be obtained through global sharing and acceptance of hazard
assessments undertaken at the national or regional level.
All of the actions above would result in major efficiencies for all actors
concerned, but would benefit, in particular, countries with limited resources.

C

hemical hazard assessment is the first
stage in the risk assessment and risk
management process. This chapter
summarizes advances in the approaches and
methods that are used to generate chemical
hazard data and to assess chemical hazards
globally. It also identifies gaps and points to
opportunities to accelerate chemical hazard
assessment.
Chemical risk assessment has been described
as a systematic process that is “intended to
calculate or estimate the risk to a given target
organism, system or (sub) population, including
the identification of attendant uncertainties,
following exposure to a particular agent, taking
into account the inherent characteristics
of the agent of concern as well as the
characteristics of the specific target system”
(OECD 2003). It comprises four steps: hazard
identification, hazard assessment (also called
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“hazard characterization” or “dose-response
assessment”), exposure assessment, and finally
risk characterization. Risk assessment is followed
by risk management decision-making and by the
implementation of risk management measures,
if these are considered necessary.

1.1 Drivers for the generation of
hazard information
What are chemical hazards?
The term chemical hazard refers to the intrinsic
properties of chemicals which have the potential
to cause adverse effects on human health and
the environment. Examples of such properties
include: acute toxicity; corrosive properties;
the ability to bring about allergies; long-term
effects on reproduction, development and other
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From risk assessment to risk management (adapted from United States National Library
of Medicine 2018, image source: Oak Ridge Associated Universities©)
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systems in the human body; and persistence in
environmental media. A hazard assessment is a
qualitative and – where possible – quantitative
description of the adverse effects of a chemical,
based on generated information (American
Chemical Society 2018; Swedish Chemicals
Agency [KEMI] 2018). Many factors can influence
the impacts of exposure to a chemical. These
factors include the dose and duration of the
exposure, the kinetics of the chemical in an
organism, and the susceptibility of the exposed
organism.
Who generates chemical hazard information?

Given the size of the global chemicals market
and the potential of many chemicals to cause
harm, there is broad consensus internationally
that more hazard information is needed to allow
meaningful hazard assessments to be made.
National, intergovernmental, industry and other
initiatives to identify chemical properties in order
to carry out hazard assessment include:
›› Regulatory requirements: In many countries a
minimum set of information on new chemicals
– as defined by national jurisdictions – and
on priority existing chemicals already on
the market is required by chemical safety
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legislation. Such legislation exists, for
example, in Canada (Government of Canada
2016a), the European Union (EU) (European
Commission [EC] 2006; European Chemicals
Agency [ECHA] n.d. a), Japan (Japan Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry 2016) and the
United States (United States Environmental
Protection Agency [US EPA] 2018a; US EPA
2018b).
›› Testing of new chemicals in the development
stage: In the development stage of new
chemicals, producers often use predictive
methods such as quantitative structureactivity relationships (QSAR) and screening
to identify hazardous properties of candidate
chemicals, or to perform screening risk
assessments for these chemicals’ intended
uses. As chemicals move from the research
and development phase to production,
additional testing is often performed to
obtain better knowledge for use in deciding
whether (and which) risk reduction measures
will be needed to adequately protect workers
involved in their production and use and to
protect the environment (Maertens et al.
2014).
›› Research programmes: Extensive testing of
the mechanisms of toxicity of chemicals
takes place in research programmes, for
example to develop test methods for new
types of substances whose impacts on human
health and the environment are not yet fully
understood, such as nanomaterials (US EPA
2016; Gottardo et al. 2017; EC 2018; OECD
2018a) or to investigate newly identified
effects, as in the case of endocrine disruptors
(Beronius et al. 2014; US EPA 2017).

Harmonization of test methods saves
resources and reduces use of animals
To support
regulatory
requirements
in member
countries of
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD), standardization
of test methods has been identified as an
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important area of OECD work. This includes
precise characterization of the test substance
and ensures methods’ reproducibility and
transferability (OECD 2005). The Test Guidelines
developed by the OECD are the most complete
set of international standards for chemical
hazard testing for regulatory purposes. They
include methods to determine physical-chemical
properties, ecotoxicity, fate and behaviour in the
environment, and mammalian toxicity (OECD
2018b; OECD 2018c; OECD 2018d; OECD 2018e).
Quality control is ensured through the OECD
Principles of Good Laboratory Practice (GLP)
and the GLP compliance monitoring system
(OECD 2018f). The OECD Test Guidelines are
continuously updated and further developed. For
example, for technically challenging substances
such as nanomaterials the OECD is currently
working on a set of standardized Test Guidelines
for, inter alia, precise characterization to enable
appropriate testing and assessment of these
substances (OECD 2018g).
Through international standardization and
harmonization of test methods, resources
needed for chemical hazard assessment can
be significantly reduced: chemicals need to be
tested only once, after which the results will be
accepted in many other countries (OECD 2018h).
The OECD’s system of Mutual Acceptance of Data
(whereby test results generated according to the
OECD Test Guidelines and the OECD Principles
of GLP are in principle accepted in 42 OECD and
non-OECD countries) was already estimated in
2010 to save governments and industry about
euros 150 million per year (OECD 2010). Avoiding
duplication of testing also significantly reduces
the use of animals in testing (OECD 2018i).

1.2 Test methods to identify chemical
hazards are evolving rapidly
Animal testing provides important
information, but progress is being made on
non-animal test methods
Chemical testing has traditionally been carried
out on animals (e.g. rats, mice and fish). Through
the use of laboratory animals, insights can be
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obtained into the toxicological effects a chemical
could have on humans or wildlife. For certain
more complicated toxicological endpoints, such
as carcinogenicity and effects on the reproductive
system, this type of testing can be costly, requires
large numbers of animals and raises ethical
concerns. While such testing may be required
by statute, it is usually conducted for chemicals
which are a priority due to their high production
volumes, their wide use, or the expectation that
they have hazardous properties of particular
concern (e.g. are carcinogenic).
Reducing, refining and replacing test methods
that use laboratory animals has been a
priority in many countries for many years. In
particular, since the publication of the report
Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century: A Vision and
a Strategy (United States National Academy of
Sciences 2007), governments have increased
their efforts to move towards the adoption of
alternative test methods such as systems using
cell cultures (in vitro methods) instead of animals
(in vivo methods) (Krewski et al. 2010). The most
recent developments in this field include highthroughput screening and toxicogenomics and
RNA sequencing methodologies. An example of
work being carried out is the US EPA’s ToxCast
programme, which includes publicly available

high-throughput toxicity data on thousands
of chemicals (US EPA 2018c). High-throughput
screening results are especially useful in setting
priorities for further work to investigate hazards.
Another approach with significant potential to
replace animal testing is in vitro embryonic
stem cell research (Colaianna et al. 2017;
Cynober 2018).
Guidance on the use of non-animal testing
approaches under relevant European legislation
has been developed by the ECHA (ECHA 2017a;
ECHA 2017b; ECHA 2017c). In the United States
new approaches and alternative methods for
use in a regulatory context are developed
and evaluated (US EPA 2018d; United States
Interagency Coordinating Committee on the
Validation of Alternative Methods 2018). Many
of the new testing methods are not direct
replacements for in vivo tests. Instead, they
require countries to accept different approaches
to hazard identification for regulatory purposes
(see also section 1.3 below). Considerable
progress has been made in the international
development of methods that do not require the
use of animals in testing. However, it is expected
that this (often expensive) type of testing will
continue to be needed in the coming decade,
particularly for long-term toxicity endpoints.

© Kate Holt/AusAID, Scientists work in a laboratory at the International Livestock Research Institute in Nairobi, Kenya. Australia provides funding to the Institute
through the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR), to improve African food security CC BY 2.0
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What are current opportunities for global
acceptance of test data?

1.3 New approaches are accelerating
hazard assessment

As discussed in Part II, a number of countries
are establishing regulatory frameworks or
upgrading frameworks already in place in order
to advance sound chemicals management –
including through provisions concerning data
requirements. These initiatives often focus on
industrial chemicals, as well as on consumer uses
of chemicals which are not regulated elsewhere.
Examples of regulatory initiatives that involve
requests for data submissions for a large number
of chemicals include those in China (initiated in
2003 and amended in 2009) (Chemical Inspection
and Regulation Service [CIRS] 2017; Lexology
2018), the Republic of Korea (CIRS 2012a;
ChemSafetyPro 2017; ChemSafetyPro 2018; He
2019) and Turkey (CIRS 2012b; SGS 2017). As part
of these initiatives, countries usually request
data from both producers and importers and
may therefore ask for testing.

Encouraging progress is being made through
emerging approaches, e.g. grouping, and readacross

Hazards are intrinsic chemical properties which
are the same in all countries. Global acceptance
of test data is, in principle, possible and desirable
provided there is full transparency concerning
the test methods used and the limitations
of these methods. Wide acceptance of test
data could provide efficiency gains and make
resources available for testing more chemicals
than is currently possible. Any country that
requires (or plans to require) the generation of
data by chemical producers and importers for
hazard assessment and risk assessment could
therefore consider joining the OECD’s system of
Mutual Acceptance of Data, which considerably
reduces costs for governments and industry (see
section 1.1 above). In the context of the sound
management of chemicals and waste beyond
2020, ways to promote global acceptance of
data on chemicals’ hazards might be agreed by
countries.
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New Approach Methodologies and their
integration in regulatory settings are being
widely discussed because of their potential to
complement traditional approaches (ECHA 2016a;
Environment and Climate Change Canada 2016;
US EPA 2018e) (see also Part III, Ch. 3). In addition
to the growing use of in vitro (non-animal) testing
methods, non-testing methods are increasingly
used to obtain data on chemical hazards. This
may involve grouping chemicals based on similar
properties and then filling data gaps through
read-across (Figure 1.2) (Berggren et al. 2015).
Furthermore, a joint US EPA, Government of
Canada and ECHA initiative on Accelerating the
Pace of Chemical Risk Assessment (APCRA) aims
to develop a series of joint case studies which
could help increase the use of New Approach
Methodologies for chemical prioritization,
screening and quantitative risk assessment
(ECHA and US EPA 2016).
ECHA reported in 2017 that read-across was
the most common alternative method used by
industry to comply with Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals
(REACH) hazard information requirements
(ECHA 2017b). Assessments under Canada’s
Chemicals Management Plan also commonly
use read-across (Government of Canada 2017).
For grouping challenging substances such as
nanomaterials, progress has been made in using
read-across (ECHA 2017c).
The development of computer tools such as the
OECD’s QSAR Toolbox for Grouping Chemicals
into Categories (OECD 2007; Dimitrov et al. 2016;
OECD 2018j) or the European Chemical Industry
Council’s AMBIT (Jeliazkova et al. 2016; European
Chemical Industry Council Long-Range Research
Initiative 2017) exemplify the trend to use readacross for chemical hazard assessment. The
QSAR Toolbox helps users apply read-across
by identifying relevant structural characteristics
and the potential mechanisms or mode of
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Figure 1.2

Graphical representation of a chemical category and some approaches for filling data
gaps (adapted from OECD 2014a, p. 14)
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In a group of chemicals whose physical-chemical and human health and/or ecotoxicological properties
and/or environmental fate properties are likely to be similar, or to follow a regular pattern (usually as a
result of structural similarity), not all of these chemicals need to be tested for all properties. Above is a
representation of some approaches that can be used to fill data gaps: SAR (structure-activity relationship)/
read-across, interpolation and extrapolation.

action of a target chemical. It also helps identify
other chemicals that have the same structural
characteristics and/or mechanism or mode of
action.

A more holistic approach to information
generation is needed

Despite the progress already made, a more
holistic approach to testing across national
jurisdictions could involve defining categories
and jointly identifying priority chemicals for
testing. The results could be used to inform a
better understanding of the properties of many
other chemicals in the same category (US EPA
2010; Government of Canada 2016b). Further
integration of information generated through
toxicity and ecotoxicity testing could also help
achieve a more holistic approach to interpreting
hazard information.
The OECD’s Mutual Acceptance of Data system
has been effective in ensuring wider acceptance
of test data. However, efforts to bring about the
acceptance of conclusions on hazard identification
that use different types of information (such
as in silico or computational data) have not
been as successful. One reason could be that
regulators are not yet fully convinced of the
reliability of the newer methods since insights

into the validity of the results have not yet been
accepted internationally. As science advances,
growing confidence in these new methods could
nurture broader regulatory acceptance. In the
context of sound management of chemicals and
waste beyond 2020, agreements on international
standardization and validation efforts could
widen the availability of information on hazard
properties and promote wider (if gradual)
regulatory acceptance globally, leading to
significant efficiencies.

A new hazard assessment paradigm focusing
on Adverse Outcome Pathways is being
developed
As a possible bridge towards 21st century toxicity
testing (see section 1.1 above), the concept of
Adverse Outcome Pathways (AOPs) is gaining
momentum and is being investigated. An AOP
is “a logical sequence of key events triggered
by chemical exposure and occurring at the
molecular, cellular, organ, whole organism
or population level” (OECD 2017). An AOP
investigation involves studying an interaction
at a molecular target (a Molecular Initiating Event,
or MIE), which then signals events within a cell
or tissue and leads to an adverse outcome. The
adverse outcome can occur at any biological
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›› select test methods that can be standardized
and harmonized.

level of organization. It could have regulatory
significance if it corresponds to a protection
goal or endpoint in a regulatory guideline test.
Interactions among the levels within an AOP may
be causal, mechanistic, inferential or correlationbased. By gathering mechanistic information
relevant to specific adverse outcomes, regulators
might be able to identify key events that are
predictive of the adverse outcome, and for which
(in vitro) test methods can be developed. While
experience with the use of AOPs is limited –
and there is still a significant gap between AOPbased approaches and hazard assessment that is
based on traditional test data – AOPs are already
particularly helpful for obtaining in-depth insights
into the mechanism of the toxicity exhibited by
groups of chemicals.

›› interpret results from non-standardized test
methods;

Figure 1.3 illustrates the AOP concept within an
Integrated Approach to Testing and Assessment
(IATA). This approach has already been
successfully piloted for the hazard endpoint of
skin sensitization. OECD Test Guidelines have
been developed for all relevant key events in the
AOP (OECD 2014b). The success of this approach
for other endpoints will depend on the availability
of scientific knowledge about the mechanism of
action of chemicals. To further strengthen the
scientific robustness of predictions based on
grouping and read-across, regulatory authorities
are using the AOP concept by, for example,
grouping chemicals that are predicted to trigger
the same AOP. As a single AOP is unlikely to
capture all events of potential regulatory
significance, AOP networks (based on AOPs that
share at least one common element) will help
provide further representation of pathways that
lead to adverse outcomes (Delrue et al. 2016).

›› group chemicals into toxicologically
meaningful categories;

Opportunities to accelerate chemical hazard
assessment and fill knowledge gaps

›› develop testing strategies; or

Many countries are actively engaged in assessing
the hazards and risks of priority chemicals on

Information generated through an AOP can be
used, for example, to:

Figure 1.3

Testing and assessment based on the Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) concept (adapted
from Vinken et al. 2017, p. 3699)
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their markets, as called for by the 2020 goal
(see Part II). Nevertheless, the generation of new
and robust test results remains quite limited.
The ECHA has reported that, overall, 11 per cent
of total REACH information requirements
were generated by new experimental studies
performed on vertebrate animals (ECHA 2017d).
Given that alternative methods are still evolving,
authorities are having difficulty assessing the
hazards of a number of chemicals, including
those that potentially have CMR (carcinogenic,
mutagenic or reprotoxic) properties based on
such methods.
A study by the German Federal Institute for
Risk Assessment found that for chemicals
produced in volumes above 1,000 tonnes which
were registered under REACH, an average of
39 per cent were compliant with the information
requirements for eight toxicological endpoints,
ranging from 19 per cent for developmental
toxicity to 56 per cent for biotic degradation. The
rest of the dossiers were non-compliant or did
not allow final conclusions to be made on the
dossier due to methodological limitations (ECHA
2017e). Better compliance with information
requirements would obviously help accelerate
hazard assessments.
The ECHA estimated that of 4,450 substances
manufactured or imported above 100 tonnes/
year registered under REACH, about 3,000
could not be categorized as either low or high
priority for in-depth evaluation, partly due
to lack of hazard data, but also partly due to
insufficient use information to allow this type

of categorization (ECHA 2016a). In the recently
completed registration of existing chemicals in
the EU, 5,900 chemicals were registered in the
1-10 tonnes/year range and 4,000 in the 10-100
tonnes/year range. These chemicals still need to
be considered by the ECHA.
Limited generation of new test results also has
repercussions on the use of grouping and readacross. These techniques rely on the presence of
high-quality experimental results for at least some
members of a group or category of chemicals. In
the absence of adequate experimental results
for close analogues, this approach cannot be
applied. That may be especially problematic in
the case of low-volume production chemicals,
for which most jurisdictions do not require test
data. In such cases information for classification
and labelling may also be derived from non-test
methods, as is the case for new chemicals under
the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) in the
United States (US EPA 2017).

1.4 Achieving globally harmonized
classifications of chemicals is
challenging, but valuable
Globally harmonized criteria are accepted,
but how feasible are globally accepted
classifications of chemicals?
The development of the Globally Harmonized
System for Classification and Labelling of
Chemicals (GHS) and its implementation by a

Table 1.1 Health hazards and environmental hazards – classes for global hazard classification
(Derived from UN 2017)
Health hazards

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Acute toxicity
Skin corrosion/irritation
Serious eye damage/eye irritation
Respiratory or skin sensitization
Germ cell mutagenicity
Carcinogenicity
Reproductive toxicity
Specific target organ toxicity–single exposure
Specific target organism-repeated exposure
Aspiration hazards

Environmental hazards

›› Hazardous to the aquatic environment
›› Hazardous to the ozone layer
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growing number of countries has been one of
the successes in the field of chemical safety
during the last 20 years (Persson et al. 2017;
UNECE n.d.). Globally harmonized classification
criteria have been developed for physical, health
and environmental hazards. Table 1.1 shows
the specific health and environmental hazards
covered by the GHS (United Nations [UN] 2017).
Despite the many hazards covered already, work
could be undertaken to increase the number
of hazard criteria, particularly with respect to
environmental hazards and endocrine disruption.
While the GHS has established harmonized
criteria for hazard classification, companies
– and, in some cases, governments – classify
chemicals individually. This may result in
different classifications of the same chemical
due to different interpretations of available test
results. Not only can different classifications of
the same chemical create confusion, but such
parallel classifications may waste resources.
Although it might be difficult to achieve a globally
harmonized list of classified chemicals, work is
ongoing to explore the potential development of
such a list in a cost-effective manner (OECD 2016).
A pilot classification project has been carried
out for three substances, each sponsored by a
country or agency (OECD 2016). The sponsors
spent an average of 38 days drafting and updating
the substance classification proposals. Reviewers
then spent another five days checking them. The
report from the pilot exercise demonstrated that
the process is feasible; however, it would require
sustained commitment of time and resources by
countries and other interested parties.
In view of the resources needed to develop a
global list of chemicals with harmonized
classifications, agreement has not yet been
reached on whether to begin this initiative. Such
a list of classified substances would not only
create consistency, but would significantly benefit
countries with few resources. In the absence of
such a list, the work of the International Labour
Organization (ILO) and the WHO to produce
International Chemical Safety Cards (ICSC) in line
with the GHS is very useful (WHO 2019). To date,
more than 1,700 of these cards are available in
English, while national institutions translate them
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into their respective languages (ILO 2018). In
addition, the EU has already agreed on
harmonized classifications for chemicals using
GHS criteria. These national or regional lists of
classified chemicals can be consulted by countries
with limited resources which are committed to
implementing the GHS.

1.5 Global relevance of the growing
knowledge about chemical
hazards
Improved knowledge-sharing
Owing to the internet and other information
technology, the availability and accessibility
of data for use in hazard and risk assessment
has greatly improved in the last two decades.
A number of portals facilitate locating
relevant data (Wexler et al. 2016) relevant for
classification and labelling, as well as results
already obtained and documented in countries
and by intergovernmental organizations. While
the databases include a wealth of information,
users may still need to interpret the data and
derive the resulting hazard characterisations
and hazard classifications. The eChemPortal
(Box 1.1) is an example of a portal featuring full
hazard assessments and/or classifications with
the underlying data and justifications.
An example of a more specialized portal
developed by the ECHA and the OECD is the
International Uniform Chemical Information
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Box 1.1 The eChemPortal (OECD n.d.)
The eChemPortal (www.echemportal.org) is a global portal providing information on chemical
substances. Managed by the OECD, it is an example of the recently developed internet portals that
provide easy access to information relevant for chemical safety and regulatory decision-making.
eChem allows users to search for information on individual chemicals or to query by property
(e.g. chemicals on which a positive test result for carcinogenicity is available). As of 2017, 34 data
sources were participating in this initiative and 13 of them had GHS classification information.

Database (IUCLID). IUCLID is a software
application which allows users to record, store,
maintain and exchange data on the intrinsic
and hazard properties of chemical substances.
It is an important software application for
regulatory bodies and the chemical industry,
which use it to implement various regulatory
programmes (ECHA and OECD 2018). The ECHA

also maintains databases on the safe use of
chemicals including nanomaterials (“Search
for Chemicals”: ECHA n.d. b). These databases
combine information submitted by industry
with that gathered and generated by the ECHA,
competent authorities in EU Member States and
other regulators. Information which is (or will be)
available from the ECHA is described in Box 1.2.
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Box 1.2 The European Chemicals Agency’s longer-term vision for improving access to information
(ECHA 2016b)
In years to come the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) will be taking on new tasks, such as
establishing a new central database, by the end of 2019, with information available to waste
treatment operators and consumers about substances of concern (ECHA 2018). It may also host
the European Chemicals Legislation Finder (EUCLEF), bringing together information on European
Community legislation regulating chemicals. This will further increase the volume of data held by
the ECHA in its databases.
In this context, the ECHA has a long-term vision of increasing and simplifying access to the vast
scientific data collections it holds and encouraging the reuse of these data (ECHA 2016b). As part
of that effort, it is currently preparing an initiative to explore opportunities for a common data
platform, together with the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) and with the support of the
European Parliament. This initiative aims to include a registry of toxicological studies for chemical
substances and regulated products performed by industry (which could also be fed by third
parties such as academic institutions) in order to serve as an open repository for research and
scientific data. Such a platform could provide data analytics, predictive toxicology (which could
avoid animal testing), better environmental monitoring, better study design, the development of
artificial intelligence, and machine learning applications.

Opportunities for mutual acceptance of hazard
assessments
The elaboration of chemical hazard assessments
is resource-intensive. While there is a system
in place for countries’ acceptance of test
results generated in other countries, there is
currently no agreed international understanding
on acceptance of the outcome of a hazard
assessment performed in other countries. Such a
system could greatly reduce the resources needed
by national regulators (e.g. for classification and
labelling). Companies and government agencies,
especially in countries with limited resources,
would benefit from the public availability of
these assessments, particularly if they were welldocumented (ECHA n.d. c).
The Industrial Chemicals Bill introduced in
Australia in 2017 allows regulatory decisions to
be taken based on the hazard assessment of a
“trusted international body”. Hazard assessment
schemes in Canada and the EU are listed explicitly,
while other bodies could potentially be added
(Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia
2017). The development of internationally
harmonized criteria for what constitutes a
“trusted international body” or a “trusted
body” would increase the reuse of existing
assessments. Alternatively, countries that need
a hazard assessment (combined with exposure
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information) to support national decisionmaking could use results generated in several
other countries if the hazard assessments have
similar outcomes. In light of these opportunities,
wider acceptance of hazard assessments could
be a topic to examine in the context of sound
management of chemicals and waste beyond
2020.

1.6 Potential measures to further
advance hazard assessment
Harmonized methodologies for mutual
acceptance of chemical hazard test data,
standardization in regard to accepting test
results, and a global list of hazard classifications
would result in major efficiencies for all actors
concerned. This harmonization would benefit,
in particular, countries with limited resources.
Taking into account the preceding analysis,
stakeholders may wish to consider the following
measures to further advance hazard assessment:
›› Accelerate the generation of more
comprehensive information about the
intrinsic hazards and properties of chemical
substances and make this information publicly
available.
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›› Continue to work towards achieving wider
international acceptance of chemical hazard
test data, particularly with a view to animal
welfare.
›› Continue to work towards global agreement
on standardization and validation efforts in
regard to accepting chemical hazard data
estimation results, as well as with a view to
animal welfare.
›› Further explore new approaches to fill data
gaps and scale up the use of portals to

facilitate the availability and accessibility of
hazard data.
›› Accelerate development of the concept of
Adverse Outcome Pathways (AOPs) to support
hazard assessment.
›› Develop new GHS criteria (e.g. for further
environmental hazards, endocrine disruption).
›› Continue to explore possibilities to develop a
globally harmonized list of classified chemicals
based on the GHS hazard classification criteria.
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Exposure assessment: benefiting from
internationally available resources
Chapter Highlights
Modelling-based approaches have greatly enhanced knowledge about the
distribution of chemicals in the environment and exposure situations.
National, regional and other contexts can play a role in determining levels of
exposure.
Exposure scenarios and models are available for a range of situations. They can
provide a generic basis for human and environmental exposure assessments,
thus saving resources.
Wider awareness of available generic exposure assessment methods and models
will help obtain insights into local human and environmental chemical exposure.
Advances are being made with respect to methods to quantify exposures from
products. However, more data on product ingredients and more research are
needed in this field.
Further work is needed to elucidate aggregate exposures to the same chemical,
across sources, and cumulative exposures across chemicals.

E

xposure assessment is context-specific,
yet it may benefit from work done in
other contexts or countries. This chapter
summarizes state-of-the-art knowledge, methods
and resources relevant for determining levels of
exposure of humans and environmental media.
While the national and regional specificities of
the exposure context are recognized, generic
exposure scenarios which could be useful in
exposure assessment are highlighted. These
scenarios may be particularly useful in countries
that have limited resources to devote to chemicals
management.
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2.1 Understanding exposure to
chemicals has greatly improved
Exposure of workers, consumers and the
environment
Exposure to chemicals takes place in many
situations. It may occur through food
consumption, product use, uptakes indoors and
outdoors, and at the workplace. The magnitude,
frequency and duration of exposure to a chemical
– or to several chemicals – can be measured
or estimated, along with the number and
characteristics of the individuals or population
exposed. For certain categories of chemicals
(e.g. pharmaceutical active ingredients, food
additives, cosmetics, and pesticides, including
biocides) the doses recommended to be applied
in their normal use are often determined and
known in advance. Therefore, the assessment
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information available is usually more precise
than for industrial chemicals. In the case of a
pesticide active ingredient, for example, it is
possible to examine the frequency, timing and
levels of contact of workers under particular
conditions of use, assuming that recommended
practices are followed (US EPA 2017a). In the case
of industrial chemicals and chemicals in products,
lack of information on actual uses may impede
drawing conclusions about the assessment of
priorities and risks.
Ideally, an exposure assessment should describe
sources, routes, pathways, and the uncertainty in
the assessment (WHO 2004). In the assessment
of human exposure many different aspects
require specific consideration: the exposure
route (inhalation, ingestion, dermal); the subjects
of exposure (workers, the general population/
consumers, including vulnerable groups, and
ecosystems); and the media which can give rise
to exposure (air, water and sediment, soil and
dust, food aquatic biota, consumer products).
Exposure can also occur through a combination
of routes and media. The figure in Box 2.1
shows human exposure to chemicals through

different environmental pathways. Besides
exposure via environmental pathways, the
human population can be exposed through
products and indoor air emissions. In exposure
assessments special attention needs to be
paid to vulnerable categories such as foetuses;
infants and children; women of childbearing
age; pregnant and lactating women; and older
adults (US EPA 2017a). The specific method used
to measure or estimate exposure will depend on
factors such as the purpose of the assessment
and the quality and quantity of the data required
(US EPA 2017b). Exposure assessments will not
necessarily be relevant in all other countries or
contexts. For example, conditions of pesticide
use differ between and within countries.

Measurement-based approaches are valuable,
but not always possible
Measuring and monitoring the presence of a
chemical in humans (human biomonitoring)
or in environmental media (environmental
monitoring) is one way to determine levels of
exposure. Environmental monitoring is usually
carried out to define the current state of the
environment (e.g. when a problem related to a

Box 2.1 Human exposure to chemicals – environmental pathways (adapted from Faustman and
Omenn 2013, p. 138)
Deposition
to ground

Inhalation and
transpiration

Air submersion

Milk or meat
ingestion
Groundwater
Water
ingestion ingestion
Water immersion
and water surface

Shoreline
exposure

Aquatic food
ingestion

Deposition
to crops

Ingestion
Irrigation

Uptake by
aquatic plants

Republished with permission of McGraw-Hill Education; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
In environmental exposure assessment, concentrations in water, sediment, soil and air are often determined
(measured or calculated) in order to obtain insights into exposures of environmental species. Photodegradation,
biodegradation and bioaccumulation are important factors that should also be taken into consideration.
Geographic variability caused by differences in abiotic conditions such as climate, hydrology, geology and
biotic conditions (e.g. differences in ecosystem structures and functions) can also influence the outcomes of
environmental exposure assessments.
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specific chemical is suspected) and/or to establish
trends in environmental concentrations (e.g. to
measure compliance with restrictions imposed
on releases).
In order to determine environmental exposure,
many methods exist to measure concentrations
in air, water, soil and solid waste (US EPA 2017c).
Such chemical analyses are usually carried out on
samples taken at specific locations and times. The
measured concentrations can therefore reflect
variations in space and time. Measurements always
need to be considered in the context of knowledge
about the process leading to exposure, which
could mean complicated and resource-intensive
follow-up to obtain additional information.
Nevertheless, provided the monitoring conditions
are well-documented, information obtained
through monitoring programmes can be helpful
in making environmental exposure assessments
(OECD 2013).

synthetic chemicals are measured in body fluids
(e.g. blood, urine and breast milk) or tissue
(e.g. hair, nails, fat and bone) (Box 2.2). This
allows identification of the extent to which certain
chemicals have entered the body and, in the case
of regular measurements, how exposure may
change over time. Methods that use pooled blood
and urine samples to identify the most prevalent
chemicals of concern in sub-populations at risk,
such as children, also exist. Combining multiple
individual specimens into a single sample can
be a cost-effective way to monitor exposures
and trends and to identify highly exposed subpopulations (Aylward et al. 2014; Heffernan et al.
2014; Heffernan et al. 2015). Biomonitoring can
therefore provide precise information on the
total internal exposure of an individual at a given
time, as it adds together exposure from multiple
sources and routes (e.g. air, water, food), thus
also providing information on inter-individual
variability and vulnerability.

Biomonitoring is a method by which
concentrations of naturally occurring and

In the occupational setting, according to the ILO
Code of Practice, employers should monitor and

Box 2.2 Programmes to monitor chemicals in humans and the environment
A number of biomonitoring programmes exist. In the United States, the National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) is a survey research programme which aims to assess the
health and nutritional status of adults and children in that country and track changes over time
(United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [US CDC] 2018a). Much information
on human exposure to environmental contaminants in the United States is made available by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (US CDC 2018b). As part of the Canadian Health
Measures Survey (CHMS), levels of certain chemicals in the blood and urine of the population
are measured (Government of Canada 2018). In the EU the Human Biomonitoring for Europe
(HBM4EU) programme coordinates, advances and harmonizes human biomonitoring in Europe
(Becker et al. 2014). This programme is expected to provide better evidence of the actual exposure
of citizens to chemicals, and possible health effects, than is currently available, with a view to
support policymaking (HBM4EU 2018).
The European Commission’s Information Platform for Chemical Monitoring (IPChem) is a reference
access point for searching, accessing and retrieving chemical occurrence data collected and
managed in Europe. It has been developed to fill the knowledge gap on chemical exposure and its
burden on health and the environment. IPChem is structured into four modules, according to the
chemical monitoring data categorization: Environmental Monitoring, Human Bio-Monitoring, Food
and Feed, and Products and Indoor Air (EC 2018). In addition, scientists and stakeholders from
35 institutions in 27 European countries are working within a human biomonitoring framework,
the Consortium to Perform Human Biomonitoring on a European Scale (COPHES) (COPHES 2016).
The Stockholm Convention has put in place sustainable, harmonized and comparable human
biomonitoring activities through collaboration with the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) and the WHO. A report on the results of a global survey on concentrations in human milk
of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) was published in 2013 (UNEP and WHO 2013 and is being
updated to include newly listed POPs.).
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record the exposure of workers to hazardous
chemicals to ensure their health and safety (ILO
1993; ILO 2004). They should also ensure that
workers are not exposed to chemicals to an
extent that exceeds exposure limits or other
exposure criteria for the evaluation and control of
the working environment. Based on monitoring
data, employers should assess workers’ exposure
to hazardous chemicals and provide these data
to the workers. These ILO requirements have
been implemented in many countries (ILO 2011).
This means many countries will have information
about levels of exposure to a number of chemicals
for a variety of occupations. The outcomes of
these measurements of exposure can be of use in
carrying out more generic exposure assessments.
Measurements-based approaches may be used
to assess occupational exposures to chemicals
throughout the supply chain of products. Such
research reveals that the main exposures may
occur at the intermediary stages of product
manufacturing (Kijko et al. 2015; Kijko, Jolliet
and Margni 2016). For example, in a study
on occupational exposure associated with an
office lounge seat, the greatest occupational
exposure occurred during production of the
plastic materials and resin, rather than during
manufacturing of the seat or in the chemical
industry (Kijko, Jolliet and Margni 2016).

Representative and reliable monitoring data are
available for only a small number of industrial
chemicals. Lack of measured data therefore
does not mean there is a lack of exposure.
Alternatively, exposure modelling and release
estimation methods are widely used to obtain
insights into exposure scenarios. Work processbased approaches consider potential impacts
on worker health as a ratio of reported workrelated morbidity and mortality to the output of
industrial processes (Scanlon et al. 2015). In using
these methods, it needs to be acknowledged
that the conditions of use of a chemical can be
vastly different and can be more dangerous in
developing countries than in developed ones,
while developing countries usually lack the
resources to carry out full exposure assessments.

National and regional specificities need to be
recognized
While hazard is an intrinsic property of a
chemical, exposure varies widely according to, for
example, process conditions, the formulation of
the product used and socio-economic conditions.
With respect to environmental exposure, local
aspects such as climate, average temperatures
or water conditions can be significant. Given the
variety of specific situations, conditions and/
or purposes for which exposure assessments

© Giles Clarke, Bhopal Medical Appeal CC BY-NC 2.0
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may be carried out, the results of exposure
assessments cannot be directly translated from
one country or region to another. If conditions are
similar, however, exposure scenarios produced
in some countries may provide generic insights
for the conduct of exposure assessments in
similar contexts.
One tool for obtaining valuable information on
local emissions of selected chemicals is a Pollutant
Release and Transfer Register (PRTR). Under PRTR
systems, point source emitters such as industrial
facilities are required to report the quantities of
chemical releases. These are then made available
in publicly accessible databases or inventories.
Emissions can be measured or estimated with
the help of a wide array of available techniques
(e.g. use of emission factors). Such information,
in combination with effects indications, can help
identify possible exposures and risks. Companies
also use PRTR data to identify opportunities to
improve efficiencies and reduce waste (OECD
2018a; UNECE 2018; United Nations Institute
for Training and Research [UNITAR] 2018).
Some PRTRs cover non-point or diffuse sources
(e.g. mobile sources). The possibility of including
chemical releases from products has been
studied, and these releases are included to a
certain extent in some countries (Nordic Council
of Ministers 2006; OECD 2017).

Figure 2.1

Understanding aggregate and cumulative
exposure to chemicals is challenging
In daily life humans are rarely exposed to a single
pollutant from a single source. Instead, they
are exposed to a multitude of distinct organic
and inorganic chemical substances found in
indoor and outdoor environments (UNEP
2017; Gligorovski and Abbatt 2018). Each of
these substances is associated with a variety of
sources along product life cycles and following
various exposure pathways, including those that
contribute to inhalation, ingestion and dermal
exposures. Likewise, ecosystems around the
world are exposed to releases of numerous
industrial and agricultural chemicals, either
intentionally (e.g. pesticides) or unintentionally
(e.g. pharmaceuticals). The cumulative exposure
of ecosystems to the mixture of chemicals
entering the environment has been identified as
one of the five main pressures negatively affecting
biodiversity (Secretariat of the Convention on
Biological Diversity 2010). How this chemical
“cocktail” interferes with human health, and how
it interacts with organisms and the environment,
is still largely unknown.
Single-chemical assessments may fail to
adequately account for potential synergistic
or antagonistic effects of chemical mixtures in
humans and ecosystems. Aggregate exposure

Aggregate (left) and cumulative (right) exposure (adapted from US EPA 2017d)

Inhalation

Inhalation
Brain
Heart
Liver

Oral
Dermal

Heart

Aggregate exposure assessment considers combined exposures to a single stressor across multiple routes
and multiple pathways. Cumulative exposure assessment generally evaluates combined exposure to multiple
stressors via multiple exposure pathways that affect a single biological target.
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across sources for the same chemical and
cumulative exposure across chemicals (Figure 2.1)
are therefore receiving increasing attention,
along with the assessment of associated
risks. Efforts to address the combined effect
of chemical mixtures, such as multi-substance
effect indicators for freshwater ecosystems
(Posthuma et al. 2016), are under way. However,
scientists are just beginning to derive principles
that allow broader consideration of cumulative
exposures and related mixture toxicity effects in
humans and ecosystems (Altenburger et al. 2013).
To advance aggregate and cumulative exposure
assessment, a number of research advances
need to be made. First, systematic production
and use of high-throughput exposure data
(Cohen Hubal et al. 2010; Wambaugh et al. 2013)
are required in order to feed complex exposure
models. Second, consistent and mass balancebased integration of exposure pathways and
indoor-outdoor environments in frameworks
based on strictly comparative metrics is essential
to systematically identify exposure hotspots and
focus higher-tier assessments (Fantke et al. 2016).
Third, mechanisms are required that support the
integration of global data and tools to foster our
understanding of the complexity of exposure
through exposome research, which takes into
account exposure to exogenous chemicals as well
as endogenous chemicals that may be affected
as a consequence of exogenous influences
(Escher et al. 2017). Finally, better linking of
exposure outcomes to multi-stressor toxicity
information is needed to capture important
correlations between chemicals, pathways and
effects.

›› Obtain information about the different uses,
and quantities thereof, within different
regulatory contexts.
›› Define chemical usage scenarios and the
masses emitted during manufacturing (that
is, at the workplace) and other life cycle stages.
›› Identify the fate and exposure processes that
result in transfers to biota and to humans.
›› Determine exposure to the chemicals in
consumer products.

Use of generic exposure scenarios is valuable
for industrial chemicals
It is not always necessary to carry out resourceintensive measurements to obtain insights
into exposure levels. To help countries with
limited resources derive such insights, valuable
information is available for understanding
exposure scenarios. An exposure scenario
has been defined as “a combination of facts,
assumptions, and interferences that define a
discrete situation where potential exposures
may occur. These may include the source, the
exposed population, the time frame of exposure,
microenvironment(s), and the activities. Scenarios
are often created to aid exposure assessors
in estimating exposure” (WHO 2004). In the
EU’s REACH Regulation an exposure scenario
refers to an identified use, or group of similar
identified uses, such as formulation, processing
or production of an article (ECHA 2016). In
the United States, EPA generic scenarios and
emission scenarios are built into the ChemSTEER
tool, with ExpoCast allowing exposure estimates
to be made (US EPA 2016; US EPA 2018).

2.2 How can exposure be better
quantified?

Emission scenario tools available to assess
exposure

A stepwise process to cover exposure
throughout the life cycle

Predicting emissions of chemicals from
specific industrial processes, or from uses
for the purpose of exposure assessment, can
be uncertain. To help address this challenge,
the OECD has developed Emission Scenario
Documents (ESDs) that describe the sources,
production processes, pathways and use patterns

To better quantify the totality of exposures,
especially when resources are limited, it is useful
to focus on several steps in the assessment
process:
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Box 2.3 OECD Emission Scenario Documents (ESDs) (OECD 2018b)
Emission Scenario Documents (ESDs) aim to quantify the emissions of a chemical into water, air,
soil and/or solid waste. An ideal ESD should include the following stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

production									5.
formulation									6.
industrial use								7.
professional use
8.

private and consumer use
service life of product/article
recovery
waste disposal (incineration, landfill)

of (groups of) chemicals (Box 2.3). ESDs also
offer the possibility of obtaining well-supported
estimates of exposure. These estimates can be
used as default values in the assessment process
unless more specific information on the use and
release of a chemical becomes available (e.g.
through industry data or as a result of further
research). Wider use of the ESDs concept could
be considered in the context of the sound
management of chemicals and waste beyond
2020, as a potential tool to assist countries with
limited resources to estimate exposure.
In the development of the ESDs, 54 use categories
and 16 industrial processes have been applied.
ESDs aim to quantify, for the specific steps in the
life cycle, the emissions of a chemical into water,
air, soil and/or solid waste based on available

© UNEP/Oli Brown, Ladies carrying loads near Makeni - Sierra Leone
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information or modelling results. They also cover
the general mechanisms of diffuse emissions, the
accumulation of long-life articles in society, and
the relationship between the service life and the
other stages in the life cycle chain (OECD 2008;
OECD 2018b).
Guidance is available on the generic use of
exposure scenarios to better quantify exposures
(ECHA 2016). The main users of ESDs are
expected to be those who need to estimate
emissions of chemicals to the environment
during production, use and disposal. This
includes regulatory agencies, chemical producers
assessing the potential impact of current and
new products, and potential users of chemicals
who are comparing alternatives. ESDs may also
be used in developing estimates of releases for
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PRTRs. ESDs and similar tools, including a number
of generic scenarios developed by the US EPA
(US EPA 2017e), have been widely used in national
and regional contexts (ECHA 2016; ECHA 2018a).

Computer modelling can help inform human
and environmental exposure assessment
Insights into exposure levels can be obtained
through the use of computer models. Modelling
helps to improve the understanding of natural
systems and how they react to changing
conditions (e.g. exposure to hazardous
substances, and the temporal and dose effects
from the exposure) (US EPA 2017c). Models are
used in risk assessment and risk management
to describe the relationship between emissions
and concentrations and to predict the outcome of
management measures. An advantage of using
models is that they allow the evaluation of results
of many processes that occur simultaneously,
which would otherwise be very difficult (van de
Meent and de Bruijn 2007). Models may therefore
be valuable for regulatory decision-making
and the development of policies. Wider use of
models to replace costly analytical monitoring
programmes where appropriate – especially
in countries with limited resources – could be
promoted through training and broader capacity
development support projects. There are also
models for very specific purposes, such as
estimating the overall persistence (Pov) and longrange transport potential of organic chemicals
at a screening level (OECD 2018c).
Computer models are available for a
number of parameters relevant to exposure
assessment. Modelling categories include mass
balance modelling; modelling that estimates
concentrations and dispersion in environmental
media; and multimedia modelling that provides
information about the distribution and transport
of released chemicals in environmental media.
The OECD has made available an overview of 21
modelling categories, which include 56 specific
models used in human and environmental
exposure assessment (OECD 2012).

Many models are undergoing continuous
improvement and refinement over time. The
evolution of models covers, for example: different
spatial and temporal scales; refined estimation
of chemical properties and emission data;
incorporation of additional environmental media
and processes; and integration of sensitivity
and uncertainty analysis in the simulations
(Di Guardo et al. 2018; ECHA 2018b). For
methodologically challenging substances, first
generation models are now available to screen
for exposure which take into account parameters
that are relevant, notably, to nanomaterials
(e.g. dissolution, agglomeration, transformation)
(Meesters et al. 2014).
Such models enable the determination of
ecosystem exposure and the prediction of
environmental concentrations in freshwater,
marine or terrestrial environments for ecological
risk assessment. Wannaz et al. (2018) used a
model predicting the differentiation in freshwater
concentrations of a chemical (in this case triclosan
[TCS], an antibacterial and antifungal agent used
in consumer products) across an entire continent.
Several fate and exposure models allow the
determination of human intake fractions
via multiple exposure routes and pathways
(e.g. inhalation, ingestion of drinking water, fish,
meat, dairy products, above and below ground
produce, dermal uptake). An example is USEtox,
the consensus United Nations Environment
Programme-Society of Environmental Toxicology
and Chemistry (SETAC) toxicity model (Rosenbaum
et al. 2008; Rosenbaum et al. 2011).
The combination of stochastic prediction
of chemical content and product usage
with exposure models makes it possible to
compare model estimates of internal doses
with the biomonitoring data that are becoming
increasingly available at population level
(Wambaugh et al. 2013; Csiszar et al. 2017). The
external concentration or dose can then be
compared with an external No Observed Adverse
Effects Level (NOAEL) (see Part III, Chapter 4)
or No Observed Adverse Effect Concentration
(NOAEC) determined from animal studies.
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Estimating exposure from products is
challenging because of data gaps
To quantify exposure to chemicals in products,
the first step is to assess the chemical masses that
enter the consumer near-field environment where
products are located. Chemical composition and
content have been relatively well-characterized
for certain classes of products (e.g. for personal
care and for cleaning). They are available in
various databases (Goldsmith et al. 2014) or
can be estimated based on chemical function
(Isaacs et al. 2016). For other products such as
articles or building materials, the composition
is often unknown. Much wider disclosure of the
chemical composition of products is needed in

Figure 2.2

these cases, even though some databases that
are based on product composition declarations
exist. An example is the Pharos building materials
database (Pharos 2018) (see Part I, Ch. 4 for
other examples).
Chemical and product usage also depends on
consumer behaviour. To characterize consumer
behaviour, combined with the occurrence of
chemicals in and releases from products,
modelling of product and chemical usage is
carried out at the population level. To cover these
parameters, stochastic databases have been
developed and applied that differentiate between
average population and given population groups
such as children or high-end users (Isaacs et al.

Transfer fractions to near-field and far-field compartments and the corresponding
product intake fraction for phenoxyethanol used as a preservative at a concentration of
0.86 per cent in a hand lotion (based on from Fantke et al. 2016)
Volatilization
30%

phenoxyethanol
in hand lotion
400 mglotion/d x 0.86% = 3.4
mg phenoxyethanol/d
Washed off to washed off : 4 min - 50%
wastewater treatment plants left on : 3 hrs - 0.003%

Direct dermal
20.3%

Indoor inhalation
0.14%

Population ingestion
via environment

Population inhalation via
environment

3.6 ppm

0.03 ppm

Ventilation
29%

Total product intake fraction (PiF) 20.5%
Total intake 20.5% x 3.4 mg/d = 0.7 mg/d or 0.01 mg.kgbody/d

Note: All percentages refer to the amount of phenoxyethanol applied.
The Figure indicates the different transfer fractions to near-field and far-field compartments and the
corresponding product intake fraction for phenoxyethanol used as a preservative at a concentration of
0.86 per cent in a hand lotion. The 3.4 milligrams (mg) of phenoxyethanol applied on the hand is first
transferred to an outer layer of the user’s skin (epidermis) (20 per cent), to indoor air (30 per cent) and to the
wastewater treatment plant (50 per cent if the lotion is washed off after four minutes, but only 0.03 per cent
if is kept on for three hours). For this chemical the resulting total product intake fraction of 20.5 per cent
takes place primarily via dermal uptake (20.3 per cent) through the outmost layer of the user’s skin (the
stratum corneum), with limited user inhalation of 0.14 per cent and negligible population ingestion and
inhalation of less than 4 parts per million (ppm), resulting in an intake dose of 0.01 mg/kilogram body/day.
Such high-throughput product intake fractions (PiFs) are available for more than 500 chemical ingredients
in personal care products, with the PiFs varying from 0.001 per cent to 100 per cent depending on chemical
properties (Csiszar et al. 2016), and for more than 8,000 chemical exposures in various products (Shin et al.
2015; Ring et al. 2018).
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2014). Once the composition of products is
better known, databases and high-throughput
modelling tools are better suited to determine
chemical releases from the product to the indoor
environment. Based on this, it is possible to
determine the product intake fraction (e.g. for
personal care products, cleaning products,
chemicals in articles and building materials,
or food contact materials) (Isaacs et al. 2014;
Fantke et al. 2016; Netherlands National Institute
for Public Health and the Environment 2018).
Chemicals released from products also undergo
transport processes in the near-field before being
transferred to the natural environment. It is
therefore important to consistently combine
near-field pathways (indoors and close-to-human
environment) and far-field pathways (ambient
air, soil, water environment). An example of
the outcomes of a predicted intake fraction
calculation is presented in Figure 2.2.
The life cycle of a given chemical or product may
involve hundreds of different chemicals in its
manufacturing. To address this complexity, the
“environmental genome of industrial products”
has been developed (Overcash 2016). This
database for 1,600 industrial chemical products
already contains manufacturing energy, process
mass intensity, multimedia emissions, modular
unit process flow diagrams, and by-products.
This information makes it possible to assess
and optimize the environmental performance
of chemical manufacturing, while minimizing
efforts to enter a new chemical due to its
modular structure. Industry has also developed
a programme which can be used on a voluntary
basis by companies to carry out human and
environmental risk assessments of ingredients in
household cleaning products. In this programme
exposure models are developed based on data
and extrapolations which can provide useful
information for this kind of assessments (Human
and Environmental Risk Assessment n.d.).

2.3 Potential measures to further
advance exposure assessment
Global action can be taken to promote wider
awareness of available generic exposure
assessment methods and models, so that all
countries could use them to obtain insights
into local human and environmental chemical
exposure, keeping in mind that the conditions of
use of chemicals differ between countries. Taking
into account the preceding analysis, stakeholders
may wish to consider the following measures to
further advance exposure assessment:
›› Compile exposure assessment methods in
order to allow a better overview of existing
tools.
›› Scale up the estimation of chemical emissions
and releases, as well as environmental and
human (bio)monitoring programmes, to
provide additional information for exposure
assessments.
›› Facilitate wider use of, and access to,
generic exposure assessment methods and
computer models, including through capacity
development.
›› Continue developing methods to determine
releases from – and exposure to – chemicals
in products.
›› Continue developing methods to determine
aggregate exposure across sources for the
same chemical, and cumulative exposure
across chemicals.
›› Make additional efforts to increase
transparency about the determination of
parameters in chemical exposure models.
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3/

Risk assessment: opportunities to improve
and accelerate progress
Chapter Highlights
New approaches to risk assessment take into account new hazard assessment and
exposure assessment methods.
Regulatory frameworks are being strengthened in several countries to address
emerging challenges in risk assessment, as well as to incorporate new data and
approaches.
Large amounts of empirical data relevant for risk assessment have been
generated and increasingly disseminated publicly.
A framework for assessing combined exposures to multiple chemicals is being
further developed.
The use of screening-level, generic risk-based approaches and grouping of
chemicals which are less complicated, and less resource intensive, is advancing.
Toolkits to assist in the risk assessment process have been developed for human
health risks (WHO) and environmental risks (OECD).

C

hemical risk assessments provide decisionmakers with predictive analysis concerning
the human and environmental health
impacts of exposure to chemicals. Important
building blocks for the risk assessment process
were described in Part III, Ch. 1 (hazard
assessment) and Ch. 2 (exposure assessment).
This chapter features a broader discussion of
risk assessment methods. Opportunities are
identified for future work, based on lessons
learned. Attention is also drawn to the wealth of
relevant publications and services available from
national governments and intergovernmental
organizations.
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3.1 The development of approaches
to risk assessment is moving
forward
Different forms of risk assessment
Risk assessment can be undertaken from two
different perspectives. A chemical-oriented,
prospective risk assessment mainly aims to
define conditions for the safe use of chemicals.
An environmental media-oriented, retrospective
risk assessment is intended either to assess the
chemical load that is acceptable for a predefined
compartment (e.g. a particular river or a human
[sub] population). This approach also looks
at whether – and to what extent – chemicals
contribute to observed adverse human health
or environmental impacts. In both cases risks
to human health and the environment are
considered. With respect to human health,
assessments carried out by authorities often
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distinguish between risks to workers, consumers
(from many different types of products) and the
general population.
Risk assessments may take a number of
different forms, depending on the particular
risk management problem being addressed.
Chiu (2017) identified the following levels of
risk assessment, which have increasing levels
of complexity:
›› Screening and/or prioritization assessments
identify potential areas for further
consideration or analysis.
›› Safety assessments determine whether
existing or proposed exposure levels are
“acceptable”.
›› Population-level assessments evaluate the
impact of one or more risk management
options on an overall population.
In conducting risk assessments, reliable data and
proven methodologies are needed. Uncertainties
may derive, for example, from lack of adequate

data for dose/response calculations. They
may also occur in extrapolating from animal
test data to humans and across species, or
in determining exposures across life cycles.
Moreover, information relevant to assessing the
special risks to vulnerable populations is often
missing. These data gaps and uncertainties limit
how the outcomes of risk assessments can be
used in risk management.

Strengthening regulatory frameworks to
accelerate risk assessment
Criticism of chemical risk assessment approaches
used in the past includes the fact that conducting
them is resource-intensive, and that only a limited
number of chemicals have been assessed for
the risks they pose. Several major regulatory
frameworks have therefore been adapted with
the objective of facilitating the risk assessment
of more chemicals within shorter periods of
time. Adaptions also cover new areas such as the
possible risks of nanomaterials (Laux et al. 2018).
A specific framework for assessing manufactured
nanomaterials has been put in place under
REACH (Gottardo et al. 2017; EC 2018a), while the
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US EPA is pursuing a comprehensive regulatory
approach under TSCA to address nanoscale
materials (US EPA 2017).
The amendment of TSCA by the Lautenberg Act
of 2016 introduced a clear distinction between
risk assessment and risk management (United
States Congress 2016). It also mandated risk
assessment for vulnerable populations and
required that priority chemicals currently on
the market (existing chemicals) be explicitly
evaluated by the US EPA. For new chemicals, an
affirmative safety finding by the EPA is required
prior to market introduction. Current discussions
revolve around implementation of the amended
TSCA (American Chemistry Council 2018; Franklin
2018). In Canada a recent parliamentary review
of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act of
1999 resulted in numerous recommendations
related to risk assessment, including on
vulnerable populations, endocrine-disrupting
chemicals, cumulative risk assessment and
priority-setting. These recommendations
inform ongoing engagement with stakeholders

to determine the future direction of chemicals
management in Canada (Box 3.1).
In the EU, REACH has been subject to a recent
major review. Although the review concluded, in
principle, that REACH is fit for purpose, several
shortcomings were identified and measures
for improvement were suggested. The issues
identified by the European Commission as most
urgent were the non-compliance of many of
the registration dossiers submitted by industry,
and lack of updating of the data that form the
basis for risk assessment. Further issues included
the need to simplify the authorization process
and to ensure a level playing field with non-EU
companies (EC 2018b; EC 2018c).

Improving empirical knowledge
Efforts have been undertaken to better organize
and systematize empirical knowledge for
chemical risk assessment, as well as to increase
the availability of exposure, hazard and risk data
to regulatory authorities, the public and other
stakeholders. New Approach Methodologies

Box 3.1 Canada’s Chemicals Management Plan
The Canadian Chemicals Management Plan was launched in 2006 with the aim of reducing the
risks posed by chemical substances to human health and the environment (Government of
Canada 2016a). As of July 2018, over 80 per cent of the 4,300 substances identified in 2006 –
during the categorization process – had been assessed. The remaining substances are expected
to be addressed by 2021 (Government of Canada 2018a).
The Chemicals Management Plan Risk Assessment Toolbox offers a range of approaches to
address the remaining substances (or groups) effectively by selecting an appropriate and fit-forpurpose approach in each case (Government of Canada 2016b). This ensures that efforts focus on
the substances of highest concern and that stakeholders are engaged as efficiently as possible.
Canada has also developed the Identification of Risk Assessment Priorities (IRAP) process, which
seeks to integrate new information from a wider range of sources to track emerging issues and
identify and prioritize substances that require further work (Government of Canada 2017a).
With the conclusion of the current Chemicals Management Plan nearing, Canada will be looking
at new directions and objectives for chemicals management after 2020. It will also work on
improving the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999, which is the country’s framework
law on pollution prevention and toxic chemicals (Government of Canada 2018b).
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are beginning to be applied in risk assessment,
as illustrated by a number of case studies
(Shah and Greene 2014; Karmaus et al. 2016;
Pham et al. 2016). Important progress has been
made in developing the concept of Adverse
Outcome Pathways (AOPs) (Carusi et al. 2018) (see
also Part III, Ch. 3) and in research on Aggregated
Exposure Pathways (AEPs) (Teeguarden et al.
2016). Research is also advancing on the
human exposome, a concept which includes
examining the effects of exogenous chemicals
and endogenous chemicals produced (or altered)
in response to external stressors (Pleil 2015;
Human Exposome Project 2019; EC 2015). Studies
are exploring “if mechanistic understanding of
the causal links between exposure and adverse
effects on human health and the environment
can be improved by integrating the exposome
approach with the [AOP] concept” (Escher et al.
2017). For exposure-driven risk assessments
of chemicals, however, more information on
exposure patterns would be useful.
High-throughput screening generates
hazard data relevant to risk assessments for
thousands of chemicals. An example of work
being carried out in this field is the US EPA’s
ToxCast programme, which includes publicly
available high-throughput toxicity data on a large
number of chemicals (US EPA 2018a). The further
development and use of AOPs is important in
understanding the mechanisms of toxicity for
groups of chemicals. High-throughput screening
is particularly useful in priority-setting. While
these are all important steps with respect to
limiting the use of test animals, in coming years
much of the information needed to determine
the (long-term) risk challenges of chemicals will
still need to be derived through animal testing
(ECHA 2017).
Ongoing activities result in large collections of
empirical data, which are increasingly being
made publicly available. Major data repositories
that contain data on hazardous properties and
classification, and inform risk assessment,
include the US EPA’s ChemView (US EPA 2018b),
its CompTox Chemistry Dashboard (Williams et al.
2017; US EPA 2018c), REACH registration data at
ECHA (ECHA n.d. a) and the OECD’s eChemPortal
(OECD n.d.). Data repositories on chemical

occurrences and exposure are comparatively
limited. Recent efforts include the IPCHEM portal
of the European Commission (EC 2018d) and
the NHANES human biomonitoring data from
the National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention in the United States (US CDC 2018).
Over the last decade several large-scale
programmes have been initiated in the United
States and internationally to incorporate
advances in molecular and cellular biology, -omics
technologies, analytical methods, bioinformatics,
and computational tools and methods in the field
of toxicology. As noted in the report Using 21st
Century Science to Improve Risk-Related Evaluations
(United States National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering and Medicine [US NASEM] 2017),
“similar efforts are being pursued in the field of
exposure science with the goals of: obtaining
more accurate and complete exposure data
on individuals and populations for thousands
of chemicals over the lifespan; predicting
exposures from use data and chemical-property
information; and translating exposures between
test systems and humans”.
These efforts, separately and combined, help
enlarge the knowledge base for risk assessment.
However, they focus mainly on improving
the empirical knowledge base for human
health-oriented risk assessments. Improving
the knowledge base for environmental risk
assessments has received comparatively little
attention – leading, for example, to a call to
establish landscape-level monitoring of pesticide
impacts (pesticidovigilance) (Milner and Boyd
2017). Moreover, such initiatives are currently
mainly restricted to a small number of countries
which already have significant experience in the
field. Countries with limited resources for risk
assessment often do not have widely available
data repositories (Wang et al. 2015).

International support to assist countries with
risk assessments
A number of resources are available from
international organizations to provide assistance
with chemical risk assessments. The WHO, for
example has developed a Human Health Risk
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Box 3.2 The WHO Human Health Risk Assessment Toolkit
The WHO Human Health Risk Assessment Toolkit (WHO 2010) (https://
www.who.int/ipcs/methods/harmonization/areas/ra_toolkit/en/)
provides users with guidance for identifying, acquiring and using the
information needed to assess chemical hazards, exposures and the
corresponding health risks in their given health risk assessment contexts
at local and/or national levels. The Toolkit contains roadmaps for
conducting a human health risk assessment; identifies information that
must be gathered to complete an assessment; and lists electronic links
to international resources where the user can obtain information and
methods essential for conducting the human health risk assessment.
The Toolkit has been developed for public health and environmental
professionals, regulators, industrial managers and other decisionmakers who have at least some training in the principles of risk
assessment, and who have a role in assessing and managing the human
health risks of chemicals.

Box 3.3 The OECD Environmental Risk Assessment Toolkit
The OECD’s internet-based Environmental Risk
Assessment Toolkit (OECD 2016) (http://www.oecd.
org/env/ehs/risk-assessment/environmental-riskassessment-toolkit.htm) provides access to practical
tools for the environmental risk assessment of
chemicals. It describes the general work flow of
environmental risk assessment and provides
examples of risk assessments. Links are provided
to relevant tools developed by the OECD and its
member countries that can be used in each step of
the work flow.

Assessment Toolkit (WHO 2010) (Box 3.2). The
OECD has developed an Environmental Risk
Assessment Toolkit (OECD 2016) (Box 3.3).

3.2 Conceptual and methodological
risk assessment solutions are
emerging
Weight of evidence and systematic review
In weight of evidence (WoE) evaluations a
combination of information from several
independent sources is used to provide sufficient
evidence to meet an information requirement.
The possibility to apply a weight of evidence
evaluation, or a systematic review approach, in
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chemical risk assessment is included in a number
of regulatory frameworks, including in the EU
(Ågerstrand and Beronius 2016). The weight given
to the available evidence depends on factors
such as data quality, consistency of results,
nature and severity of effects, and relevance of
the information. Since WoE evaluations require
the use of scientific judgement, it is essential to
provide adequate and reliable documentation
(ECHA n.d. b).
Canada applies WoE and precaution in risk
assessment. Both WoE and precaution are
influenced by uncertainty, so that all three
concepts – weight of evidence, precaution
and systematic review – should be considered
together in decision-making. As noted by the
Government of Canada (2017b), “a limited
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low quality data set will increase assessment
uncertainty, reduce the strength and likely
consistency of the WoE, thereby increasing
the need to consider precaution. Conversely, a
more robust data set will decrease uncertainty,
resulting in the application of less precaution”. A
survey of frameworks for best practices in weight
of evidence analyzes provides a review of 50
frameworks which have been used (Rhomberg
et al. 2013).
Systematic review (SR) is a formal technique
for reviewing existing evidence in order to
answer a specific research question. It uses a
predefined, multi-step process to identify, select,
critically assess and synthesize evidence from
scientific studies to reach a conclusion. It does
not replace scientific judgement; rather, it uses
a process to document the basis for scientific
judgements, minimizing the risk of bias and error
and maximizing transparency (Roth and Wilks
2014). A Navigation Guide for the Systematic
Review Methodology was published in 2014
(Woodruff and Sutton 2014)
The SR method is described in detail in a
handbook published by the United States National

Toxicology Program (US NTP) (US NTP 2018a). The
handbook will be updated as methodological
practices are refined and evaluated and strategies
are identified that improve the reliability, ease
and efficiency of conducting systematic reviews
A recently published US EPA document on
the application of systematic review in TSCA
evaluations provides an overview of the general
principles used (US EPA 2018d). Both weight of
evidence and systematic review are useful to
inform the risk management decision-making
process and make it more evidence-based.

Defining better specific human and
environmental protection goals
Protection goals in regulatory frameworks for
chemical risk assessment and management
are typically formulated in general terms. They
demand, for example, avoidance of ‘‘harmful
effects’’, “unreasonable risks” or ‘‘adverse
impacts”. However, hazard evaluations, exposure
assessments and risk characterizations provide
(often detailed) technical information that does
not speak to broad protection goals. Therefore,
it has been argued that specific protection goals
should be better defined (“what to protect,
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where and when”) to improve, in particular, the
environmental risk assessment of chemicals
(Brown et al. 2017; Maltby et al. 2017). Further
work on Adverse Outcome Pathways and
integrated approaches to testing and assessment
would help advance the linking of traditional
toxicity endpoints (which are studied for hazard
assessments) to impacts considered in regulatory
decision-making in regard to risk levels. Currently,
specific protection goals are mainly used in
frameworks for retrospective, site-specific risk
assessments, as these allow the definition and
evaluation of “acceptable” versus “unacceptable”
effects on species, populations and ecological
communities.
To move prospective risk assessment methods
forward and better define environmental
protection goals, the use of the ecosystem
services concept has been proposed by the
European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) in the
risk assessment of plant protection products and
other chemical products (EFSA 2010; EFSA 2016).
This entails systematic evaluation of impacts
on potentially vulnerable key populations of
organisms (the “ecosystem service providing
units”) and covers various dimensions. These may
include biological entity, attribute, magnitude
of effect, temporal and geographical scale of
the effect, and the degree of certainty that a
specified level of effect will not be exceeded. An
ecosystem protection approach, if successfully
implemented, provides a detailed map indicating
conditions under which certain species groups
might be at risk and what the overall impacts

on biodiversity might be. It therefore allows
the definition of appropriate risk management
options. However, this approach is extremely
data-demanding and might be best suited to
chemicals (e.g. plant protection products) for
which rich data sets are available.

Improving risk assessment for chemical
mixtures and cumulative exposures
Monitoring studies routinely show that humans,
as well as organisms in the environment, are
exposed to hundreds of individual chemicals
from a variety of sources, resulting in cumulative
exposures. Nevertheless, even modern regulatory
frameworks mainly focus on the assessment of
individual chemicals – disregarding the reality of
cumulative exposures from different chemicals
and products through different emission sources
via a multitude of exposure pathways. Given
that the risk of chemical mixtures in most cases
exceeds the risks posed by individual chemicals,
toxicological or ecotoxicological thresholds may
not always be sufficiently protective (Kortenkamp,
Backhaus and Faust 2009). There are GHS criteria
for the classification of mixtures in which any
impurities, additives or individual constituents
of a substance which have been identified are
considered if their properties exceed the cutoff value/concentration limit for a given hazard
class (UN 2017).
The development and assessment of approaches
and methods for mixture toxicity assessment
have been subject to extensive reviews

Box 3.4 Assessing exposure to chemical mixtures: WHO and EFSA activities
The WHO has been developing frameworks for human risk assessment of chemical mixtures
(OECD 2011; Meek et al. 2011; WHO 2017a; US ATSDR 2018). The key purpose of this work is to
provide an overview of available tools and practical recommendations to support the screening
and prioritization of mixtures for the assessment and management of risks to human health
associated with exposure to chemical mixtures from drinking water and its sources.
The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) has also carried out a number of activities in this
field related to pesticides and contaminants. As a first step prior to an assessment, the EFSA
considers the problem formulation, defining the relevant exposure, hazard and population to
be considered. The risk assessment itself is, in practice, conducted using a tiered approach for
exposure assessment, hazard assessment and risk characterization. The tiers can range from
tier 0 (a data-poor situation, default values) to 3 (full probabilistic models). Higher tiers require
increasing knowledge about the group of chemicals under assessment (Meek et al. 2011; EFSA
n.d.).
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and guidance (OECD 2011; Meek et al. 2011;
WHO 2017a; United States Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry [US ATSDR]
2018). In the future new methods such as highthroughput screening could play an increasing
role. In order for these methods to fulfil their
promise, they should have relevance for whole
animal models. Empirical knowledge of typical
exposure patterns and the underlying drivers of
mixture toxicity is still scarce and fragmented.
They are the subject of ongoing research and
evaluation. Given the complexity of assessing
combined exposures temporally and spatially,
the data demands compared with traditional
risk assessments increase exponentially. Yet
simple, robust and sufficiently protective rules
of thumb are needed in order to allow at least
semi-quantitative risk estimates to be conducted
in support of regulatory action. The concept of
an additional safety factor is currently being
addressed, for example, by KEMI in Sweden and
the National Institute for Public Health and the
Environment in the Netherlands (Backhaus 2015;
van Broekhuizen, Posthuma and Traas 2016). In
the WHO and the EFSA work has been carried
out to develop a framework for assessment
of combined exposures to multiple chemicals
(Box 3.4).

Strengthening integrated risk assessments
covering human health and the environment
Human well-being is closely related to ecosystem
health and vice versa. It has become increasingly
clear that media- or sector-specific efforts are
insufficient to tackle broad-scale problems such
as antimicrobial resistance development in the

environment. The WHO One Health initiative
has been developed to address aspects of
this issue (Box 3.5). In the United States, the
National Toxicology Program is engaged in the
SEAZIT (Systematic Evaluation of the Application
of Zebrafish in Toxicology) initiative (US NTP
2018b). Small aquarium fish species such as
the zebrafish are used as model organisms to
replicate human development, physiology and
disease processes while avoiding the limitations
of use of rodent-based models. Generating data
on aquatic models could help evaluate biological
processes related to both ecological receptors
and humans. Fully incorporating these aquatic
model organisms into modern toxicological
investigations could also yield significant scientific
and economic benefits (US NTP 2017).

Better linking of risk assessment and risk
management
The role of a risk assessor is to assess whether
a risk of a certain chemical is “likely to arise”.
The role of a risk manager is to assess the
“acceptability” of that given risk and, if needed,
recommend risk management options to ensure
an acceptable risk situation, taking into account
trade-offs between risks and benefits of the use
of the chemical concerned. In general, it would
be useful for risk assessment to be better guided
by risk management options and objectives.
For example, risk assessors could be asked to
provide certain levels of certainty or uncertainty
in their assessment with respect to various risk
management options, which would be particularly
beneficial under multiple-risk conditions that
require the evaluation of integrative response

Box 3.5 The WHO One Health initiative
The WHO One Health initiative is an approach to designing and implementing programmes,
policies, legislation and research in which multiple sectors communicate and work together to
achieve better public health outcomes (WHO 2018a; World Organization for Animal Health [OIE]
2018). The WHO works closely with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) and the World Organization for Animal Health to promote multi-sectoral responses to
food safety hazards, risks from zoonoses, and other public health threats at the human-animalecosystem interface, and to provide guidance on how to reduce these risks. While One Health
currently targets a selected number of issues, mainly at the interface of veterinary and human
medicine, its approach could be extended to the development of truly integrated chemical risk
assessments, as envisaged by the WHO when this initiative began (FAO 2011; WHO 2017b; OIE
2018).
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options. This could be relevant, for example,
when assessing the consequences of exposures
to complex chemical mixtures or evaluating
chemical alternatives. Detrimental risk-risk tradeoffs, which might occur as a result of different
amounts of hazard and exposure information
being available for different chemicals, could be
reduced (Sahlin and Rundlöf 2016). Already in
2009, the National Research Council in the United
States published a report which recommended
that risk assessments be more closely linked to
problem formulation and problem solving, and
that the level of detail in a risk assessment match
the question that needed to be addressed (United
States National Research Council [US NRC] 2009).
The WHO Guidance Document on Evaluating and
Expressing Uncertainty in Hazard Characterization
(2017c) finds that “the process of evaluating
human health effects as a function of (potential)
exposure […] necessarily involves uncertainties”
associated with extrapolating results from hazard
assessment. “Ignoring these uncertainties
may lead to incomplete risk assessments as
well as suboptimal decision-making and risk
communication.” Risk assessors therefore
have to take uncertainty explicitly into account.
“Effective risk assessment and subsequent risk
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management does not require the elimination
of uncertainty; rather, it requires that any such
uncertainty is made visible and has been taken
into consideration.”

Solution-oriented approaches in
environmental risk assessment
Demand for solution-oriented approaches is
increasing not only in the context of chemical
risk assessment, but also in that of global
environmental assessments generally (Jabbour
and Flachsland 2017). To foster tighter coupling of
chemical risk management with risk assessment
in identifying appropriate action, the concept
of solution-focused risk assessment has been
proposed (Finkel 2011) (Box 3.6). van Wezel et al.
(2017) used a solution-focused perspective for
chemicals in European water bodies. Instead of
another database on toxic effects and chemical
exposures, they developed one that provides
mitigation options for improving water quality. A
solution-focused and systems-oriented approach,
combined with such a mitigation database, offers
a common, action-oriented perspective among
stakeholders on the effects on water quality
of possible mitigation options throughout a
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Box 3.6 Solution-focused risk assessment (Finkel 2011)
Instead of beginning by asking “How bad is the problem?”, solution-focused risk assessment asks
“How good are the solutions that could be applied to the problem?” Rethinking risk assessment
this way could provide three types of benefits:
›› It could help to interrupt an endless cycle of analysis (sometimes referred to as “paralysis
by analysis”). When the goal is to know enough to decide, rather than to “know everything”,
natural stopping points may emerge.
›› It could lead sooner to decisions that succeed in reducing risk, rather than assessments of
how much risk reduction would be optimal.
›› It could highlight ways to resolve multiple risks and, simultaneously, avoid unnecessary and
poorly thought out risk-risk trade-offs.
›› Affected stakeholders might then be more easily involved in discussing what should be
done to address the problem.

chemical’s life cycle in various sectors and at
various locations in the water system.
Risk assessment, in its role of defining an
“acceptable operating space” for industry and
consumers (as a proactive tool to help avoid harm
in the first place), might not be easily amenable
to this approach, which seems best suited to
media- and site-specific assessments in order
to provide options for taking action as early as
possible. When it has been demonstrated that
a river is polluted by untreated effluents, or that
decreasing fertility in a community is due to
endocrine-disrupting chemicals, the application
of this approach might be most useful, depending
on national practices.

Risk communication
Communicating risk information is a challenge
within countries and internationally. In order
to be effective, risk communication needs to
address psycho-social aspects of chemical
risk perception and management. Since it is
characterized by uncertainty, rapid changes and
developments, risk communication requires
flexible communication tools and channels.
It should therefore, as appropriate, exploit
new technology including social media. Twoway communication via interactive media also
allows feedback that can help improve future risk
communication policies and practices. Groups
with whom effective risk communication is
essential include workers, public authorities,
health care providers and the media; the steps

to be taken before an accident occurs include
providing information to the public about
relevant chemical products (emphasizing the
difference between hazard and risk) (OECD 2002).
In recent years technological advances have
improved many types of scientific risk information
dramatically. However, valuable information
can easily go to waste if not effectively
communicated to the people who need it so they
can make decisions. Effective communication
helps technical experts to develop and share
data. It also enables professional users to
understand the data, while it influences how
many ordinary people take actions to reduce
risk. Because communication is a process, it
should be considered throughout every stage
of risk assessment (United Nations Office for
Disaster Risk Reduction [UNISDR] 2017). (See
also Part III, Ch. 4 and, in relation to chemical
accidents, Part III, Ch. 6)

3.3 How can risk assessment evolve?
Grouping of chemicals
Currently, chemicals are most often assessed
compound by compound. Risk assessments
that evaluate whole chemical groups could
substantially reduce the burden on the
regulatory system and increase efficiencies in
public and environmental health protection.
Group risk assessments are currently limited to
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complex chemical mixtures such as petroleum
products. The OECD has developed guidance
for the grouping of chemicals and read-across
approaches (OECD 2014; OECD 2018). Although
grouping is limited at this time to the hazard
assessment of data-poor chemicals, it might be
a starting point for the development of similar
approaches for risk assessments. Canada has
already used grouping strategies to assess
nine key groupings of substances under the
Chemicals Management Plan (Government of
Canada 2016b). The European Commission and
the ECHA are also looking at possibilities for the
increased use of grouping of chemicals to speed
up the identification and management of those
of concern (KEMI 2018; ECHA n.d. c).
Research suggests the promise of the grouping
methodology. The results of a recent study
show that a combination of bioactivity and
chemical descriptors can accurately predict
a range of target organ toxicity outcomes in
repeat-dose studies. Further experimental and
methodological improvements may further
increase predictivity (Liu et al. 2017). Another
recent publication concludes that an in silico tool
which can predict toxicity values with uncertainty
of an order of magnitude or less can be used in
combination with exposure assessment to assess
risks of environmental chemicals quickly and
quantitatively when traditional toxicity data or
human health assessments are unavailable. This
tool could fill a critical gap in the risk assessment
and management of data-poor chemicals (Wignall
et al. 2018).
One proposed generic risk-based approach
is the concept of Threshold of Toxicological
Concern (TTC). TTC assumes that an exposure
below a certain threshold concentration (which
is specific for a defined group of chemicals) is
without adverse toxicological consequences
(EFSA 2012). It has been used to define such
exposure concentrations for the members of a
given chemical class. This approach could also be
particularly useful in deciding which chemicals
should not be given high priority for further
work. Full risk assessments would then only be
required if the exposure level exceeded the TTC.
An advantage is that applying the TTC would
not require substance by substance hazard
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data. However, its validity hinges on a valid
chemical grouping, sound estimation of the TTC
for each chemical group, and reliable exposure
assessment. Canada has experience with using
a TTC-based approach in a regulatory setting
(Environment and Climate Change Canada 2016;
Environment and Climate Change Canada and
Health Canada 2017)

Better integration and harmonization
Chemical risk assessment is largely anchored
in a national (regulatory) context, rather than
being organized at the international level under
an overarching framework as is the case with,
for example, efforts to combat global climate
change and protect the ozone layer. Efforts to
address certain priority hazardous chemicals are
implemented in a complex set of intertwined,
legally independent treaties and programmes
that address a small number of chemicals (Selin
2013). The lack of a holistic global strategy for
chemical hazard and risk assessment and
management also hampers knowledge transfer
and transparency. Ways to fill this gap could be
explored in the context of the sound management
of chemicals and waste beyond 2020 (Backhaus,
Scheringer and Wang 2018).
Improved integration and harmonization may also
be valuable at the technical level (Wilks et al. 2015).
Human health-oriented and environmental risk
assessments use similar techniques, sometimes
even employing identical (eco)toxicological test
systems, chemical monitoring strategies and
data integration/evaluation approaches. Better
connecting human health and environmental
perspectives in an integrated assessment by
generating empirical data and models that
consider both human health and environmental
protection would vastly improve the efficacy of
the risk assessment process.
The report Using 21st Century Science to Improve
Risk-Related Evaluations (US NASEM 2017) makes
recommendations for integrating new scientific
approaches into risk-based evaluations. It
proposes how best to integrate and use the
emerging results in evaluating chemical risk and
considers whether a new paradigm is needed for
data validation; how to integrate the divergent
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data streams; how uncertainty might need to be
characterized; and how best to communicate new
approaches so that they are understandable to
various stakeholders.

Generic risk-based approaches
Conducting an in-depth chemical risk assessment
can be resource-intensive. In certain cases,
however, a generic and science-based, risk-based
approach – which is less costly, but fit for purpose
– can be used (Hansen 2017). For example, this
approach could be used to identify:
›› chemicals with low exposure that are unlikely
to present unreasonable risks;
›› low-hazard chemicals (e.g. chemicals that do
not need to be classified according to the GHS
criteria and therefore are unlikely to present
unreasonable risks); and
›› combinations of hazards, uses and exposures
that are likely to present risks.
Several strategies have been developed so
that regulatory decisions can be taken (if
circumstances permit) without requiring the
full suite of hazard and exposure assessments.
These approaches do not directly replace full risk
assessments; however, they provide decisionmaking criteria for determining whether there
is a case to answer and/or they often guide
prioritization efforts. Canada, for example, has
developed the Chemicals Management Plan Risk
Assessment Toolbox, which offers a range of
approaches to address substances (or groups)
effectively by selecting an appropriate and fit-forpurpose approach. Such examples include the
Rapid Screening Approach that may use either
qualitative or quantitative data for assessments
and are typically applied to substances that have
lower potential for exposure and risk; or the
adoption of existing hazard characterizations
from international organizations (Government
of Canada 2016b). A generic risk-based
approach could also be to consider that there
are combinations of hazards and uses for which
risk is inevitable because exposure cannot be
controlled, such as in the case of carcinogenic,

mutagenic and reprotoxic (CMR) chemicals in
consumer products and preparations.
Methods which are only hazard-based are
sometimes used in voluntary approaches,
particularly when possibilities to substitute
hazardous chemicals with less problematic
alternatives are being explored. An example is
use of the SIN (Substitute It Now!) List approach
(International Chemical Secretariat n.d.). To a
certain extent, eco-labelling is also based on
the consideration of hazards. High-throughput
screening for hazards, accompanied by readacross methods, can help to facilitate the
prioritization of chemicals for a full traditional
risk assessment.

Chemical assessment in countries with limited
resources
In countries with limited resources, a number of
economic, technical and administrative obstacles
may impede the adaptation of elaborate risk
assessment frameworks developed in countries
with greater resources. The lack of an applicable,
overarching international framework, and
prevailing difficulties in the implementation of
already existing instruments, pose additional
problems. As it might not always be possible to
make a full risk assessment, management on the
basis of hazard is practised by some countries
and is considered a legitimate approach to
sound chemicals management in specific cases
– including, for example, chemicals that are
highly hazardous, that do not have thresholds,
that are persistent or bioaccumulative, or that
have non-monotonic dose responses, or where
conditions of use are such that generic exposure
assessments are not valid.

Towards enhanced knowledge-sharing
In the beyond 2020 chemicals and waste
strategy, consideration could be given to how
best to promote the best global use of the
rapidly increasing volume of publicly available
hazard and risk information. This could be
achieved, for example, through continued
technical harmonization of the scientific methods
used in the generation and assessment of the
necessary data, including harmonization of data
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formats. The WHO Chemical Risk Assessment
Network supports global efforts to assess and
manage the risks associated with exposures
to hazardous chemicals. Established in 2013,
it involves institutions with chemical risk
assessment activities (WHO 2018b). The use of
existing OECD products in this respect could be
considered. Countries with limited resources
would then be better placed to benefit from
the results, including priority-setting and indepth assessments (generated and made
publicly available through national and regional
programmes), and to apply them in their national
contexts.

3.4 Potential measures to further
advance risk assessment
Taking into account the preceding analysis,
stakeholders may wish to consider the following
measures to further advance risk assessment:
›› Facilitate global use of the increasing volume
of publicly available risk-related information,
particularly by countries with limited
resources.
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›› Develop and adapt chemical risk assessment
methods in order to facilitate their use in
countries with limited risk assessment
capacity.
›› Improve the knowledge base for
environmental risk assessment (e.g. through
chemicals release data).
›› Further develop risk assessment methods for
chemical mixtures and chemicals in products,
as well as integrated risk assessment
approaches covering human health and the
environment.
›› Explore further how screening-level, generic
risk-based approaches can be used, where
these approaches are fit for purpose.
›› Take steps to facilitate, where appropriate, the
use of risk assessment methods in developing
countries, in order to further develop and
harmonize methods for the risk assessment of
chemical mixtures and chemicals in products,
and consider developing more specific
protection goals for use in risk assessment.
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Risk management decision-making:
making it work in all countries
Chapter Highlights
Safety data sheets and labelling, based on the GHS, provide the foundation for
risk management. However, globally there are important implementation and
knowledge gaps.
Regulatory decision-making can stimulate frontrunner companies to undertake
sustainable innovations.
Government regulatory actions, non-regulatory strategies and voluntary
initiatives may be mutually supportive when used in a concerted way.
Socio-economic analysis that addresses the costs and benefits of action and
non-action is useful to inform decision-making. Nevertheless, caution in the
interpretation of results is required.
The IOMC Toolbox for Decision-Making in Chemicals Management can assist
countries in identifying the most appropriate risk management instruments and
approaches.

R

isk assessment is a scientific approach
which provides decision-makers with robust
assessments of the actual or potential
impacts of exposure. It is an approach that takes
socio-economic considerations into account.
This chapter addresses important aspects of
the chemical risk management decision-making
process: information needs; the available support
tools; how regulatory and voluntary actions can
be complementary; and how countries with
limited resources can engage in risk management
(e.g. on the basis of the GHS).

4.1 From chemical risk assessment
to risk management
Risk management decision-making is a process
whereby risk managers, policymakers and
scientists work together closely to find innovative
ways to select the best option(s) for a course

of action to ensure that human health and the
environment are protected. In most cases a
chemical risk assessment is a solid basis for
chemical risk management. The interface of
the risk assessment and the risk management
process is referred to as “risk characterization”.
In risk characterization, exposure and hazard are
compared in order to determine a No Observed
Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL) – that is, the greatest
concentration or amount of a substance found
in a test to cause no adverse reactions by the
target organism for a specific endpoint (further
described in Duffus, Nordberg and Templeton
2007). Since the NOAEL is usually determined
through animal testing, assessment factors are
used to convert NOAELs to a reference dose that
may be applied in human risk assessment and
risk management.
The outcome of risk characterization is often
presented in the form of a risk quotient that
compares the (expected) concentration of a
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chemical in the medium of interest (e.g. the
human body, ambient air, an aquatic ecosystem)
with the maximum concentration deemed safe
under normal circumstances. Certain population
groups are more vulnerable to exposure to
chemicals due to biological, social, economic
or other factors. These groups include, among
others, the elderly, children, pregnant women
and the poor. The possible risks for these
vulnerable groups require special consideration
in risk management decision-making, especially
during the risk characterization process.

How much information is needed for risk
management decision-making?
Risk assessment and risk management processes
that aim at preventing harm to human health and
the environment require a significant amount of
scientific information. This information is, at times,
characterized by uncertainty. In decision-making
to protect human health and the environment,
where there is incomplete knowledge or lack of
scientific certainty, precautionary actions are
often considered, in accordance with Principle 15
of the Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development
Principe 15 states that “In order to protect the
environment, the precautionary approach shall
be widely applied by States according to their
capabilities. Where there are threats of serious
or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific
certainty shall not be used as a reason for
postponing cost-effective measures to prevent
environmental degradation” (UN 1992). A logical
framework for using the precautionary principle
in chemicals regulation has been developed
to help regulators in the EU work through the
process of considering whether a combination
of concerns and uncertainties justifies taking
precautionary measures of control (Milieu, T.M.C.
Asser Institute and PACE 2011). This framework
underlines the importance of documenting the
evidence of concerns and uncertainties, so that
the decision-maker can be confident that applying
the precautionary principle is appropriate.
Addressing data uncertainties concerning the
exact magnitude of the risk, as well as carefully
considering options for the implementation of
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risk management, can at times make the risk
management process complex. While chemicals’
hazards cannot be changed, exposures can be
controlled to eliminate or minimize harm to
human health and the environment, a hierarchy
can be used in applying controls. In the field of
occupational health, for example, elimination/
substitution of the hazard is a preferred
approach and is at the top of the hierarchy.
This is followed by subsequent steps, among
which are engineering controls, administrative
controls (including changes in work practices)
and, finally, use of personal protective equipment
(PPE) (US CDC 2015).
In controlling exposure, a number of information
uncertainties also exist and must be taken into
account. Reliable measurements of exposure
are often scarce and limited to the workplace.
While monitoring data could be used in exposure
assessment, they are available for only 1 to
2 per cent of the chemicals on which there are
some toxicity data (Egeghy et al. 2012). A further
challenge in determining the risk of chemical
exposure to human health or the environment
is that information describing how chemicals are
used does not always cover the whole life cycle.
Fortunately, even when uncertainties exist and
not all the desired information is available, the
use of Emission Scenario Documents (ESDs) and
models can in most cases help to provide the
necessary insights (OECD 2018a; ECHA n.d. a). In
the case of pesticides, surveillance programmes
are also an important basis for risk management.
Activities in these programmes include the
investigation and evaluation of adverse health
effects related to acute pesticide exposure and
the analysis of pesticide exposure data.

4.2 Safety data sheets and labelling:
implementation and gaps
Safety data sheets and labels: important tools
for risk management
An important first step in risk management is to
ensure good access by workers and consumers
to chemical hazard and risk information. Such
information is often made available in the form
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of product labels, pictograms and safety data
sheets (SDS) (Ta et al. 2010; Sathar, Dalvie and
Rother 2016; ECHA n.d. b). SDS and labels are the
basic hazard communication tools for hazardous
chemicals as regards their manufacture, storage,
transport and other handling interactions
(Lee et al. 2012; Dalvie, Rother and London 2014).
International Chemical Safety Cards (ICSC) are
information tools prepared through a peerreviewed process in order to provide safety
and health information on chemicals in a clear
and concise way (ILO 2018; WHO 2018a). By
promoting safe use of chemicals in the workplace,
these cards also support implementation of the
ILO Chemicals Convention (ILO 2017).
Hazard and safety communication elements such
as pictograms, hazard statements, precautionary
statements and guidance, and a harmonized
format for the preparation of SDS are the key
constituents of the Globally Harmonized System
of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals
(GHS) described in Part II, Ch. 2.4 (UNECE
2017; UNECE n.d. a; UNECE n.d. b). The GHS
is a common starting point that can help risk
managers ensure the appropriate handling
and safe use of chemicals (Dalvie, Rother
and London 2014). Effective implementation
of classification and labelling is an initial risk
management measure that can, in principle, be
implemented consistently in all countries even
when limited resources are available. National or
regional legislation on classification and labelling,
based on the GHS, is necessary to ensure solid
implementation and enforcement.
The GHS is (partly) in force in 72 countries. In
some countries a transitional period is in effect
before the GHS becomes mandatory. In other
countries it has not yet been implemented
(UNECE n.d. a) (see Part II, Ch. 3). Obstacles
to fully harmonized implementation of the
GHS include discrepancies in the classification
process, and in the different information sources
across countries and regions, mainly due to
varying selections made from hazard testing and
estimation results (Morita and Morikawa 2011)
and legal implementation gaps (Persson et al.
2017). Continuous training on classification and
awareness-raising in a global or regional setting
would help governments to build expertise on

© UNITAR/Andrea Cararo, Labelling of containers in a leather chromium
tanning factory

the implications of GHS, and to ensure that its
provisions are reflected in legal instruments
(Dalvie, Rother and London 2014).
While labels provide important first information
to anyone who handles, uses, stores and/or
transports hazardous chemicals, SDS provide
more comprehensive information. They are
product-related and enable the employer to
develop and implement worker protection
measures specific to the workplace (United States
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
[US OSHA] 2012; US OSHA 2013; UNECE 2017).
There are, however, several gaps in the way
SDS are prepared and applied in the workplace,
meaning that workers may not be correctly
informed and may be at risk. For example, studies
show that many products contain chemicals that
are not declared on the SDS, or that chemicals
may be found at higher concentrations than
indicated on the SDS (Nicol et al. 2008).
Where there is a mixture of chemicals, most SDS
combine the hazards from all the components
of the mixture, which may result in understating
the actual risk in the event that synergistic
effects result from the interaction between the
components (ChemSafetyPro 2018; ECHA n.d.
c). Similarly, an SDS may not address possible
synergistic effects with other chemicals to
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which workers may be exposed. Since chemical
suppliers could be unaware of all possible
applications of their chemical(s), precautions for
use cited in the SDS may not be appropriate for
all situations. It should also be noted that while
SDS often reach the first producer of an article,
in most cases they do not reach the next levels in
the supply chain and are normally not provided
to retailers and consumers, who will therefore be
unaware of the information in the SDS (Massey
2008). A study by Safe Work Australia found
that for nanomaterials only 18 per cent of SDS
contained reliable information to appropriately
inform an occupational risk assessment (Frangos
et al. 2010).

Are hazard and risk communication tools wellunderstood?
Chemical risk communication is of vital
importance to make sure workers and the
general population are well-informed and take
protective measures in the use and handling
of chemicals. In developing and evaluating the
effectiveness of chemical risk communication
tools, multidisciplinary expertise is required to
ensure comprehensibility of chemical hazard
information. Effective risk communication needs
to take into account a range of aspects, including
information sources, delivery channels, training

Figure 4.1

Several studies have investigated the level of
comprehensiveness of information on chemical
hazards among workers and consumers. They
have identified demographic characteristics,
gender, level of education and cultural differences
as some of the key factors that influence
understanding of information on a label or an
SDS (Sathar, Dalvie and Rother 2016) (see also
Part III, Ch. 6). A study carried out in South Africa
concerning the comprehensibility of chemical
hazard communication elements revealed that
understanding of hazard communication labels
and safety data sheets was generally low. Symbols
such as the skull and crossbones (98 per cent)
and flames (93 per cent) were relatively wellunderstood (either correct or partly correct
responses), but the majority of hazard symbols
were of moderate to poor comprehensibility.
There were significant levels of critical confusion
(5 per cent or above) in the case of symbols for
corrosive and compressed gases (Dalvie, Rother
and London 2014).
Rother (2018) has identified a range of factors
to ensure that information on pesticides’ hazard
and risk, as well as related safety measures, are
effective, particularly in low- and middle-income

Hazard pictograms according to the GHS (UNECE n.d. b.)

Explosive

Flammable

Health hazard
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methods and the target audience. Figure 4.1
shows some frequently used pictograms.

Oxidizing

Harmful

Compressed gas

Corrosive

Acute toxicity

Environmental hazard
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countries. These factors include: a correct label
must be on the pesticide container or packet;
the label must be in the language of the end
user; the end user must be literate and able
to read the label language; the end user must
be able to understand the content of the label
(e.g. symptoms of poisoning); and the end
user must have the means to implement the
instructions (e.g. correct measuring and mixing
instruments) as well as to apply safety precautions.
Safety precautions include the use of correct PPE
for the acute and chronic toxicity levels of the
product, according to the relevant WHO and
GHS hazard classification system (Rother 2014;
Rother 2018). Consumers often assume that
products with an eco-label or without hazard
pictograms do not contain harmful substances
(Hartmann and Klaschka 2017). These outcomes
point to the need for well-considered information
strategies to communicate chemical risks in
consumer products.

Safety data sheets for nanomaterials remain a
challenge
Engineered nanomaterials are a growing class of
materials being manufactured and introduced
into multiple business sectors (Eastlake et al.
2012). An evaluation of 97 nanomaterial-related
SDS, according to the criteria set by the GHS, found
that most of these SDS did not include sufficient
information on the safety of nanomaterials such
as their toxicity and physicochemical properties
(Lee et al. 2012). It was concluded that this
lack of information in the nanomaterial SDS
could mainly be attributed to lack of toxicity
and physicochemical property information on
nanomaterials; unawareness of the effectiveness
of conventional exposure controls, such as local
exhaust ventilation and encapsulation or PPE, in
protecting against nanomaterial exposure; lack
of information on emergency and firefighting
measures; and lack of knowledge on how existing
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regulations apply to nanomaterials (Eastlake et al.
2012; Lee et al. 2012).
Guidelines published by the WHO offer several
recommendations for protecting workers from
the potential risks of manufactured nanomaterials
(MNMs). The guidelines address assessment of
MNM health hazards and exposure, controls,
health surveillance, and training of workers. One
of the 11 recommendations is to assign hazard
classes to MNMs on safety data sheets according
to the GHS (WHO 2017).

4.3 Government action and proactive
voluntary industry initiatives can
complement each other
Government action and regulatory substitution
goals can encourage voluntary initiatives
Governments are responsible, in the first
place, for promulgating regulatory measures.
They can also play an important role in
fostering voluntary action in industry, for
example by developing or promoting codes of
practice, environmental quality objectives or
guidelines, environmental release guidelines,
or environmental performance agreements.
The Canadian Chemicals Management Plan, for
example, includes provisions for encouraging
such non-regulatory initiatives (Government of
Canada 2012).
Substitution goals set by public authorities can be
a driver through facilitating voluntary frontrunner
action. In Europe, the listing of substances of very
high concern (SVHC) and the Candidate List for
inclusion of substances for authorization under
Annex XIV of REACH convey the intention of the
regulator to take risk management action (ECHA
2011). In anticipation of such action, HoffmanLa Roche, for example, implemented a detailed
global substitution action programme, which
not only incorporates the necessary elements
to comply with REACH in advance of regulatory
timelines, but also uses business considerations
and innovation practices to evaluate and test
alternatives (Buxton 2016).
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The OECD has developed a table of regulations
and restrictions which includes substances/
chemicals that are legally or voluntarily restricted
or recommended for restriction by a number of
stakeholders due to their hazards, or have been
examined by jurisdictions based on potential
concerns of a similar nature (OECD n.d.). It
includes 55 lists of “chemicals of interest” from 12
categories of national or international legislation
and programmes. These lists of substances/
chemicals can be of general interest for voluntary
substitution activities.

Advancing voluntary action beyond compliance
can be an advantage
A growing number of industry-based voluntary
initiatives that are led by individual enterprises
or industry associations support, and in some
cases go beyond, regulatory measures. These
initiatives are based on, among others, the idea
that voluntary action may in some cases be more
flexible and cost-effective than regulations.
Factors driving voluntary action of companies may
include, for example: appealing to consumers
who demand “green” products; pre-empting
government regulations; seeking regulatory relief
from regulatory action; or gaining a competitive
advantage (Videras and Alberini 2007). Similarly,
the importance of building confidence and trust
in society and obtaining a “social licence to
operate” encourages companies to take voluntary
action and behave in a legitimate, transparent,
accountable and socially acceptable way to lower
risk for business (World Business Council for
Sustainable Development [WBCSD] 2015).
Frontrunner companies can be found among
the chemical industry, downstream sectors and
retailers. Leading companies in the chemical
industry, in downstream industries and in retail
sectors have recognized the benefits and have
initiated voluntary action, often ahead of potential
regulatory action. These frontrunner companies
can be considered as key drivers accelerating a
transition to greener and sustainable chemicals
alternatives in their sectors, at the same
time addressing improvements in economic
performance as well as the ecological footprint
and potential health impacts of their products
and production.
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In the chemical industry a number of
companies (e.g. BASF) have introduced portfolio
sustainability assessments so as to act in a timely
manner and make necessary changes prior to
possible regulatory changes or new mandatory
environmental or health requirements, in
order to proactively steer their overall product
portfolios towards improved sustainability
outcomes (Consultancy.uk 2017). An example
of proactive action in a downstream sector,
the electronics industry, is the commitment by
Apple to phase out brominated flame retardants
and polyvinyl chloride in all its products, while
other electronics companies have made partial
progress by eliminating those substances in
selected devices (Cook and Jardim 2017). S.C.
Johnson, a formulator of chemical-intensive
products widely used in households, launched a
successful chemical classification process to rate
raw materials based on their impact on human
health and the environment (further explained
in Part IV, Ch. 7).
In the retail sector major companies see “the
value of getting ahead of the curve on enacting
rules ahead of governments” and have
therefore made significant progress in adopting
safer chemicals policies. These policies drive
reductions and substitutions of toxic chemicals
in products and represent a commitment to
publicly disclose all product ingredients in order
to respect consumers’ right-to-know (GreenBiz

2018). Large retailers like Walmart in the United
States, for example, stopped selling flooring
products containing phthalates ahead of any
future regulatory restrictions on these chemicals
(Franklin 2015; Franklin 2016). Similarly, in
Europe concerns about consumer safety and
possible regulatory action triggered action by
Coop Denmark to proactively replace certain
fluorinated chemicals in food packaging products
with a sustainable alternative (Green Science
Policy Institute 2013). Many more examples of
such actions have been described (Geiser 2015)
(see also Part III, Ch. 4).

Ensuring the effectiveness of voluntary action
While voluntary initiatives can be useful, it is critical
for governments to monitor the effectiveness
of these initiatives, especially if they precede
intended regulatory action. A certification and/
or accreditation mechanism can help verify
voluntary standards. Similarly, in certain cases
conformity assessment of products by a public
or private auditor could provide a check on
the implementation of voluntary initiatives
(Henson and Humphrey 2009). Depending on
the outcomes of such monitoring, governments
may need to reserve the position that regulatory
follow-up can be put in place when envisaged
policy objectives are not met or not met fast
enough.
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Responsible procurement as a vehicle for risk
management and creation of markets for safer
chemicals
It is well-recognized that responsible procurement
and supply chain management (further discussed
in Part IV) provide opportunities for public (and
private) organizations to support practices that
are likely to improve health and labour conditions,
for example in those developing countries where
production and processing often take place
(Boström et al. 2011). An analysis of a global
transition towards public spending on goods
and services which maximizes environmental
and social benefits indicates that commitment
to implementation has increased (UNEP 2013).
It describes the widespread use and recognition
of public procurement as a key element driving
innovation and sustainable development in
all policy arenas. Similarly, demand for safer
chemicals offers opportunities for private
organizations to shift the marketplace towards
more sustainable products and services.
A review based on case studies from several
organizations, and their approaches to
identifying and purchasing safer alternatives,
describes the benefits and lessons learned
from their sustainable purchasing programmes
(Perlmutter 2015a). The Danish supermarket
chain Coop, for example, works with suppliers
to eliminate endocrine-disrupting chemicals and
other chemicals of concern in products sold in its
stores; Kaiser Permanente, active in the health

care sector in the United States, has developed
a chemical score card and works with suppliers
to eliminate or reduce the purchase of products
that expose its workers and patients to toxic
chemicals (Perlmutter 2015b). Organizations
that offer products with safer chemistries need
to know about potentially harmful substances
in the intermediate products they purchase,
and therefore have to engage on safety aspects
with their suppliers and strengthen supply chain
management in this respect. Eco-labelling can
play an important role in this context, including
by helping customers from both the public
and private sector identify greener and more
sustainable products, as further explored in
Part IV, Ch. 7.

4.4 The potential of private standardsetting in international chemicals
and waste management
International private standards and
harmonization initiatives
The increasing complexity of global supply
chains, and addressing risks across the supply
chain, create challenges for traditional regulatory
approaches and international policymaking. In
a number of international policy arenas private
sector standards have emerged as a complement,
and a response to, deadlocks in global public
action (Humphrey 2017). Prominent examples

Table 4.1 Forms of standards (adapted from Henson and Humphrey 2009) complemented with
international examples relevant to chemicals and waste management
Public

Mandatory

Regulations

Legally (or policy) mandated private standards

Annexes A and B of the Stockholm Convention on
Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs)

International standards for flammable low global
warming potential (GWP) refrigerants recognized by
Parties to the Montreal Protocol

OECD Council Decision on Mutual Acceptance of Data
(MAD)
Voluntary

Public voluntary standards

Private voluntary standards

Globally Harmonized System for the Classification and
Labelling of Chemicals (GHS)

Responsible Care®

Codex Alimentarius Commission
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Private

Manufacturing Restricted Substance List (MRSL) of
the Zero Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals (ZDHC)
Programme
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include the Forest Stewardship Council, the
Marine Stewardship Council (Humphrey 2017),
and private governance in international forest
regulations (Bernstein and Cashore 2007).
Public and private standards can operate and
interact in different ways. Four forms of public
and private standards can be identified, as shown
in Table 4.1 (Henson and Humphrey 2009).
While public standards are developed though
a formalized process, and adopted by public
bodies, private standards can be more broadly
conceived as “written documents adopted by a
non-governmental entity which lays down rules,
guidelines and/or characteristics, for common or
repeated use, for products or related processes
and production methods, including transport”
(Scott et al. 2017).

chemical distribution industry officially joined
the programme (International Chemical Trade
Association n.d.). The Responsible Care Charter
has been signed by CEOs representing more than
96 per cent of the world’s largest companies.
In the United States, a Responsible Care®
Management System has been established that
includes independent third-party certification and
transparent reporting and performance metrics
(ICCA 2015). This approach has the potential
to serve as the benchmark for monitoring and
assessing implementation in other countries.

Private standard-setting relevant to chemicals
and waste management
Several types of private standards can be
distinguished: individual company standards,
collective national standards, and collective
international standards (Henson and Humphrey
2009). Concerning international private
standards, a number of initiatives in recent
years have sought to advance harmonization
for specific aspects of the sound management
chemicals and waste that are not addressed
through treaty law or international (public)
bodies. Initiatives are driven by the chemical
industry or specific downstream industry sectors,
or include initiatives cutting across industry
sectors. They have been advanced through
a range of fora, raising the question of how
linkages with relevant private standing-setting
may be established under a future approach on
chemicals and waste management beyond 2020.
An example of private governance and standardsetting in the chemical industry dating back to
1985 (and currently covering 68 countries) is
Responsible Care®, which is supported by the
International Council of Chemical Associations
(ICCA) (ICCA 2015). Responsible Care® is a
voluntary commitment by the global chemical
industry to drive continuous improvement and
achieve excellence in environmental, health and
safety and security performance. In 1995 the

A more recent example of an international
harmonization initiative in the chemical industry
is the cooperation of leading chemical companies
in the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development to publish a common approach for
conducting Portfolio Sustainability Assessments
(PSA). Companies engaged in developing
the standard expect that harmonizing PSA
approaches will increase the robustness and
credibility of company efforts, building on leading
best practices. Harmonization is also expected
to reduce complexity for external stakeholders
and enable consistency in communicating
results, including the use of shared language
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on sustainability-related benefits and concerns
throughout value chains and industries (WBCSD
2018). An example of private standard-setting
in a downstream sector (the textile, leather and
footwear industry sector) is the ZDHC initiative
(see Part IV, Ch. 7).
A private sector harmonization initiative that
cuts across industry sectors is the Proactive
Alliance, which seeks to develop a common
approach for collecting and sharing material
data for articles (including their chemical
composition) across sectors (Stringer 2018). This
initiative addresses the fact that many sectors
have their own material declaration systems,
but currently do not communicate or share
information between companies in different
sectors despite many suppliers selling the same
articles and components to multiple sectors.
The automotive, chemicals, furniture, childcare
products, electronics, mechanical, metalworking
and metal articles, home textiles, textiles, sporting
goods and medical devices sectors are among
those engaged in the initiative.

Opportunities to recognize and strengthen
private standards under a beyond 2020
approach
Since stakeholders are negotiating an approach
for chemicals and management beyond 2020,
there may be value in exploring the extent to
which private sector standard-setting could be
encouraged, as well as how relevant initiatives by
the chemical industry, or downstream industry
sectors, could be recognized under a global
approach, including monitoring of the progress
made. If, as may be anticipated, a future global
beyond 2020 approach continues to have a
multi-sectoral and multi-stakeholder orientation,
dialogue and consultation with civil society
organizations have the potential to improve
the robustness of the initiative and increase
legitimacy. Of equal interest may be the question
of how to scale up participation by stakeholders
and industry in all regions of the world, with the
goal that common and harmonized approaches
will ultimately enjoy universal participation.
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4.5 Regulatory decision-making
drives innovation
Lessons from international initiatives
The Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer, which came into force
in 1989, is generally considered a very successful
example of international environmental
leadership (Canan et al. 2015). The prospect
of international regulation of ozone-depleting
substances offered DuPont, the world’s dominant
producer of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) up to
the 1980s, the possibility of new and more
profitable markets at a time when the production
of CFCs was losing its profitability and promising
alternatives had already been identified (Maxwell
and Briscoe 1997). The company invested more
than US dollars 500 million in developing and
commercializing CFC alternatives and rapidly
implemented new technologies (Rotman 2007;
DuPont 2015).
Response to the Montreal Protocol illustrates
the potential benefits of global policies that
address the sound management of chemicals
and waste by stimulating innovation, investment
in research and development, awareness-raising
and technology transfer. Since it entered into
force, countries have continuously made efforts
to take further steps and to address more ozonedepleting substances. International activities are
being carried out to meet remaining challenges
in reducing emissions of ozone-depleting
substances while, at the same time, reducing
emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs). Replacing
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), which are not ozonedepleting chemicals but have high global warming
potential (GWP) values, will have additional
benefits with respect to combating climate
change (United States National Aeronautics and
Space Administration 2015; UNEP 2016; US EPA
2016).
Innovative approaches adopted by governments
and industry within the framework of the
Montreal Protocol have resulted not only in a high
rate of replacement of ozone-depleting GHGs by
more environmentally friendly alternatives, but
also in increased product efficiency (Eklund et al.
2013). Moreover, the regional networks of
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National Ozone Units (government units in
developing countries that are responsible for
managing national programmes to comply with
the Montreal Protocol) continue to strengthen
regulatory action through fruitful collaboration
among stakeholders (UNEP 2018).

Lessons learned from national initiatives
Decision-making which foreshadows a transition
towards the substitution of hazardous chemicals
by safer chemical and non-chemical alternatives
is a driving force for academia and industry to
initiate research to develop such alternatives.
In the EU and the United States (in states such
as Washington, Maine and California) chemical
management regulations require assessments of
chemicals that are classified as being of priority
or of very high concern in order to evaluate
the potential for safe and feasible substitutions
(Jacobs et al. 2015).
One study (EC 2015) has suggested that REACH
registration requirements were a main driver
behind an increasing focus on safer and more
environmentally friendly chemicals in research
and innovation. Other forms of innovation
identified by private enterprises have included
increased knowledge of chemical safety;
awareness of needs upstream and downstream
in value chains; and improved risk management
procedures. Another study (Berrone et al. 2013)
found that institutional pressures can trigger
innovation, especially in companies which are
relatively more polluting. These studies suggest
that governments can stimulate innovation,
leading to environmental improvements, by
discussing their regulatory intentions at an early
stage with stakeholders.
The Center for International Environmental Law
examined the impacts in the EU and the United
States of laws concerning hazardous chemicals in
terms of innovation. It found that the prospect of
stricter laws significantly sparked the invention,
development and adoption of alternatives. For
example, exponential growth in the number of
patented inventions for alternatives to phthalates
was identified from 1999 onwards, coinciding
with the adoption of stricter measures concerning
their use (Center for International Environmental

Law 2013). On the other hand, very prescriptive,
rigid regulation can hamper innovative activity by
reducing the attractiveness of engaging in R&D,
constraining modes of commercialization, and
creating lock-in effects that require adherence
to suboptimal standards (Pelkmans and Renda
2014).

4.6 What are the opportunities
for moving forward on risk
management decision-making?
Recent developments concerning the burden
of proof of chemical safety
In a significant number of countries chemicals
management legislation has been established
that requires industry to provide a certain amount
of safety information about a chemical that has
been (or is planned to be) placed on the market.
Based on a judgement about whether there is
unacceptable or unreasonable risk, authorities
then determine whether the chemical is safe for
the intended use, or whether more information
or regulatory action is needed. Information gaps
and uncertainties can, however, make it difficult
for authorities to perform a complete sciencebased risk assessment (Lofstedt 2011).
A number of regulations have been updated. A
recent comparative study of regulatory reforms
in the EU and the United States (Botos, Graham
and Illés 2018) describes the main drivers
leading to updates in the regulation of industrial
chemicals. In the EU, changes in the regulation
of hazardous substances under REACH have
focused on remedying the problems of lack of
data on the safety of chemicals; the need to
speed up prioritization and risk assessment/
management tasks; and the need to implement
the polluter pays principle. As early as 1997,
discussions began on whether the burden of
proof of safety could be reversed (Hansson
1997). This has occurred, for example, in the
EU under REACH, which places the burden of
proof on companies, requiring them to identify
and manage the risks linked to the substances
they manufacture and market in the EU. They
must demonstrate how the substance can be
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safely used and communicate risk management
measures to users (ECHA n.d. d). This type
of approach reduces the resource burden
for authorities by placing responsibility on
companies. In particular, countries with limited
resources may consider the option of developing
or updating chemicals legislation, taking into
account burden of proof considerations.

Risk management decision-making based on
generic considerations, hazard properties and
impacts
Regulators often prefer to use risk assessments
as the basis for developing, analyzing and
comparing regulatory options, and for selecting
and implementing the optimal decisions;
thus, they can identify the instrument or mix
of instruments that is best suited to help
achieve the risk management objectives on a
sustained basis (Government of Canada 2016;
ECHA n.d. e). However, management decisions
can also be based on the hazard and generic
risk considerations discussed earlier, which
may be simpler given that hazard information
is an intrinsic chemical property about which
information is globally accessible.

The classification of chemicals in GHS categories
is based on hazardous properties. It is an example
of hazard-based management. If a substance
itself, or one in a mixture, has a specific hazard,
the hazard should be communicated to users in
order to alert them to the possible risks arising
from its use. This helps to manage risks: for
example, gloves might be worn in the case of
substances that are skin irritants. It can also be
argued that management action could be taken
based on endocrine disruption or carcinogenic,
mutagenic or reprotoxic (CMR) properties. A
cancer hazard identified by the International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) gives
regulators strong indications of necessary
management action (IARC 2018).
A close look at chemicals legislation in which both
hazard- and risk-based practices are considered
(e.g. REACH) suggests that these approaches
do not necessarily conflict. Instead, they can
be seen as complementary means of informed
decision-making (Hansen 2017). For example,
guidelines for toxicity testing and the criteria
for classification set an upper dose limit above
which exposure can no longer be assumed to
be reasonable and no testing is done; animal
welfare is also a factor in this regard. This is
described in the guidelines as the application
of the “limit test”. In addition, this information
is used when deciding on whether to classify a
substance. Within the EU chemicals management
framework (for industrial chemicals, plant
protection products, biocides, and classification,
labelling and packaging [CLP]) “hazard-based”
and “risk-based” approaches can be seen as
based on the same principles.
Alternatively, there are also approaches for
exposure-based priority-setting (Egeghy et al.
2011). In this context very persistent and very
bioaccumulative properties can be drivers to
consider action. In light of the often limited
resources available for risk management, it
might be useful to consider the extent to which
less resource-intensive approaches (e.g. hazardbased ones) could accelerate decision-making
regarding the sound management of chemicals.
In this respect, it might be helpful to bring together
the combined expertise of the Inter-Organization
Programme for the Sound Management of
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Chemicals (IOMC) (WHO 2018b) participating
organizations and develop globally applicable
guidance.
Risk management based on hazard assessment
is advancing in the retail sector. Consumers
increasingly demand safe and healthy products,
as well as transparent information (e.g. about
“food miles”). This has led many large retailers to
consider offering “toxic-free” consumer products
as being good for business. To that end, leading
companies are initiating (and requiring from
their suppliers) the use of hazard assessment
approaches as a means to differentiate products
and ingredients with lower versus higher hazards,
or to certify “greener” chemical ingredients in
their consumer products (Box 4.1). Hazard is
therefore used as a basis to address consumer
concerns about chemical safety and to manage
the safety of products offered for sale by the
retailers concerned.

Using socio-economic assessment in decisionmaking
Socio-economic assessment (SEA) is used in a
number of risk management decision-making
processes. Many legislative frameworks for
chemicals management request that it be used
as an established method of weighing the pros
and cons of an action for society as a whole when
decisions are taken on management options. An
SEA should be carried out in a transparent way,
using distinct analytical parameters. It can add
particular value when the benefits of regulation or

pollution prevention can be calculated, and when
the risk assessment includes specific exposure
data as well as explicit conclusions from hazard
identification and dose-response assessments
(Chiu 2017) (Figure 4.2). The outcomes of an
SEA can also be helpful in the communication
and justification of actions, and in facilitating
transparency in the decision-making process
(OECD 2016). The ECHA and the US EPA have
developed guidance for use in SEA (ECHA 2017;
US EPA 2018).
In recent years significant methodological
progress has been made in assessing the
costs and benefits of managing the risks of
chemicals. Further work is required, particularly
concerning the need to obtain better information
to evaluate the benefits for human health and
the environment of possible regulatory action.
For example, when information is available,
opportunities to better support SEA include
providing population variability estimates
in exposure assessment; using more formal
approaches in evaluating the evidence for causal
relations between exposure and specific effects;
and applying probabilistic methodologies to
make predictions of dose-response (Chiu 2017).
For environmental policy decision-making,
cost-benefit analysis can be used to consider
the case for the (social) efficiency of decisions
within the broader policy process. This would
involve understanding what the decision
options provide in terms of benefits (defined
as increases of human well-being) and costs

Box 4.1 Tools used by retailers to identify hazardous chemicals in their products and to select safer
and greener alternatives
Many tools exist to assist companies in finding safer and greener chemicals to use in their supply
chains. One example is the much-used GreenScreen®, a globally recognized tool that identifies
hazardous chemicals and safer alternatives (GreenScreen 2018). The Chemical Footprint Project
(CFP) is an initiative of investors, retailers, government agencies, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) and health care organizations that aspire to support healthy lives, clean water and air,
and sustainable consumption and production through the effective management of chemicals
in products and supply chains (Rossi et al. 2017). The Green Chemistry and Commerce Council
(GC3) is a multi-stakeholder collaborative that drives the commercial adoption of green chemistry
through catalysing and guiding actions across all industries, sectors and supply chains (GC3
n.d.). Various organizations, including retailers and business groups, often use a suite of tools to
evaluate chemicals in products These have been listed and reviewed by Gauthier et al. (2014) and
Panko et al. (2017).
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Figure 4.2

Risk assessment and socio-economic assessment (SEA) (adapted from Chiu 2017, p. 11)
Risk-based decision-making: developing “fit for purpose” risk assessments supporting
socio-economic analyses
Problem formulation
and scoping

Identify need
for socioeconomic
analysis

Feedback

Make risk
assessment
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Risk assessment
Hazard
identification

Design risk
assessment that
fulfils needs

Risk management

Design of risk
assessment
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assessment

Dose-response assessment

Information
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options

Conduct
socio-economic
analysis

Risk characterization

(defined as reductions of human well-being)
(Atkinson et al. 2018). Such cost-benefit analysis
could be improved when countries have clear
legislative requirements for its use and its role
in the decision-making context, and when clear
decision-making rules are in place that are
transparently communicated. Proposals for
marketing restriction usually need to contain a
description of the risks, as well as information on
health and environmental benefits, associated
costs, and other socio-economic impacts. Such
analysis is also important for policymakers in
justifying the value of investing public funds in
a chemical management system. There is an
ongoing OECD project on the Socio-economic
Analysis of Chemicals by Allowing a better
quantification and monetization of Morbidity and
Environmental impacts (SACAME). Several case
studies and analyses have been developed to
help counties advance in this field (OECD 2018b).
Cooperative action by countries would allow
mutual learning about the practical application
of SEA methodologies and enable their further
development from an applied perspective (OECD
2016).
SEA can also be important in decision-making on
the risk management of chemicals in developing
countries. A holistic and quantitative SEA case
study, using a developing country-specific
SEA framework and similar methodology,
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was applied in China in the phase-out of
hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD), a brominated
flame retardant, under the Stockholm Convention
on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) (Zhu et al.
2016).

Use of market-based instruments in chemical
risk management
An analysis of pesticide tax schemes in several
European countries examined the importance
of applying market-based instruments to reduce
risks in agricultural systems (Böcker and Finger
2016). For the countries being compared it was
found that even if the effectiveness of pesticide
taxes appeared to be limited, a high enough
tax on a specific pesticide would significantly
reduce its application and the associated
risks. In Sweden, for example, a simple, fixed
tax scheme has been used since the 1980s. A
tax on the use of pesticides was introduced in
Denmark in 1965; since 2013 this tax has been
based on environmental load (Pedersen 2016).
A number of other European countries have also
implemented pesticide levies or taxes. When
there are adequate economic, political and
environmental conditions, a highly differentiated
tax scheme is potentially an effective instrument
in the long term to reduce the load of hazardous
pesticides and contribute to Integrated Pest
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Management (IPM) (see also Part IV, Ch. 5 for
fiscal incentives and market-based instruments).
Market-based instruments can be used in
combination with command and control
regulatory measures (e.g. prohibitions or
restrictions) by accelerating the phase-in of
alternatives during a transition phase until a
substance is prohibited. While the use of marketbased instruments in advancing the management
of hazardous chemicals and waste is still limited, it
has the potential to increase. Financial institutions
can also help advance chemical safety. With
respect to financing, the International Finance
Corporation has a Sustainability Framework
which includes performance standards applied
to all investments and clients whose projects
undergo a credit review process (International
Finance Corporation 2012). In another context,
a particular challenge emerges in reforming
subsidy programmes that are creating incentives
to use chemicals (e.g. increasing use of fertilizers
to boost agricultural production) (Tan 2005;
Bartelings et al. 2016).

What are the challenges and opportunities for
countries with limited resources?
Effective implementation of risk management
instruments and measures differs among
countries, depending to a large extent on the
amount of resources that can be made available
to put the necessary structures in place (OECD
2015). Countries with limited capacities and
resources face important challenges in setting up
chemicals management programmes (Wang et al.
2016). For example, a study carried out in
Tanzania (Stockholm Environment Institute [SEI]
2014) found that significant problems related to
misuse of chemicals in the agricultural sector,
wood preservation and small-scale mining
persisted. It reported that an institutional issue to
be tackled was improving national coordination.
In addition to the success story of the Montreal
Protocol, the Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm
Conventions have provided important support
to national governments and other stakeholders
through scientific and technical guidance to
address certain industrial chemicals, pesticides
and their associated wastes. Not only has the

implementation of these Conventions led to a
number of concrete global risk management
actions. They have also been instrumental
in strengthening national capacities for risk
management. Implementation of the Minamata
Convention is expected to provide additional
benefits (see Part I, Ch. 8).
Countries with limited resources for risk
management may consider starting with the
implementation of the GHS and then making
this part of an overall national chemicals
strategy, rather than a stand-alone project.
The development of the legislation needed for
GHS implementation involves many sectors.
Therefore, the multi-stakeholder platform created
could serve as a basis for further discussions on
chemical risk management. Concretely linking
GHS implementation to the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development could also increase
political support for chemical management at
the national level (SEI 2017).
UNEP’s Guidance on the Development of Legal
and Institutional Infrastructures and Measures
for Recovering Costs of National Administration
for Sound Management of Chemicals (known
as the LIRA Guidance) aims to provide practical
support to policymakers to strengthen national
legislation and institutional arrangements for
achieving sound management of chemicals.
The main objective of LIRA is to support
countries in the process of developing national
plans for strengthening legal and institutional
infrastructures to govern the placing of chemicals
on the market as part of a life cycle chemicals
management policy. It includes proposals for
measures to finance necessary administrative
activities in this regard (UNEP 2015).
The IOMC Toolbox for Decision-making in
Chemicals Management, which is internet-based,
enables countries to identify the most appropriate
and efficient actions to solve specific national
problems related to chemicals management
(Box 4.2). The Toolbox guides users towards
cost-effective solutions which can be adapted to
a particular country. It presents relevant IOMC
resources, guidance documents and training
material, all of which are available online and
free of charge. In the Toolbox there are currently
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Box 4.2 Decision-making for industrial chemicals: the IOMC Toolbox
The IOMC Toolbox (https://iomctoolbox.oecd.org/) identifies
appropriate actions and guidance for the following:
›› a national management scheme for pesticides;
›› an occupational health and safety system;
›› a chemical accident prevention, preparedness, and
response system for major hazards;
›› an industrial chemicals management system;
›› a classification and labelling system;
›› a system to support health authorities in the public
health management of chemicals; and
›› Pollutant Release and Transfer Registers.
The Toolbox also provides links to the following five new
online toolkits:
›› the OECD Environmental Risk Assessment Toolkit;
›› the WHO Human Health Risk Assessment Toolkit;
›› the FAO Toolkit for Pesticides Registration Decision
Making;
›› the UNIDO Toolkit on Chemical Leasing; and
›› the UNIDO Toolkit on Innovative, Safe and Resource
Efficient Application of Chemicals in Industry.

seven management objectives that can be
selected (OECD 2018c). For each management
objective, options requiring limited, medium
and high levels of resources are included. The
Toolbox also provides interactive features
allowing governments to use it as a platform
for collaboration among ministries, agencies,
and other stakeholders such as industry.

4.7 Potential measures to further
advance risk management
decision-making
Countries could cooperate further to facilitate the
use of more efficient chemical risk management
approaches in countries that have limited
resources, including through full implementation
of the GHS, which would provide a basis for risk
management decision-making in all countries.
Taking into account the preceding analysis,
stakeholders may wish to consider the following
measures to further advance risk management
decision-making:
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›› Improve access to (and understanding
of) chemical hazard, exposure and risk
information by relevant stakeholders,
including workers and consumers.
›› Increase international cooperation in order
to facilitate worldwide implementation of
the GHS, and explore the importance of GHS
implementation for relevant SDG targets.
›› Refine and scale up the use of socio-economic
analysis in risk management decision-making,
including for application in developing
countries.
›› Promote voluntary risk management initiatives
to complement regulatory measures.
›› Evaluate the need to strengthen risk
management approaches in line with national
priorities.
›› Further develop innovative regulatory
approaches to drive innovation to design
safer chemicals.
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Assessment of chemical and non-chemical
alternatives: focusing on solutions
Chapter Highlights
Regulatory actions, public pressure and voluntary initiatives drive the
identification, evaluation and adoption of safer alternatives to chemicals of
concern, in both products and processes.
Conventional approaches focus on reducing exposure to an acceptable level and
evaluating drop-in replacements. Replacements often are of the same chemical
class and have the same hazards.
Informed substitution aims to provide a safer functional match, including nonchemical alternatives, either through chemical replacement or through a process
or technological change.
Alternatives assessments aim to focus on solutions and provide information
to avoid regrettable substitutions, as well as to transition to more sustainable
chemicals, materials, products and practices, often incorporating holistic
sustainability assessment and life cycle thinking.
Challenges to robust assessment of alternatives, and the adoption of substitutes,
include a lack of supportive policies, insufficiently mature methodologies, data
gaps and limited experience

C

hemical alternatives assessment has
emerged as an important dimension
of chemical risk management. It is a
forward-looking and problem-solving means
of identifying, evaluating and adopting safer
alternatives to hazardous chemicals in products
and processes. Safer alternatives can include
safer chemicals and non-chemical alternatives,
as well as changes in process, design and
systems that lead to the informed substitution
of chemicals of concern. This chapter introduces
the latest developments in chemical alternatives
assessment approaches; discusses how informed
substitution of hazardous chemicals by safer
alternatives can be an efficient and effective
means of managing chemical risks; and identifies
opportunities for future action.

5.1 What are the drivers for
evaluating and adopting safer
alternatives?
Momentum is increasing to remove chemicals
of concern from processes and products
Both regulatory and non-regulatory drivers
are providing momentum for the removal of
chemicals of concern from manufacturing
processes and from products. Non-regulatory
drivers, such as consumer concerns, and
pressures from NGOs (e.g. Greenpeace’s global
campaign focusing on toxic chemicals in the
textile industry) have stimulated market demand
for the removal of toxic chemicals in a wide variety
of consumer product sectors (Grappi, Romani
and Barbarossa 2017; Hartmann and Klaschka
2017; Greenpeace International 2018). A number
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of large retailers, including Walmart, Target and
The Home Depot in the United States, have
announced strategies to reduce the presence
of chemicals of concern in the products they sell
(Brown-West 2017; MacCarthy 2017; Sturcken
2017; United States Natural Resources Defense
Council 2018; Walmart 2018). How government
action and regulatory substitution goals can
encourage voluntary initiatives is addressed in
Part III, Ch. 4.
A number of regulatory programmes, including
in the EU and the State of California in the United
States, require that manufacturers conduct
alternatives assessments for chemicals of high
concern (EC 2006; State of California Department
of Toxic Substances Control [California DTSC]
2009; California DTSC 2017). At the international
level, treaties such as the Montreal Protocol on
Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer and
the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic
Pollutants have specific provisions for the analysis
of alternatives that could be substituted. These
treaties provide critical stimuli for substitution
by countries and global corporations (see also
section 5.4 below).

5.2 Informed substitution: a critical
chemical risk management
approach
From conventional risk management to
informed and functional substitution
In conventional chemical risk management
strategies, it is typically assumed that use of a
toxic chemical is a given. Consequently, these
strategies often focus on controlling exposure
to an acceptable level, as informed by risk
assessments. Many chemical substitutions to date
have focused primarily on individual chemicals,
chemical classes or product types rather than on
the functional uses of chemicals (e.g. as solvents,
preservatives, surfactants or flame retardants).
Although policies focused on substitution may
consider chemical function, or functional use,
in order to frame the technical evaluation of
alternatives, the concept of functional use has
not traditionally been used as a basis for policy
(US NRC 2014).
The goal of informed substitution is to replace a
chemical with a functional match (one which is

© USAID/John Healey, Ruth Mushinge prepares her mosquito net in her home near Mundabi, Zambia
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Table 5.1 A functional substitution approach for chemicals in products and processes (Tickner et al.
2015, p. 744)
Functional
substitution level

Chemical in product
Bisphenol A in thermal paper

Chemical in process
Methylene chloride in degreasing metal parts

Chemical function
(Chemical change)

Is there a functionally equivalent chemical
substitute (i.e. chemical developer)?
Result: Drop-in chemical replacement

Is there a functionally equivalent chemical
substitute (i.e. chlorinated solvent degreaser)?
Result: Drop-in chemical replacement

End Use function
(Material, product,
process change)

Is there another means to achieve the function of
the chemical in the product (i.e. creation of printed
image)?
Result: Redesign of thermal paper, material
changes

Is there another means to achieve the function of
the process (i.e. degreasing)?
Result: Redesign of the process
(e.g. ultrasonic, aqueous)

Function as service
(System change)

Are cash register receipts necessary? Are there
alternatives that could achieve the same purpose
(i.e. providing a record of sale to a consumer)?
Result: Alternative printing systems
(e.g. electronic receipts)

Is degreasing metal parts necessary? Are there
alternatives that could achieve the same purpose
(i.e. providing metal parts free of contaminants for
other end uses)?
Result: Alternative metal cutting methods

safer for humans and the environment) through
chemical replacement, or through a process or
technological change that can eliminate the use
of that chemical. Informed substitution employs
a systematic process that uses the best available
information to make choices about substitutes
(Lavoie et al. 2010; US NRC 2014). It assumes that
the function of a toxic chemical can be carried out
using a safer option, which could be a different
chemical or a completely different technology.
In a given application it is the function provided
by a chemical that is needed, not necessarily the
chemical itself. Considering chemical function,
rather than simply comparing the risks of dropin chemical alternatives, offers a means of
identifying a broad range of options to meet a
particular functional need: this is referred to as
“functional substitution” (Table 5.1).
When safer options are not available, research
can be undertaken to investigate the use of safer
chemistries (e.g. green or sustainable chemistry;
see Part IV, Ch. 1) or to develop engineering
or design solutions. This is consistent with the
precautionary principle, the source reduction
approach inherent in cleaner production and
in the industrial hygiene hierarchy of controls
– concepts that evolved in the 1990s (O’Brien
2000; Ashford 2013).
A functional substitution approach also makes
it possible to open up to broader societal
considerations, including whether a given

function is needed or whether the technical
requirements for a function are too stringent.
An example is the current debate about flame
retardancy standards, and whether those
standards that require the addition of chemical
flame retardants are necessary to meet fire
protection goals (Babrauskas et al. 2012;
Israel 2013; State of California Department of
Consumer Affairs 2014; Baker 2018). Special
considerations might apply to pesticides. Social
and cultural characteristics and long-term
economic and environmental sustainability are
important aspects of alternatives assessment
in this case. Here it is not just a question of
replacing one chemical with another, as it might
be in an industrial process. The consideration
of agroecology-based alternatives for highly
hazardous pesticides was emphasized at the
fourth session of the International Conference
on Chemicals Management (Secretariat of the
Strategic Approach to International Chemicals
Management 2015).

Alternatives assessment
Alternatives assessment has emerged as
a preferred process to support informed
substitution. It is an iterative, step-defined
and solutions-oriented process for identifying
and comparing potential chemical and nonchemical alternatives that could replace
chemicals of concern on the basis of their
hazards, performance and economic viability
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Table 5.2 Components of an alternatives assessment (US NRC 2014; Geiser et al. 2015)
Component

What it involves

Scoping, problem formulation,
identifying alternatives for
consideration

Establishes the scope of (and plan for) the assessment; identifies stakeholders to be engaged
and decision rules that will guide the assessment; gathers data on the chemical of concern,
its function and application; determines assessment methods and identifies alternatives to be
considered.

Hazard/comparative exposure
assessment

Evaluates human health and environmental hazards and assesses comparative exposures.

Hazard/comparative exposure
assessment

Assesses the performance of alternatives against the requirements established during the
problem formulation step above.

Economic feasibility
assessment

Assesses the economic feasibility of alternatives against the requirements established during
the problem formulation step above.

Other life cycle considerations

Addresses additional factors critical for determining risks to human health and the environment
beyond those included in the hazard/exposure assessment component to avoid risk trade-offs
(e.g. energy, climate change impacts).

Decision-making

Identifies acceptable alternatives based on information compiled in previous steps. Addresses
situations where no alternatives are currently viable by initiating R&D to develop new
alternatives, or improve existing ones, and establishes an implementation and adoption plan to
identify potential trade-offs during adoption.

(US NRC 2014; Geiser et al. 2015) (Table 5.2).
Alternatives assessment is used to provide critical
information, in a systematic and continuousimprovement manner, that informs the choice
of alternatives, guiding the transition to safer
chemicals, materials and processes and reducing
the potential for regrettable substitutions. This is
similar to the planning approach that is central to
cleaner production and pollution prevention. The
six general steps for alternatives assessments
are shown in Table 5.2. Alternatives assessments
may include modifications to how a product is
engineered or used or explore non-chemical
alternatives, thereby shifting the focus from
problem analysis to innovations and solutions
(Geiser et al. 2015).
Alternatives assessment can be less or more
complex, depending on the technical capacity of
the user. For example, the United States
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
created a “Transitioning to Safer Chemicals”
website and capacity training to support small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in making
informed choices about chemical alternatives.
The goal was to instil systematic thinking about
alternatives at the firm level in a relatively simple
manner, providing resources for firms to make
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informed decisions and understand potential
trade-offs in choices (US OSHA n.d.).
There is little documentation
on policy experience with
alternatives assessment
or with substitution. This
makes drawing general
conclusions on best
practices a challenge, and
may reflect hesitation by corporations to share
potentially proprietary chemical information
(Tickner and Jacobs 2016). The EU Substitution
Portal SUBSPORT (SUBSPORT n.d.) and the
OECD Substitution and Alternatives Assessment
Toolbox (OECD n.d.) present experiences with
chemical substitutions that are publicly available.
These initiatives are a good basis for the collection
of further experiences.

Frameworks for alternatives assessment
How potential alternatives are identified, screened
for and evaluated in an alternatives assessment is
guided by the choice of the framework followed.
In this context a framework can be considered
as the linear – and sometimes iterative – steps
recommended to guide the implementation of an
alternatives assessment. As discussed in a recent
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review of alternatives assessment frameworks
published during the last two decades (Jacobs
et al. 2015; OECD n.d.), some frameworks are
issued by regulatory authorities, such as the
ECHA and the State of California, and need to
be followed if the alternatives assessment is
being conducted for compliance purposes. Other
frameworks are primarily guidance documents
developed to better inform voluntary or
regulatory assessment efforts. Some frameworks
are more comprehensive than others regarding
suggested methods and the attributes included
(including toxicological endpoints and life cycle
considerations); however, the majority follow the
basic structure outlined in Table 5.2 (Jacobs et al.
2015).

capacity (Geiser et al. 2015). However, increased
consistency and standardization are necessary
in the alternatives assessment field (Jacobs et al.
2015; Tickner et al. 2018). At the international
level governments and other stakeholders could
establish clearer, consistent criteria for safer
and less-safe chemicals and provide guidance
on minimum and preferred components and
attributes to be included in an alternatives
assessment, creating a means to evaluate the
comprehensiveness and quality of assessments.
In addition, criteria for efficacy testing of nonchemical alternatives would be important in
regard to substituting harmful chemicals by nonchemical alternatives. Such criteria still need to
be developed.

All the alternatives assessment frameworks
identified share a common purpose, namely
to identify a safer alternative based on a
comparative assessment of hazard characteristics
as well as technical and economic feasibility
(Geiser et al. 2015; Jacobs et al. 2015). These
frameworks require greater consistency in
the methods used, as well as in the minimum
steps and the level of types of data required.
Consistent methods and data requirements will
help support transferability of assessments from
one region to another; they will also strengthen
alternatives assessment as a preferred approach
to addressing problem chemicals (Jacobs et al.
2015). However, the field of alternatives
assessment is young. Gaps in methodologies,
and a lack of consistent standardization and
understanding of best practices across regions,
can hinder global actions towards effective
substitution (Tickner et al. 2018). To understand
challenges and success factors, capacity building
needs and best practices, there is an urgent need
for case studies of alternatives assessment, and
of informed substitution/adoption experiences
in a variety of contexts (e.g. small businesses,
agriculture, institutional settings and large
manufacturing companies).

Data gaps (e.g. on chemical identity in a
formulation, toxicity, end-of-life) are a persistent
challenge for alternatives assessment (Tickner
et al. 2018). Rather than ignoring data gaps, some
alternatives assessment methods make data gaps
explicit or eliminate data-poor alternatives from
consideration, which allows more transparent
decisions and helps identify research needs. For
example, in the hazard assessment component
of an alternatives assessment, the GreenScreen®
hazard assessment method that is used in
multiple alternatives assessment frameworks
has a “data gap” classification for endpoints
where there is insufficient information to assess
the hazard (Clean Production Action 2017). This
classification is considered in the overall gradings
(“benchmarks” in the GreenScreen® method),
often resulting in a lower overall score (i.e. more
cautious about hazard).

Common principles and criteria

As in risk assessment, transparency in the
assumptions made and how data gaps are
addressed is essential to alternatives assessment,
allowing stakeholder discussion about the best
means to address a particular chemical function.
The iterative process and the continuous
improvement nature of alternatives assessment
require periodic updating of assessments as new
information becomes available.

Experts have noted that flexibility in the choice of
an alternatives assessment framework is useful,
as the substitution context can vary greatly, for
example depending on toxicological assessment

Despite the number of alternatives assessment
frameworks available, the variety of decision
contexts under which alternatives assessments
occur and the ever-present issue of data gaps,
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the process can ultimately be guided by the
Commons Principles for Alternatives Assessment
(Toxics Use Reduction Institute [TURI] 2013).
These Principles (to which the names of a diverse
group of over 100 signatories from academia,
industry and the NGO community are attached)
have been designed to guide a process for wellinformed decision-making that supports the
successful phase-out of hazardous products, the
phase-in of safer substitutes, and the elimination
of hazardous chemicals where possible. The
Commons Principles are: reduce hazard; minimize
exposure; use the best available information;
require disclosure and transparency; resolve
trade-offs; and take action.

The need to consider all three dimensions of
sustainable development and life cycle aspects
A yet broader approach is essential when carrying
out alternatives assessments, thereby giving
attention to all three dimensions of sustainable
development. Taking holistic account of social,
environmental and economic considerations
when evaluating potential alternatives can help
identify trade-offs that might occur during the
life cycle of a chemical or product as a result

of substitution. The case of dental amalgam
illustrates the challenges associated with the
dimensions to be considered in substitution
(Box 5.1).
Life cycle thinking (LCT) and, where needed,
life cycle assessment (LCA) can be important
components of risk management, particularly
for chemical-to-process or material substitutions
in alternatives assessment. LCA is a valuable
tool to accompany alternatives assessment. Its
efficient and effective implementation can drive
innovation and diffusion of safer alternatives
(Sinsheimer 2010) and identify potential tradeoffs to be addressed. A life cycle approach
identifies the stages of a product over its entire
life cycle and potential environmental, social
and economic impacts. These include raw
material extraction and energy transformation
through production, packaging, distribution, use,
maintenance, and eventually recycling, reuse,
recovery or final disposal at the end of life. LCT
enables product designers, service providers,
government agencies and individuals to make
choices for the longer term with consideration
of all environmental impacts. UN Environment
hosts a Life Cycle Initiative (UNEP 2017).

Box 5.1 Dental amalgam – informed substitution in developing countries (UNEP and WHO 2014;
UNEP 2016; Fisher et al. 2018)
Dental amalgam is a combination of metals with around 50 per cent mercury. It has been used
for dental restoration during the last 150 years because of its mechanical properties and dentists’
long-term familiarity with its use. Amalgam can also be a source of mercury pollution, particularly
in municipal wastewater. Nevertheless, it is cheaper than other solutions for patients in many
countries and has advantages compared with some alternatives (e.g. composite, glass ionomer,
compomer and ceramic). Insufficient systematic studies have been undertaken regarding
the ecotoxicity, as well as broader social and economic issues, related to various alternatives.
Adding to this complexity, local conditions in developing countries may make the replacement of
amalgam challenging, for example due to lack of a reliable water and electricity supply, which is
needed when using resin-based composites (Fisher et al. 2018).
Many countries are phasing down (rather than phasing out) the use of amalgam, applying a stepwise
and gradual approach as called for by the Minamata Convention on Mercury. This approach was
taken during the East Africa Dental Amalgam Phase Down Project, which was implemented in
Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. That project included the involvement of (and consultations with)
dentists and dental associations, implementation of awareness-raising activities for patients and
doctors, modification of existing regulations, and improvement of dental insurance schemes. As
foreseen in the Minamata Convention, measures to phase down the use of amalgam need to be
multi-faceted, including setting national objectives aimed at dental caries prevention to reduce
the need for dental restoration; training of dental professionals; and encouraging insurance
policies that favour the use of alternatives.
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© David DeKunder, Department head and research dentist, demonstrates how an amalgam separator is attached to a dental chair and how it works in removing
amalgam waste to prevent it from going into the wastewater system.

In California, the Department of Toxic Substances
Control requires that LCA tools be taken into
account in evaluating potential alternatives. In this
context, it is suggested that such an evaluation
would build on an alternatives assessment and
include identification of the life cycle attributes
of potential concern (California DTSC 2009).
These could include critical trade-offs between
various alternatives and weighing the importance
of different chemical attributes (e.g. cancer vs.
endocrine disruption) and criteria (e.g. health vs.
cost) as considerations in determining the best
alternatives (Sinsheimer 2010).
There are a number of practical challenges related
to the full application of LCA in alternatives
assessment, (e.g. concerning data availability),
while a number of methodological issues require
attention (Fantke and Ernstoff 2018). The robust,
sustainable and credible use of LCA needs to
avoid over-interpretation of LCA results without
proper consideration of its gaps and limitations.
Challenges and gaps in the methodology

represent research needs for the scientific LCA
community that could inspire further progress
in method development (Finkbeiner et al. 2014).
When conducting alternatives assessment,
experts have recommended targeting those
life cycle stages and impact categories that
are comparatively different for the chemical of
concern and the alternatives being considered
in order to streamline and target LCA needs in
the assessment (Tickner et al. 2018).

5.3 Strengths and weaknesses of
existing alternatives assessment
approaches
Informed substitution is an efficient and
effective means of managing chemical risks
The process of “functional substitution” also
reorients chemicals management approaches
from time-intensive risk assessment, and
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risk management based on single chemical
substances, to comparative evaluations of the
best options to fulfil a specific function. This
includes considering the necessity (or technical
requirements) for the function in the first place.
While the concept of function may not be a key
consideration in chemicals assessment and
management today, chemists and designers
regularly focus on function when identifying
cost-effective, high-performing options for a
particular product or manufacturing process
(Tickner et al. 2015).
Substituting hazardous chemicals with safer
alternatives reduces the need for complex
engineering controls, safety systems, personal

protective equipment, and collection and
monitoring schemes that can be costly and
have the potential to fail. However, despite
the fact that informed substitution supports
efficient risk management strategies, an
alternatives assessment is not often included
within the structure of typical governmental risk
management programmes (Tickner et al. 2013).

Substitution as an innovation driver
Framing substitution as an issue of innovation,
rather than compliance, could help to scale up the
application of substitution (ECHA 2018). Chemical
substitution efforts often focus on removing the
chemical of concern, but not on the transition

Box 5.2 Proactive substitution by frontrunners: safer alternatives for brominated flame retardants
in the electronics sector (Wendschlag 2015)
Hewlett Packard (HP) is among the companies in the electronics sector that face continued
regulatory and consumer pressure to remove hazardous substances of concern from electronic
and electrical products. Brominated flame retardants are one class of toxic chemicals in electronics
that carries risk across all product life cycle stages: during production, use and disposal. They
are among the six substances restricted under the EU RoHS (Restriction of the Use of Certain
Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment) Directive, and also regulated under
the Stockholm Convention. The increasing number of regulations and standards around the world
that cover the electronics industry stimulated HP to evolve its chemical substitution approach.
To identify safer alternatives, HP created its Integrated Alternatives Assessment Protocol, which
uses tools such as GreenScreen® to comprehensively assess the hazard profile of potential
alternatives, as well as life cycle assessment tools to address the broader range of potential life
cycle impacts. In its evaluation of 45 potential substitutes, HP identified roughly a dozen safer
alternatives and subsequently worked with its suppliers to incorporate these substitutes into its
products.

© Hteink.min, BPA-Free Bottle CC BY-SA 3.0
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Table 5.3 Examples in the literature referring to potential regrettable substitution (Siddiqi, Laessig
and Reed 2003; US CDC 2008; Birnbaum and Bergman 2010; US NTP 2011; Ichihara
et al. 2012; ECHA 2013; Tomar, Budroe and Cendak 2013; Eladak et al. 2015; Rochester
and Bolden 2015; Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety 2017; Anastas,
Constable and Jiménez-González 2018; Jamarani et al. 2018; Sackmann et al. 2018)
Chemical of concern
(function)

Hazard of chemical of
concern

Substitute

Hazard of substitute

BPA
(used in production of
plastics)

Endocrine disruption

BPS, Bisphenol F

Endocrine activity

DEHP
(plasticizer)

Endocrine disruption

Diisononyl phthalate

Carcinogenicity,
possible endocrine disruption

Methylene chloride
(solvent carrier in adhesives)

Acute toxicity, carcinogenicity 1-Bromopropane (nPB)

Carcinogenicity, neurotoxicity

Methylene chloride
(brake cleaners)

Acute toxicity, carcinogenicity n-Hexane

Neurotoxicity

Polybrominated diphenyl
ethers
(flame retardant)

Persistence, neurotoxicity,
reproductive toxicity,
carcinogenicity
(penta and deca)

Tris (2,3-dibromopropyl)
phosphate

Carcinogenicity,
aquatic toxicity

TCE (metal degreasing)

Carcinogenicity

nPB

Neurotoxicity, carcinogenicity

to safer chemistry or technologies. Redefining
substitution as potential for innovation – rather
than as a tool for removing and replacing
problem chemicals – is therefore critical to
the development of technologies that will help
mitigate the current problem of toxic chemicals
in the global chemical supply chain (Box 5.2).

and cost (Hogue 2013). Substitution should
clearly take place when safer alternatives
exist; it could also be the case, however, that
alternatives are not totally harmless. A shift can
be made to a safer alternative at the same time
that research continues to find an even safer
alternative solution.

Insufficient evaluation of potential alternatives
may result in regrettable substitutions

Examples of regrettable substitutes include
the replacement of polybrominated diphenyl
ethers with tris (2,3-dibromopropyl) phosphate
(TDBPP or brominated “Tris”) (Siddiqi, Laessig
and Reed 2003; Birnbaum and Bergman 2010);
the replacement of bisphenol A with bisphenol S
(Eladak et al. 2015; Harney et al. 2003; Rochester
and Bolden 2015); and the replacement of
trichloroethylene and methylene chloride with
1-bromopropane (Chao and Henshaw 2003; US
CDC 2008; US NTP 2011; Ichihara et al. 2012)
(Table 5.3).

Chemical substitution without adequate
consideration of the function of the chemical,
and the advantages and disadvantages of
alternatives for meeting that function, can
result in a regrettable substitution. A regrettable
substitution is one in which the alternative
turns out either to have an unexpected hazard
that results in similar or worse toxicity than
the chemical of concern, or to involve shifting
the burden of a hazard to another entity. For
example, an alternative may no longer be
carcinogenic compared to the chemical of
concern, but be toxic to aquatic organisms.
Alternatives assessments are an attempt to
reduce the likelihood of regrettable substitutions
by ensuring that hazards and exposure potential
are considered alongside issues of performance

Conducting an alternatives assessment will not
completely eliminate the potential for adopting
alternatives that could negatively affect human
health or the environment. However, concerns
about problematic substitutions or missing data
– or fear of “paralysis by analysis” – should not
be used as a reason not to substitute. Taking
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Box 5.3 Replacing highly hazardous pesticides through Integrated Pest Management and nonchemical alternatives

© Simon Kovacic/Shutterstock, Gardening with circular planting beds, a typical feature of permaculture

A number of countries have undertaken successful initiatives to reduce the use of highly hazardous
pesticides (HHPs) by relying on Integrated Pest Management (IPM), an ecosystem approach to
crop production and protection that combines different management strategies and practices to
grow healthy crops and minimize the use of pesticides, including through the use of non-chemical
alternatives.
One success story is Cuba. Eliminating the use of a pesticide was not seen as a simple substitution
of inputs; instead changes in the management of agroecosystems have been introduced. This
has included the use of biological agents, cultural changes, and focused application of other
pesticides to phase out endosulfan (González 2016). The case of Cuba illustrates the concept
of a broader functional approach where a non-chemical alternative as part of a broader IPM
approach provides an alternative. Endosulfan has been used as insecticide on a global scale for
vegetable and fruit crops, vineyards, cereals, coffee, tea, tobacco and cotton, among others. This
HHP has caused fatal poisonings, accumulates in the fatty tissues of humans and animals and in
breast milk, and is a possible endocrine disruptor. Endosulfan is included in Annex A (Elimination)
of the Stockholm Convention and in the Rotterdam Convention. When endosulfan was listed
under the Stockholm Convention in 2011, the Conference of the Parties (COP) asked the POPs
Review Committee to assess both chemical and non-chemical alternatives. On the basis of this
assessment, the Committee recommended, and the following (sixth) COP in 2013 endorsed, the
recommendation that when replacing endosulfan, priority should be given to ecosystem-based
approaches to pest control (Persistent Organic Pollutants Review Committee 2012; Secretariat of
the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants 2013).
IPM also provided the basis for a successful effort in the context of a SAICM Quick Start Programme
project to phase out HHPs in Costa Rica and replace it with alternative pest management options,
with a preference for non-chemical methods. Among others, the project found that there was no
significant difference in roundworms infestation in pineapple production when using safer, nonchemical methods (such as commercial biopesticides and “wood vinegar”) as opposed to HHPs,
while at the same time harmful side effects were reduced. As regards coffee production, trials
found the combination of one or more non-chemical alternatives with reduced-rate application
of non-HHP fungicides to be a feasible and affordable option (Pesticide Action Network UK 2017).
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a broader functional substitution approach
by considering non-chemical alternatives can
provide effective means of avoiding regrettable
substitutions that could occur as a result of
chemical-by-chemical drop-in substitution
approaches (Table 5.3).

databases including the OECD’s Substitution and
Alternatives Assessment Toolbox (OECD n.d.), the
United States Occupational Safety and Health
Administration’s Transitioning to Safer Chemicals
Database (US OSHA n.d.) and the SUBSPORT
database (SUBSPORT n.d.).

The conventional pesticide industry and
market have undergone major changes in
recent decades, resulting in greater efficiency
of pesticide use than in the past through major
improvements to pest management technology
and practices in the context of IPM programmes.
In this context, biopesticides (natural materials
derived from animals, plants, bacteria and certain
minerals) are used in pest control. Currently,
biopesticides account for 5 per cent of the total
crop protection market globally with a value
of about US dollars 3 billion (Damalas and
Koutroubas 2018). An extensive overview of
the specific uses of biopesticides can be found
in the publication Integrated Pest Management:
Working with Nature (International Organisation
for Biological Control, International Biocontrol
Manufacturers Association and Pesticide Action
Network 2015).

While it is acknowledged that alternatives
assessment and substitution processes imply a
certain complexity, it should also be noted that
the level of complexity of the assessment and
the attributes addressed need to fit the purpose
of the assessment (Geiser et al. 2015; Tickner
et al. 2018). Providing flexible guidance and best
practices to help manage the complexity and
uncertainties in the process will support the
engagement of companies, particularly SMEs,
in this field. Driven by government policies
and market demands, over the past decade
researchers and practitioners have developed
a variety of methods and tools to assist in
evaluating chemical hazards and identifying safer
substitutes. Government authorities, academic
institutions and NGOs have developed different
alternatives assessment frameworks and tools to
aid in identifying, evaluating and implementing
safer substitutes (Jacobs et al. 2015).

Data gaps and limited experience continue to
present challenges
There are a number of challenges to both the
robust assessment of alternatives and informed
substitution. They include gaps in chemical toxicity
data, especially for mixtures such as formulated
products; in data on potential exposure tradeoffs; and in data on the performance of
alternatives (Tickner et al. 2018). Furthermore,
there is a need for more efficient methods and
tools to assess economic and technical feasibility,
as well as life cycle considerations of substitutes
(Jacobs et al. 2015; Tickner et al. 2018). Toxicity
and exposure gaps can be filled to some degree
through the development of databases and tools
that provide easy-to-access, actionable data and
allow users to model missing data. Examples
include the OECD’s eChemPortal (OECD 2018),
the US EPA’s Chemistry Dashboard (US EPA
2018) and the Chemical Hazard Data Commons
(Data Commons n.d.). Information on tools and
potential alternatives can be accessed through

5.4 Both regulatory and nonregulatory policies are needed
Policies with provisions for alternatives
assessment or substitution
A review of national and international policies
identified over 20 policies that include provisions
for substitution (Tickner et al. 2013). According
to available information, however, few such
policies exist outside the EU and North America
(Table 5.4). Three policy contexts are addressed
in Table 5.4: international treaties (including
consideration of alternatives evaluation);
national or regional regulatory actions (including
regulatory provisions specific to alternatives
assessment); and non-regulatory initiatives which
address substitution.
In Australia, New Zealand, and many countries
in Asia and South America the implementation
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Table 5.4 Examples of treaties, regulatory actions and non-regulatory initiatives with provisions for
alternatives assessment or substitution (Tickner et al. 2013; SUBSPORT n.d.)
Component

What it involves

International treaties
›› 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer (and amendments)
which include consideration of ›› 1998 Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous
alternatives evaluation
Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade
›› 2001 Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (and amendments) (includes
substitution requirements but no details on alternatives evaluation)
›› 2013 Minamata Convention on Mercury
Regulatory actions
which include regulatory
provisions specific to
alternatives assessment

›› China: 2002 Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Promotion of Clean Production
›› China: 2006 Management Methods for Controlling Pollution Caused by Electronic Information
Products Regulation
›› European Commission: 2002 Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive
›› European Commission: 2004 Carcinogens or Mutagens at Work Directive
›› European Commission: 2006 Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of
Chemicals
›› European Commission: 2008 Classification, Labelling and Packaging of Substances and
Mixtures (CLP Regulation) (requirements for use of safer alternatives in procurement)
›› European Commission: 2008 Integrated Pollution Prevention Control Directive
›› European Commission: 2000 End-of-Life Vehicles Directive
›› EU: Biocidal Products Regulation [(EU)528/2012] (classification-based substitution
requirements)
›› Japan: 1991 Law for Promotion of Effective Utilization of Resources in Japan, and 2008
mandatory industry standard (JIS C 0950, “marking for presence” of specific chemical
substances for electrical and electronic equipment)
›› Norway: Norwegian Environmental Agency’s 1976 Norwegian Product Control Act, Section 3A
(pollution prevention)
›› Republic of Korea: 2007 Act for Resource Recycling of Electrical and Electronic Equipment
and Vehicles (known as Korea RoHS)
›› United States: Federal Executive Order 13514, 2009: Federal Leadership in Environmental,
Energy, and Economic Performance (single or multiple chemical restrictions with
alternatives assessment requirements)

Non-regulatory initiatives
which address substitution

›› China: State Recommended Catalogue of Alternatives Materials for Toxic and Hazardous
Substances and Products
›› European Commission: DG Environment’s Non-Toxic Environment Initiative – 7th
Environmental Action Programme
›› Sweden: Swedish Chemicals Agency (KEMI) Environmental Quality Objectives, “A Non-Toxic
Environment”
›› United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Safer Choice Program
›› United States Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Transitioning to Safer
Chemicals

of international treaties drives national
programmes to use substitution as a chemical
management option. Although these policies
demonstrate the inclusion of substitution in
various chemical management approaches, only
a small fraction include specific provisions related
to alternatives assessment (Tickner et al. 2013).
Notable examples include the authorization and
restriction requirements under REACH in the EU,
and Safer Consumer Products regulation in the
State of California (ECHA 2011; California DTSC
2012; ECHA 2014).
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Although many firms may substitute in response
to regulations, technical or institutional
barriers can inhibit the adoption of safer
technologies. Experience suggests that a multipronged approach consisting of incentives and
disincentives is needed to achieve the goals
of informed substitution (Tickner and Jacobs
2016). This approach includes requirements for
alternatives assessment of chemicals of concern,
as well as support structures that facilitate
adoption of safer alternatives. Regulation is
necessary, but insufficient on its own to drive
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Box 5.4 The mix of regulatory and non-regulatory policies to support informed substitution (Ashford
2013)
Regulatory:
›› restrictions/limits on chemicals and chemical classes of concern;
›› requirements for alternatives assessment with clear guidance and enforcement; and
›› information collection requirements on chemical toxicity, uses/functions, and classification.
Supportive:
›› training for government and industry on alternatives assessment processes and informed
substitution;
›› technical support networks and funding for evaluation/testing of alternatives and adoption
support;
›› databases of alternatives, chemical toxicity;
›› demonstration sites, supply chain convening, and case examples of successful
implementation; and
›› recognition of safer substitutes.

informed substitution and the use of alternatives
assessment (Ashford 2013; Tickner et al. 2013).
Regulations that restrict the use or trade of
certain chemicals (or make those chemicals
unacceptable in the marketplace) can lead to
chemical de-selection (eliminating the chemical
from a product or process without consideration
of alternatives). The right mix of regulatory and
non-regulatory (supportive) policies is essential
to support innovation and substitution (Box 5.4).

Evaluations of past efforts suggest that
institutional capacity within firms, to more
effectively evaluate and adopt safer alternatives
to hazardous chemicals, can be enhanced
through incentives-based government
initiatives that include research and evaluation
support, guidance, information on alternatives,
demonstration projects, technical assistance,
databases, training, and assistance for supply
chain networking of firms (Ashford 2013; Tickner

© Office of Technical Assistance and Technology, Kevin Souza with obsolete carbon adsorbers
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Box 5.5 The importance of policies that include technical support structures: chlorinated solvent
substitution (Jacobs et al. 2014; US NRC 2014; Office of Technical Assistance and Technology
2015; TURI 2017)
Trichlorethylene (TCE) is a commonly used chlorinated solvent that is carcinogenic to humans
(Group 1) according to the IARC and one of the most common contaminants found in hazardous
waste sites in the United States. In the State of Massachusetts, under the Toxics Use Reduction
Act, companies using listed toxic substances are required to annually quantify the use and
emissions/waste of these chemicals and conduct an assessment of alternatives to reduce the use
of the chemical every two years. With technical and research support from the Massachusetts
Toxics Use Reduction Institute (TURI), funded by a small fee on chemicals, manufacturers using
TCE in degreasing metal parts and other applications were able to evaluate and implement safer,
water-based alternatives, reducing use of this chemical by some 95 per cent in the state and
saving companies money. The TCE case in Massachusetts demonstrates the critical importance
of research and technical support in overcoming technical barriers to substitution. To avoid
potentially problematic solvent substitutes, a functional substitution approach to solvents as a
class would be helpful.

and Jacobs 2016). For example, experience in the
United States shows that toxics use reduction
policies which promote substitution are more
effective when supplemented with technical
support structures to facilitate adoption (Box 5.5).
Allowing companies degrees of flexibility in
how they evaluate and adopt alternatives may
lead to better outcomes and therefore more
substitution. If incentive-based approaches are
not successful in achieving stakeholder buy-in
and cooperation, regulatory frameworks can be
explored and implemented.

The roles of governments and industry
Policies can help clarify the appropriate roles of
government, industry and other stakeholders
in alternatives assessment and substitution
processes. In developing and implementing
actions, balancing the appropriate roles of
government, industry and other stakeholders
(given their various resources, skills and strengths)
is essential. Providing certainty regarding existing
and potential future regulatory requirements for
chemicals is a critical element in the decisionmaking process of companies.
Similarly to risk assessment, alternatives
assessment and substitution can be time- and
resource- intensive and context/applicationdependent. Unlike risk assessment, which
relies primarily on hazard and exposure data,
alternatives assessment requires information
on functional and application requirements,
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manufacturing and use conditions, performance
and cost. Informed substitution is focused
on the practical adoption of solutions.
Experience indicates that companies and
those using chemicals subject to alternatives
assessment are often better situated to evaluate
alternatives for their particular application
in ways that can most effectively lead to the
implementation of safer substitutes in their
processes and products (EC 2017). Companies
and users of chemicals are responsible for
understanding the chemicals they are using
(function/uses, toxicity, potential exposures);
establishing processes to systematically and
thoughtfully evaluate and adopt alternatives,
involving workers, communities and supply
chain stakeholders as necessary; evaluating
implementation for potential trade-offs and
improvement opportunities; and transparently
presenting results and decisions. Companies
may have to reach out to their supply chains to
better understand ingredients in an article or
formulation and use conditions.
Governments have an important role to play
in establishing the mandates for alternatives
assessment and substitution; developing
criteria for chemicals and materials to avoid in
substitution processes (e.g. less-safe and safer
chemicals); establishing clear guidance and
requirements for the alternatives assessment
process; and developing metrics and the means of
enforcement to monitor the substitution process.
Governments can also establish non-regulatory
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mechanisms that help achieve programme goals
and accountability by: providing actionable data
on hazard and exposure trade-offs to inform
alternatives assessment; providing guidance,
technical and research support and incentives for
substitution; providing clear, consistent signals
to the marketplace so that early actions can take
place; and convening societal stakeholders. When
a chemical is identified as being of concern, both
industry and government are responsible for
ensuring that adequate processes are in place to
support the transition to safer alternatives. They
may need to convene representatives across
sometimes very deep and complicated supply
chains and users.

practices and success stories; and make the
business case for substitution. An example
is a recent report developed by the Regional
Activity Centre for Sustainable Consumption
and Production (Weber et al. 2018), which
provides a number of case studies illustrating
the replacement of toxic chemicals with safe and
innovative alternatives. In a Canadian “combined
government discussion paper and science
committee report on informed substitution” a
review is provided of opportunities to support
informed substitution, comparative chemical
hazard evaluation tools which are available,
and the use that can be made of existing data
(Government of Canada 2018).

There may be instances where governmentconducted alternatives assessments can
support industry actions (e.g. in the case of
priority chemicals or sectors where there is
societal demand for policy changes, or existing
debate around the availability of alternatives
for a particular substance). For example,
the US EPA’s Design for the Environment
programmes (US EPA 2017) have undertaken
alternatives assessments for several high-profile
chemicals and applications, such as various
flame retardants. The assessments required
significant time, resources and stakeholder
engagement. This experience suggests that while
only a small number of such government-led
assessments could be undertaken, they might
have a large impact in driving the transition to
safer alternatives by providing baseline analysis
to inform industry decision-making. Greater
certainty with respect to existing and potential
future regulatory requirements on chemicals is
a critical element in the decision-making process
of companies.

Stakeholder engagement and harmonized
methodologies are needed

Given the variety of approaches that countries
and businesses have used to implement
alternatives assessment, a growing amount of
expertise and experience is being generated from
past and present alternatives assessments and
substitution cases. Governments can play an
important role in establishing systematic efforts
to collect and compile relevant case examples
and lessons learned that can serve as a critical
source of knowledge to identify and address
common challenges; identify and share good

Stakeholder engagement and collaboration are
critical to address gaps in alternatives assessment
methods and support the ultimate adoption of
safer alternatives. For example, workers often
have important information on a production
process or potential exposures. They are also
the ones who will be implementing an alternative
(which may include changes in work processes).
Adoption will be more effective if those using
an alternative are involved. Actors along the
supply chain, from chemical suppliers to product
manufacturers to retailers, can share important
information on customer needs, options that
might be available and how an alternative might
impact product quality, as well as information that
would help to understand potential trade-offs.
Stakeholder engagement helps ensure critical
questions are asked during the assessment
process to ensure the assessment is sufficiently
complete and that implementation of substitutes
occurs in an efficient manner, guaranteeing
greater adoption.
During the assessment process, capacity building
and greater coordination among stakeholders
would help build the consistent application of
alternatives assessment globally and to maintain
some degree of flexibility in the methods used to
support different substitution contexts. Capacity
building programmes, such as the UNIDO and
UNEP National Cleaner Production Centres and
Networks, which can enhance working knowledge
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Box 5.6 Substitution of methyl bromide: the importance of having a range of alternatives and
stakeholder engagement (UNEP 2014)
Under the Montreal Protocol there has been a global phase-out of the use of controlled methyl
bromide (MeBr), a powerful ozone depleter and human health toxicant linked to prostate and
other cancers. For decades methyl bromide was the preferred soil fumigant for controlling a
range of pests and pathogens in soil, among other uses. The search for suitable alternatives
revealed that no single alternative was effective for all uses. Identification of alternatives needed
to be addressed on a case-by-case basis, depending on the specific needs of the end user, regional
or climactic differences, and economic feasibility. In many cases a combination of different
alternatives, including chemical pesticides and non-chemical options such as steam sterilization
and IPM techniques, was identified as the best approach for substitution.
There is a need for support and enforcement structures to accompany substitution programmes.
Many alternatives to the use of methyl bromide, such as IPM, are knowledge-intensive. They
require a broad understanding of alternative agricultural practices, as well as access to information
on technological developments and improved farming techniques. Engagement and training of
stakeholders, provision of technical assistance, and adaption of alternative technologies to local
conditions are therefore crucial to successful substitution.

of alternatives assessment and substitution, are
available to all interested parties (UNIDO 2018).
Stakeholder engagement is equally important in
some contexts in understanding the availability
and functionality of the range of alternatives
which can be used, depending on the specific
circumstances (Box 5.6).

Transitioning to safer chemicals in countries
with limited resources requires action on
several fronts
Developing countries and countries with
economies in transition are confronted by
several barriers with respect to supporting the
informed substitution of chemicals. Even when
regulatory efforts such as the implementation
of international treaties are in place to guide

© HCWH Asia/Faye Ferrer, Nurses from Various Hospitals in the Philippines supporting the Launch of the “Mercury-Free Health Care 2010” Campaign
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substitution efforts, there are often limited
resources to collect and properly dispose of
the toxic materials that were replaced. Technical
resources to evaluate chemical hazards, or to
identify alternatives and enforce substitution
requirements under international treaties, are
also limited. To remove these barriers, there is a
need for technical support, capacity building and
case examples of successful substitutions (UNEP
and WHO 2014) (Box 5.7). This does not mean
that informed substitution cannot and does not
happen in developing countries. However, it
often requires collaboration between research
institutions, governments and employers to
address gaps in capacity and information. Thus,
evaluating both successful and unsuccessful
substitutions, and factors that lead to success
or failure, and making the results publicly
available are critical to ensure effective informed
substitution and improve capacity in developing
countries and those with economies in transition

(Intergovernmental Forum on Chemical Safety
2008).
The private sector has a critical role to play
in building capacity for informed substitution
in developing countries and countries
with economies in transition. This includes
requirements by multinational companies
that are engaged in manufacturing (or that
contract manufacturing), which their suppliers
implement sustainable substitution policies.
These companies also need to provide technical
support to regional companies and government
agencies so they can undertake similar activities.
Start-up companies can also play an important
role in developing safer substitutes in developing
countries, as many of them are associated with
university research resources. Strong chemicals
management foundations in developing
countries remain a priority and can contribute
to the success of substitution programmes.

Box 5.7 Mercury-free hospitals: the importance of participatory substitution programmes and
alternative technology replacements (Burgos-Hernandez 2009; WHO 2015; Health Care
Without Harm 2018)
Mercury is a persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic chemical. Its global phase-out is covered under
the 2013 Minamata Convention. The Minamata Convention bans new mercury mining and calls
for increased controls on mercury emissions and phasing out of mercury use in many products
and processes. Hospital use of mercury-containing products is significant. The World Medical
Association has urged regional and national medical associations to work within their institutions
to reduce their mercury use.
In 2009 a joint project led by the University of Massachusetts Lowell, in the United States,
implemented mercury replacement programmes in hospitals in Mexico and Ecuador. This
programme used a participatory format that vertically engaged and trained all stakeholders on the
dangers of mercury. Working groups in each hospital identified mercury thermometers, which are
made of glass and easily break, and mercury sphygmomanometers (blood pressure cuffs which
must be filled manually with liquid mercury) as significant sources of exposure and ideal candidates
for replacement. Mercury thermometers were replaced with digital fever thermometers, and
mercury sphygmomanometers were replaced with aneroid sphygmomanometers which use
pressurized air.
These replacements illustrate the importance of technology substitutions, where equipment that
uses a toxic chemical is replaced with a non-chemical option. Relying on hospital staff to identify
problem areas and implement solutions resulted in greater ownership of preventative practices,
strengthened networks, and provided a structure for continued training efforts.
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5.5 Potential measures to advance
assessment of chemical and nonchemical alternatives
To avoid regrettable substitutions, it is important
to further refine and harmonize alternatives
assessment methods, based on functional
substitution as well as on the exchange of lessons
learned in developing and deploying alternatives.
Taking into account the preceding analysis,
stakeholders may wish to consider the following
measures to further advance assessment of
chemical and non-chemical alternatives:
›› Focusing on functional substitution, further
develop and harmonize efficient methods
and tools for the comparative assessment
of options to replace a chemical of concern,
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including their economic and technical
feasibility.
›› Scale up the use of (and refine) both regulatory
and non-regulatory supportive instruments,
including clear criteria and guidance for
alternatives assessments.
›› Identify case studies on (and ensure wide
availability of information about) successful
and unsuccessful substitutions, as well as on
factors that lead to success or failure.
›› Strengthen the applicability to alternatives
assessment of existing databases of
information on chemical functions, hazards,
potential exposures and life cycle impacts.
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6/

Chemical risk management in facilities and
during production
Chapter Highlights
International efforts are under way to facilitate a paradigm shift from managing
disasters to preventing them – and to better integrate chemical accidents into
broader emergency planning.
Guidance on preventing, preparing for and responding to chemical accidents is
available from various bodies.
Stakeholders are often not sufficiently engaged and/or informed.
To avoid future accidents, awareness-raising, sharing of lessons learned from
regulatory oversight, and promotion of good practices are essential.
While SMEs face particular challenges in managing risk, they often lack
knowledge and capacity. There is a need for increased oversight and
collaboration in this regard.
Workers in the informal sector are particularly at risk.

P

revious chapters largely focused on risk
assessment and risk management decisionmaking, along with opportunities to
accelerate these processes. This chapter provides
further insights into risk management challenges
during chemical production, particularly with
respect to the risk of chemical accidents. It also
addresses risk management in SMEs and in the
informal sector. This type of risk management
presents specific challenges in many developing
countries.

6.1 Understanding and addressing
the risks of chemical accidents
A chemical accident can be defined as the
unintentional release of one or more hazardous
substances that could harm human health or the
environment. Chemical accidents may occur at
fixed locations (e.g. factories or warehouses) or
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as a result of transport, the use of pipelines and
exploration activities (e.g. operation of offshore
oil platforms). The continuing occurrence of
chemical accidents and their negative impacts on
human health and the environment (as discussed
in Part I Ch. 5, 7) point to the need for stakeholders
around the world, particularly industry, to scale
up actions to prevent, prepare for and respond
to chemical accidents. To support these actions,
policy frameworks and support programmes
have been put in place internationally. The Sendai
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 20152030, recently adopted by UN Member States,
provides an overarching context and seeks to
foster a paradigm shift – from managing disasters
to preventing them – through a greater focus
on managing disaster risk in an integrated way.
Addressing risks from chemical accidents is an
important dimension of the Sendai Framework
(United Nations Research Institute for Social
Development [UNRISD] 2015).
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Table 6.1 Selected activities of organizations engaged in addressing chemical accidents (InterAgency Coordination Group for Industrial and Chemical Accidents 2017, p. 7.)
Organization

Prevention

Preparedness

Response

Post-accident

OECD

Guiding Principles for Chemical Accidents, Prevention, Preparedness and Response

UNECE

Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents Convention

EU

Seveso III Directive, Civil Protection Mechanism

Environment
Liability Directive

Major Accident
Reporting System
(eMARS)
eMARS

UN Disaster Assessment and Coordination
Mechanism, Flash Environmental
Assessment Tool

JEU

UN Environment

Flexible Framework, Awareness and
Preparedness for Emergencies at Local
Level (APELL), Responsible Production
toolkit

UNISDR

Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030
International Health Regulations

WHO

Event Management
System (EMS)

Public health management of chemical incidents
EPSC

Learning

Member network

Policy, no intervention										

Member network
Intervention based										

Regulation/legislation/convention

EPSC: European Political Strategy Centre; JEU: Joint UN Environment/UN Office for the Consideration of
Humanitarian Affairs Environment Unit; UNISDR: UN Office for Disaster Relief Reduction.

Several specialized international programmes
provide targeted analysis and guidance to
address various aspects of addressing chemical
accidents. For example, in the UNEP Flexible
Framework for Addressing Chemical Accident
Prevention and Preparedness governments
are encouraged to develop, improve or review
Chemical Accident Prevention and Preparedness
(CAPP) programmes at the national level, which
would include reviewing laws, regulations,
policies, guidance and other instruments
(UNEP 2010). Other important international
initiatives include the OECD Chemical Accidents
Programme; the UNECE Convention on the
Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents
(TEIA); the WHO International Health Regulations
and related activities concerning the public
health management of chemical incidents and
emergencies; and the Organisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons chemical
safety and security programmes. An overview
of selected programmes and guidance of
international relevance was recently compiled
through an activity involving several agencies
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(Table 6.1) (Inter-Agency Coordination Group for
Industrial and Chemical Accidents 2017).

The importance of identifying chemical
hazards
Effective management of chemical accident risks
requires knowledge about the presence and
location of chemical hazards. Any operator whose
activities involve the production, handling or
storage of dangerous substances should identify
the specific accident risks associated with the
types of substances used and handled, the
volumes present, and the processes in which they
are used. This knowledge should be incorporated
in practices that prevent exposure to dangerous
substances and help to ensure preparedness
should such exposure occur.
Government efforts to reduce chemical accident
risks generally require the establishment of a
chemical hazard inventory in which industrial
activities associated with the use of dangerous
substances (including sites, pipelines and
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transport routes) are identified, stored in a
database and located, ideally on a map. Some
countries develop hazard rating systems that
allow prioritization of different activities by level
of hazard on the basis of other information,
including volumes and types of dangerous
substances; types of activities; distance from
populated areas; compliance records; and past
accident information. Several national hazard
rating schemes are described in the European
Commission Joint Research Centre (EC JRC) and
UNECE publication on hazard rating systems in EU
Member States, European Economic Area (EEA)
countries and national competent authorities
under the UNECE Convention on TEIA (EC JRC
and UNECE 2016).
Existing CAPP legislation (e.g. the EU Seveso
Directive and the United States Risk Management
Plan Rule) provide useful models for the
identification of hazardous operations (EC 2017;
US EPA 2018). This legislation includes lists and
categories of dangerous substances and the
threshold quantities that indicate a certain level
of hazard. UNEP’s Flexible Framework and the
OECD Guiding Principles for Chemical Accident
Prevention, Preparedness and Response (OECD
2003) also provide implementation guidance to
support countries as they begin to identify the
kinds of dangerous substances present, as well as
companies that might be using these substances.

Enhanced sharing of knowledge and lessons
learned
Sharing lessons learned begins with establishing
mechanisms for accident reporting. Each
company engaged in hazardous activities should
maintain a register of accidents and near misses,
as well as a programme for systematic analysis
and implementation of recommendations
resulting from an accident. Lessons learned from
the most serious accidents and near misses
should be made available to other operators
engaged in hazardous activities. Data are still not
available on chemical accidents in many parts of
the world: companies may not be investigating
them, or results from accident investigations may
not be shared. Furthermore, there may be no
government or industry mechanism encouraging
them to do so.
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In some regions and industries, however, public
databases that contain chemical accident
information have been established. These include,
notably, the EU eMARS database and various
country and industry databases (e.g. ARIA, ZEMA,
CSC, RIHAD) as well as the published results of
investigations and studies concerning chemical
accidents. eMARS is a public database containing
over 900 reports of chemical accidents and near
misses reported by EU, EEA, OECD and UNECE
countries. Reporting major accidents to eMARS
is compulsory for EU Member States when the
event meets the criteria defined in Annex VI of
the Seveso Directive. In the case of non-EU OECD
and UNECE countries, reporting accidents to the
eMARS database is voluntary but is regularly
carried out (Inter-Agency Coordination Group
for Industrial and Chemical Accidents 2017).
Accident databases only provide information on
chemical accidents that have already happened.
The probability that serious chemical accidents
will occur in highly industrialized countries is
generally low. In these countries only some
risks are manifested as accidents during a given
time period, while in other countries accidents
take place more frequently (see Part I, Ch. 5).
Additional research on the national and regional
dimensions of chemical accidents has been
carried out, including in China (He et al. 2011;
UNEP 2011), India (Sengupta et al. 2015) and
Africa (UNEP 2017). It suggests that when facilities
that process hazardous materials are transferred
from developed to developing countries, the
process safety standards for such facilities which
applied in the former should not be lowered,
irrespective of local regulations.
Exchange networks of practitioners can be
valuable sources of information on chemical
accident risks, particularly for identifying ways
to prevent accidents. Depending on the topic,
these networks can consist of groups of experts
in the same industry or the same profession;
government regulators; and cross sections
of experts from government, industry and
academia. Such information exchange helps
operators engaged in hazardous activities assess
risks in order to improve their risk management
strategies, while it also helps authorities prioritize
hazard sources and topics for inspections. Along
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with information from accidents, expert exchange
can substantiate the need for modifications
to technical standards, improvements to
regulations, and enforcement policy regarding
safety performance at installations. There are
many examples of such groups in developed
countries and in multinational industries,
including the Center for Chemical Process Safety
(CCPS), the Energy Institute, the International
Association of Oil and Gas Producers, the EU
Seveso Expert Group, and the OECD Working
Group on Chemical Accidents. There are also
many examples of exchange networks that guide
the establishment of new networks in regions
and industries where they are needed.

in the chemical processing industry, together
with the damage they cause. Such analysis of
major chemical accidents, and the determination
of required measures and communication of
results, should be carried out by independent
authorities. This can provide “wisdom of
hindsight” to help prevent accidents or mitigate
the impacts of those which nevertheless still
occur (Tauseef, Abbasi and Abbasi 2011). To avoid
future accidents, it is essential to share good
practices and implement the recommendations
in these analyses. There are ongoing efforts
to improve analytical methods and to identify
more effective approaches to the prevention of
accidents and their consequences.

Understanding the causes of chemical
accidents

It has been shown that accidents occurring
today frequently result from well-known and
well-understood failures which had already been
identified in the case of past accidents. Abu Bakar
et al. (2017) reviewed 770 major accidents using
four summary categories associated with the
risk-based process safety (RBPS) framework.
They concluded that the most common accident
contributors were linked to process hazards
(19 per cent), operating procedures (17 per cent)
and lack of employee participation in process
safety management (12 per cent). Gyenes and
Wood (2014) used the seven elements of a
safety management system from the 2012 EU
Seveso Directive to review the causes of 86 major
accidents notified to the eMARS database. They
concluded that the major cause of accidents was

Past accidents cannot directly provide information
on accidents that might happen. Hence other
types of information are needed in order to
identify activities and practices that are likely
sources of future accidents, so that measures
can be taken to reduce risks before accidents
occur. The information in chemical accident
databases, together with the publication of the
results of investigations and studies concerning
these accidents, have facilitated a proliferation of
studies whose purpose is to identify their causes.
Analysis of past accidents is valuable for
developing insights into why accidents occur

© Claudia Cabal, an electrical station storing PCB equipment in Paraguay following a large fire
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related to deficiencies in operational control
(28 per cent). Other studies have examined, for
example, the roles of maintenance (Okoh and
Haugen 2014) and of equipment failure (Kidam
and Hurme 2013).
The study of accidents can also reveal new
sources of risks associated with changing
technologies and with business practices.
Taylor et al. (2017) looked at findings from 12
industrial catastrophes, including four chemical
events. They found that increasing engineered
complexity, technical specialization, fragmented
contractual arrangements and other factors
make it increasingly difficult for individuals
and organizations to recognize weaknesses
in risk control. Often problems arise because
current approaches to risk analysis are not
able to consider adequately the influence of a
vast array of relevant inputs such as leadership
issues, operational attitudes and behaviours,
commercial and budgetary pressures, and
communication issues.
In addition, accident analysis can identify complex
causality and systemic vulnerabilities resulting
from the way an organization operates. As Sklet
(2004) observed, experience with accidents has
shown that major accidents almost never have

Figure 6.1

a single cause; most accidents involve multiple,
inter-related causal factors. This complexity
should be reflected in the accident investigation
process. Various analytical techniques are
available to support investigators in structuring
information and focusing on the most important
features.

Emerging topics of interest
Lessons emerging from recent accidents cover a
spectrum of actions to ensure improved chemical
accident prevention, preparedness and response.
These actions range from strong engagement
by senior leaders (in public authorities and
companies) (OECD 2012) to addressing emerging
risks associated with growing production and use
of clean fuels, cybersecurity, and technological
accidents caused by natural disasters.
One issue being discussed by the international
community concerns possible risks that result
when ownership changes. At hazardous facilities
such changes of ownership are very common
and can potentially affect key aspects of safety
management (OECD 2018a) (Figure 6.1). Current
and new owners may be specialist companies
with a significant industry background, or they
may be “non-specialist” companies with a more

Stakeholders in the change of ownership of hazardous facilities (adapted from OECD
2018a, p. 14)
Neighbourhood and environment

Regulators, local authorities, civil emergency response
Third parties; plant certifiers, process safety experts, due diligence consultants

Original owner

Insurance
companies

Original contract operator

New owner
New contract operator

Workforce
Original maintenance contractor
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New maintenance contractor
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diverse business portfolio. In certain cases,
poorly managed change of ownership (including
oversight responsibilities) could potentially have
detrimental consequences for safety at a facility.
The death of many private and public firefighters
during chemical accidents is another cause
of concern. Efforts to develop emergency
planning – with strong specialized training for
first responders and direct cooperation with
companies – should continue (OECD 2018b).
Other topics emerging from recent accidents
include the safety of underground gas storage;
the safety of pipes and (long distance) pipelines;
risks of chemical accidents in harbours; risks
posed by facilities where highly active substances
are handled (including high potency active
pharmaceutical Ingredients and agrochemicals);
the management of ageing facilities; improving
clean-up and recovery and, more generally,
ensuring proper safety maintenance
programmes; and addressing risks arising from
natural hazard triggered technological (Natech)
accidents.

Natural hazard triggered technological
(Natech) accidents
Natural hazards can trigger fires, explosions
and toxic releases at hazardous installations
and in critical infrastructure (e.g. at fixed
chemical installations, in oil and gas pipelines
and on offshore platforms). “Natech accidents”
frequently occur in the wake of natural disasters.
They often have severe long-term consequences
for the population, the environment and the
economy. The risk of Natech accidents is
expected to grow as a result of climate change
and increasing industrialization. In particular,
climate change is likely to increase the frequency
and severity of hydro-meteorological hazards,
raising concerns about an increase in the number
of Natech accidents due to storms. Preliminary
studies indicate the extent of the damage severe
storms can cause (Krausmann and Salzano 2017).
There are currently no systematic analyses of
storm-triggered Natech accidents. Nevertheless,
lessons can be learned from the impact of
extreme weather and climate events such
as Hurricane Harvey, which caused extreme
precipitation (particularly over Houston, Texas
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in the United States and the surrounding area)
in August 2017, resulting in extensive flooding,
loss of life, high economic costs, and impacts
on critical infrastructure, airports and industry
(Sebastian et al. 2017; van Oldenborgh et al. 2017;
Jonkman et al. 2018; Gori et al. 2018) (Box 6.1).
To address Natech accidents and manage their
consequences when they do occur, targeted
prevention, preparedness and response are
needed (Krausmann and Salzano 2017). However,
disaster risk reduction frameworks do not
always consider technological hazards, while
chemical accident prevention and preparedness
programmes often overlook specific aspects
of Natech risks. Natech risk assessment tools
and guidance for industry and government
authorities are therefore needed to support
better Natech risk management at the national
and local levels (UNISDR 2018). In addition, Natech
risk assessment is an important instrument for
determining where Natech risk spots exist within
a region and where detailed risk assessment is
required. Although the potential consequences
of such accidents are understood, the cost of
additional safety measures to reduce Natech risk
can result in reluctance to accept that these risks
exist and to act to reduce them (Girgin, Necci
and Krausmann 2017). Guidance for prevention,
preparedness and response to address natural
hazards triggering technological accidents is
available from the OECD (OECD 2015).

Commitment by senior company leaders,
effective governance, and capacity
development
Systematic data on the economic cost of chemical
accidents are lacking, and it is often difficult to
prove to senior officials that the resources spent
on accident prevention pay off (OECD 2018c). If
no accidents occur, less attention may continue
to be paid to prevention. Yet the costs of chemical
accidents, which may be significant, can affect
the stock value of an affected company (Makino
2016). Efforts are ongoing to substantiate the
risks and costs of chemical accidents and raise
awareness about accident prevention at higher
policy levels (OECD 2018c). The engagement of
senior leaders of companies in understanding the
risks posed by their facilities, and the importance
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Box 6.1 Lessons learned from Natech accidents triggered by Hurricane Harvey (Necci, Krausmann
and Girgin 2018)
Hurricane Harvey made landfall on the Gulf coast of Texas in August 2017. The lessons to be
learned from the Natech accidents triggered by this storm include:
›› Preparation for past levels of storm severity is not sufficient. In view of ongoing climate
change, storm frequencies and intensities could change and, with them, the associated
Natech risk.
›› Although natural hazards and vulnerabilities may be known, industry does not always
adequately protect its equipment from impacts. In areas where there is a known flood
hazard, use of protection measures should be enforced to prevent equipment damage and
the subsequent release of hazardous materials.
›› Floodwaters are a transport vector for released toxic or flammable substances, distributing
them over potentially wide areas. Where there is an ignition source, devastating fires can
occur which are also transported with the flood. This risk is as yet inadequately considered.
›› Current and former waste sites are vulnerable to flooding, but little has been done to
mitigate the risks they pose. Such sites should be protected from flooding, and investment
should be allocated to completing remediation activities as quickly as possible.
›› Significant airborne emissions can be created by flaring during facility shutdown and restart
operations before and after a storm. Areas with a high density of industrial facilities should
have plans to schedule restart operations in a way that does not affect air quality.

of investing in process safety, is critical in this
process.
Integrating chemical accidents in emergency
planning at several levels of governance helps
ensure that the risks and management of chemical
accidents are addressed at the community,
municipal, regional and national levels in an
integrated way (UNRISD 2018). Effective land
use planning policy is an essential part of this
integrated approach, as is the engagement of
the health sector in prevention, preparedness,
response and recovery (WHO 2018). Coordination
across borders may be relevant in order to
address the risk of transboundary accidents.
The activities described above require the
development of effective risk management
systems and the scaling up of capacity
development efforts. At the national level,
Cambodia, Mali, the Philippines, Senegal, Sri Lanka
and Tanzania have prepared national roadmaps
to develop CAPP programmes with support from
the United Nations Environment Programme
and the SAICM Quick Start Programme Trust
Fund. Common priorities identified through
these projects include adequate enforcement
of existing regulations; drafting new legal texts
to implement CAPP; establishing ongoing
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coordination mechanisms; and establishing
a central information management system
(i.e. a database) (UNEP 2015). Given the role
played by human factors in causing chemical
accidents, training concerned individuals is a
key aspect of capacity development for chemical
accident prevention, preparedness and response.
To better measure these and other capacity
development efforts, a capacity development
framework has been proposed to assess progress
and help compare capacity levels for prevention
of and preparation for chemical accidents in
countries (Baranzini et al. 2018).

6.2 Chemical risks in developing
country SMEs
6.2.1

Challenges in developing
country SMEs

Use of safety data sheets
Many SMEs in developing countries routinely
use and handle chemicals. When they do so,
attention needs to be paid to accompanying
labels and safety data sheets (SDS). Often,
however, developing country SMEs carry out
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their activities without having proper on-site
list of hazardous substances, accompanied by
corresponding SDS. Moreover, employees receive
only limited training and re-training to help them
understand and apply the information found on
labels and SDS (Massey 2008). To be effective,
communication of risks to employees needs to
be simple and practical, taking into account the
context and their level of education. A study in
China that assessed a behaviour-based safety
management approach showed that workers
identified safe and unsafe practices and took
part in addressing them (Yuan and Wang 2012).

Process safety

In developing country SMEs a number of quality
insufficiencies in the SDS system can be observed.
These include the SDS frequently being incomplete
or inaccurate; lacking important information
about guidelines for controlling exposure; and
having been created by the manufacturer and
therefore possibly not having been subject to
significant scrutiny by government authorities.
SDS may also be inconsistent; for example, in
some cases several firms sell the same chemical
but the corresponding SDS are different (Massey
2008).

The Risk Based Process Safety (RBPS) approach
recognizes that all hazards and risks in
an operation or at a facility are not equal.
Consequently, safety-related resources are
attributed in a way that focuses on estimated
greater hazards and higher risks. According to
the Center for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS)
(2017), “using the same high-intensity practices
to manage every hazard is an inefficient use of
limited resources. A risk-based approach reduces
the potential for attributing an undue amount
of resources to managing lower-risk activities,
thereby freeing up resources to address higherrisk activities.”

There are several possible reasons for the
underuse or inadequacy of SDS in the SME
sector. For example, those prepared by chemical

Commitment to process safety addresses a
number of key elements, including the importance
of a process safety culture; strict compliance

© Monkey Business Images/Shutterstock
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manufacturers to comply with regulations may
not meet the needs of the people exposed to
the chemicals; an example would be SDS in
a language that workers and others who are
supposed to read them cannot understand.
On the other hand, SMEs that use chemicals,
but have a poor understanding of the SDS, are
unlikely to have much interest in trying to benefit
from them.
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with standards; promotion of process safety
competencies; total workforce involvement; and a
strong stakeholder outreach programme. Process
knowledge management, coupled with hazard
identification and risk analysis capability, are
key elements for understanding process safety.
Without risk-based process safety prioritization,
it would be difficult and unaffordable for most
developing country SMEs to fully address hazards
and risks (Verbano, Venturini and Venturini 2013;
CCPS 2017). Developing country SMEs also need
more technical assistance with the design and
implementation of process safety management
systems.

Occupational health and safety
Many work environments in developing country
SMEs are dangerous. Not only do a large share
of occupational accidents in these countries
occur in SMEs (Nyirendaavwil, Chinniah and
Agard 2015), but chemical accidents in SMEs
are seriously under-reported because of poor
data and analysis capabilities. Risks therefore
need to be systematically assessed, analyzed and,
where necessary, reduced to improve safety at
work (Nordlöf et al. 2017).
The adoption of a functional occupational health
and safety management system (OHSMS) by
an SME is an important measure that can lead
to fewer occupational accidents. Regularly
measuring and keeping track of a company’s
safety culture, and openly discussing occupational
health and safety (OHS) values, are priorities
in this context. Factors such as the company’s
size, its safety culture, the extent of high-level
company commitment, lack of relevant skills,
lack of technical know-how, lack of formalized
routines, and financial affordability need to be
understood and addressed (Nordlöf et al. 2017). In
Malaysia, for example, although OHS regulations
exist, 80 per cent of facilities investigated failed
to fully comply with them (Hong, Surienty and
Kee 2011). Where OHS takes a back seat to
productivity, competitiveness and profitability,
(complete) adoption of an OHSMS is prevented
in developing country SMEs.

Access to finance for occupational health and
safety management systems
The level of financial performance can be
associated with occupational health and
safety management (OHSM) practices, as
demonstrated in a Swedish study on companies’
credit worthiness. According to this study,
better financial performance and better OHSM
practices can reinforce one another in a positive
and cyclical spiral (Nordlöf et al. 2017). In some
countries the government provides important
financial and technical assistance to support
OHS implementation in SMEs. Such is the case
with support provided in Malaysia by SMECorp,
an agency under the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry in charge of overall policies
and strategies for SMEs (Hong, Surienty and
Kee 2011). Similar specialized agencies are
found in other countries. Sometimes National
Cleaner Production Centres assume this role. An
interesting approach in some countries includes
partial subsidization of occupational health and
safety activities. For example, in Japan and Finland
half the cost is subsidized (Mizoue et al. 1999).

6.2.2

Improving chemical safety in
developing country SMEs

Further steps in the transfer of safety
technology
The incidence of occupational injuries and
diseases associated with industrialization has
declined markedly in highly industrialized
countries as a result of the adoption of engineering
controls, strict use of protective equipment,
reliance on safer machinery and processes, and
greater adherence to applicable regulations and
labour inspections (Kim, Park and Park 2016). To
improve OHS in all countries, modern legislation
and consequent interventions to help improve
work environments increasingly need to take
account of the specific characteristics and needs
of SMEs (Legg et al. 2015). In this respect, it is also
important for advanced safety technology to be
used in developing country SMEs.
Developing country SMEs need assistance
in making technological changes. Facilitating
transfers of safer technologies to these SMEs
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would be of great importance in preventing
accidents at the workplace. A crucial first step
would be for these SMEs, if feasible, to replace
dangerous old equipment (Yuan and Wang 2012).
Besides improving OHS conditions, technology
transfers could promote the sustainable
development concepts of recovery, reuse and
recycling. Universities and research centres
can be an important source of knowledge
and experience to share with SMEs in order
to support their transition to better and safer
technologies and practices. Bhandubanyong and
Pearce (2017) identified the need for foundries in
Thailand, especially in the SME sector, to receive
more encouragement, guidance and support
in seeking to make technical improvements in
their operations, for example through better
cooperation and interaction with university/
government R&D centres such as the National
Metals and Materials Technology Center. Similar
opportunities exist in other developing countries
with respect to many types of SMEs and activities.

Promoting a more proactive safety culture in
SMEs
A key element of occupational safety and health
management is the promotion of a culture of
prevention within an enterprise (ILO 2014).
Lessons from past disasters underline that it is
of the highest importance to create a corporate
culture in which safety is fully understood and
treated as the number one priority in any business.
It is clear that an occupational safety and health
management system is not effective unless there
is a positive safety culture in the workplace (Kim,
Park and Park 2016). The characteristics of a
positive safety culture include proper leadership
that is highly visible and committed to safety, as
well as clear communication of safety as a priority
value that cannot be traded off against cost and
schedule (International Atomic Energy Agency
2006; Unnikrishnan et al. 2015). In a developing
country setting it is important to remember
that many SMEs start as family businesses.
In such cases, management may fail to fully
understand concerns about chemical risks and
occupational safety. Initiating a safety culture will
therefore need to start with the engagement of
management and various behavioural aspects
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will need to be taken into account (Yuan and
Wang 2012).
Guidance provided in the ILO Convention
concerning the Promotional Framework for
Occupational Safety and Health (ILO 2009) calls for
an occupational safety and health management
system approach. The main purpose of such a
system is to pursue continual improvement in
occupational safety and health performance
through the use of the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle.
The Convention sets out how national policy,
national systems and national programmes
should be designed in order to promote
continuous improvements in occupational safety
and health (Kim, Park and Park 2016).
Linkages and the interaction of companies with
other players in the field (e.g. through value chain
linkages with global markets or through being
part of a multinational company) are encouraging
the introduction of voluntary standards, global
environmental management and corporate
social responsibility systems; sustainability
reporting initiatives; and advanced product
quality programmes – all of which contribute
to improved environmental performance at
chemical production facilities, including SMEs
(He and Yang 2012).

Promotion of investments in chemical industry
parks
Clustering companies creates synergies and
economic benefits by providing shared access
to networks, suppliers, distributors, markets,
resources and support systems (Heikkilä et al.
2010; Reniers and Amyotte 2012). Since 2006
China has adopted a policy of relocating SMEs to
chemical industry parks, rather than leaving them
dispersed throughout the country. Clustering
is considered to facilitate the safety and
environmental supervision activities of chemical
companies by park management authorities and
relevant government agencies (Zhao et al. 2013).
It is clear that collaboration between adjacent
plants to prevent (internal and external) domino
effects in a chemical industrial cluster can help
save lives and avoid considerable costs that might
arise as a result of chemical accidents (Reniers,
Cuypers and Pavlova 2012)
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Clustering can facilitate/incentivize materials
exchange. For example, waste from one facility
may be input for another. Simple practices such
as materials exchange can prevent significant
volumes of hazardous waste or effluents reaching
waterways or soils (Massey 2005). However,
realizing the OHS benefits of what are sometimes
referred to as “eco-industrial parks” is proving
difficult in developing countries and could be
strengthened (Kultida et al. 2015).
Clustering companies characterized by substantial
use of chemicals in a special area that provides
the right infrastructure is desirable. For example,
the Government of Bangladesh has decided to
implement this approach with tannery SMEs in
Dhaka City. Tanneries had been functioning in an
unplanned manner, scattered and surrounded by
populated areas and with no effluent treatment.
The government therefore proposed a new
location, with land dedicated to industrial plots
and to a central effluent treatment plant, disposal
yard, electricity sub-station and other necessary
infrastructure. All tannery operations are being
moved to this area. Similar initiatives could be
implemented with respect to other traditional
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and significant activities in developing countries,
such as brick production and foundries (Paul
et al. 2013).

6.2.3

Further research on (and
knowledge about) chemical
safety in SMEs is needed

Most occupational health and safety research,
policy and legislation have been – and still are –
skewed in favour of large enterprises (defined
as those with more than 250 employees) that
have the resources to influence, interact with
and contribute to policy development and
research (Legg et al. 2015). Often SMEs do not
have the necessary resources (in the form of
human capacity and finance) to contribute to the
research, development and demonstration of the
OHS practices needed to address this problem
(Legg et al. 2015). Some characteristics of SMEs
make it extremely difficult for them to create and
maintain a safe and healthy work environment,
or to manage effectively with respect to safety
issues (Targoutzidis et al. 2014).
The OHS challenges of developing country SMEs
need to be researched more thoroughly so as
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to provide better inputs for SME policy design
and legislative review. Limited information about
these SMEs already shows that workers are more
routinely exposed to hazardous situations and
suffer more work-related injuries and illnesses
than those in larger companies (Targoutzidis
et al. 2014). Further research on the relation
between injuries, accidents and the sizes of
enterprises could help show how size matters
in OHS management (Micheli and Cagno 2010).

6.3 Chemical risk management in the
informal sector
6.3.1

Risk management challenges in
the informal sector

The informal sector presents unique
management challenges
The informal sector is usually characterized by
small-scale activities that are not registered,
taxed or monitored by any form of government
authority, while the hundreds of millions of
women and men who work in this sector often are
poorly paid and carry out dangerous work (OECD
2002; Maiguashca 2016). More than 60 per cent
the total global labour force is employed in the
informal sector, and 93 per cent of informal
employment is in emerging and developing
countries (ILO 2018a). Despite a lack of detailed
data on informal enterprises worldwide – and
variations in the definitions of “informality” – it
is clear that the number of these enterprises is
very high and that a large share of all SMEs are in
the informal sector (Charmes 2012; ILO 2015a). In
Africa almost 86 per cent of employment is
informal; the share is around 68 per cent in
Asia and the Pacific, almost 69 per cent in the
Arab States, 40 per cent in the Americas and
about 25 per cent in Europe and Central Asia (ILO
2018a). People in rural areas are almost twice as
likely to be in informal employment as those in
urban areas: agriculture, where pesticides and
other chemicals are widely and heavily used,
has the highest level of informal employment,
estimated at more than 90 per cent globally
(ILO 2018a).
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The production, consumption and disposal of
chemicals can have external negative (spillover)
impacts on individuals and firms outside these
activities when they are not well managed. While
informal and/or illegal behavior is often the
source of chemicals pollution, by their nature it is
unlikely that firms involved in these undertakings
will take steps to internalize costs. Many such
externalities can be reduced through responsible
chemicals management (Hassan 2012; UNEP
2013).
A challenge for risk management in the informal
sector is the lack of a clear overview of the
nature, extent and location of informal activities/
operations in countries. By definition, some or
all aspects of informal economic activity are not
included in the formal record and hence there
is an information and statistics gap regarding
these activities (Benjamin et al. 2014). This means
the informal sector remains outside the scope
of planned development and health and safety
policies, as there is little information available
to prioritize areas of prevention (Mukim 2011).

Limited knowledge about chemicals in the
informal sector
Chemicals are used and handled in many
informal activities in addition to agricultural ones,
including cleaning, welding, construction, and
employment in garages/workshops (Zock 2005;
Ahmad et al. 2016). Informal workers are highly
vulnerable to the health risks presented by the
chemicals to which they are exposed daily due
to poor working conditions, limited knowledge
about chemical risks, high levels of exposure
and lack of access to health care, among other
factors (ILO 2018a; ILO 2018b; International
Institute for Environment and Development
2018). Workers’ level of education is important.
Globally, when the level of education increases,
the level of informality decreases; comparing
national data on informal employment as a share
of total employment with Human Development
Index (HDI) values shows that countries with
higher informality have a lower HDI value (ILO
2018a). The health impacts of working in informal
enterprises range from skin irritation, respiratory
allergies and asthma to acute poisonings, cancers
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and reproductive disorders (Rongo et al. 2004;
Rockefeller Foundation 2013). Poor practices,
such as failure to use personal protective
measures or smoking at the workplace, are
common in the informal sector and exacerbate
the risks associated with chemical use (Rongo
2005).
Workers in the informal sector lack knowledge
about chemical labelling and how to understand
it. Furthermore, labels may be absent (Lajini 2014;
Makhonge 2014). Actors in the informal sector
are, however, obviously not exempt from legal
requirements in a country and could be targeted
by governments for information provision and
inspections.

Lack of a safety and health culture
Since low-skilled and labour-intensive work
in the informal sector is performed by people
with low socio-economic status, they usually
show greater readiness to accept dangerous
working conditions. For example, waste pickers
interviewed at the Mbeuebeuss waste dump in
Senegal – some of whom were women, although
many more were men – indicated that they had
little choice but to undertake this type of work
to survive despite the health risks to which they
were exposed and the difficulty of obtaining
health care (Vasina 2018)

Gender inequalities
Gender inequalities and child labour are common
in informal activities (UNRISD 2010; ILO 2018a).
In a globalized economy, women and children
increasingly participate as wage earners. Among
men, a higher share is employed in the informal
sector than among women, both in developing
and developed countries as well as in the
agricultural and non-agricultural sector (ILO
2018a). However, the picture is heavily influenced
by a few highly populous countries, as in low
and lower-middle income countries the share
of women informally employed exceeds that
of men. Moreover, as the ILO concluded in its
2018 report, women in the informal economy
are more vulnerable.
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A study on female horticulture workers in
Tanzania illustrates the chemical risk situation
in informal agriculture. Women often bring
their children to the fields because they lack
access to or cannot afford day care services.
The elder children help with work on the farm.
Women and children often work in fields where
pesticides are being applied. Further exposure
(and that of other family members) can occur
when contaminated clothes are washed in the
household or even through pesticides stored
in the kitchen or bedroom (Mrema et al. 2017).

Informal e-waste recycling
Recycling of metals found in waste (secondary
production of metals) is growing rapidly
worldwide. Metals such as aluminium, copper
and gold can be recovered from e-waste (or
electronic and electrical equipment waste). This
activity is mainly carried out in the informal sector
in developing and emerging countries such as
China, Ghana, Brazil and India (e.g. 95 per cent
of e-waste in India is treated and processed in
the informal e-waste recycling sector) (Zheng
et al. 2016; Chakraborty et al. 2018).

6.3.2

Policy challenges and
opportunities

Formalization
ILO Recommendation No. 204 on transition from
the informal to the formal economy acknowledges
that most people enter the informal economy not
by choice, but because of a lack of opportunities
in the formal economy and an absence of any
other means of livelihood. It provides strategies
and practical guidance on policies and measures
to facilitate the transition from the informal to the
formal economy (ILO 2015b). The formalization
of informal activities can contribute to better
conditions for workers and achieve more
inclusive and more sustainable development. In
support of formalization, government regulations
for licensing and registration may need to be
made simpler and more practical. Measures also
need to be tailored to specific circumstances in
countries and to specific economic activities. An
example related to chemicals is artisanal and
small-scale gold mining (Box 6.2).
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Box 6.2 Formalizing artisanal and small-scale gold mining
Artisanal and small-scale gold mining (ASGM) has
been estimated to provide direct employment for over
16 million people (approximately one-third are women)
and accounts for up to 20 per cent of the world’s gold
production (Seccatore et al. 2014; Veiga, Angeloci-Santos
and Meech 2014). Despite this sector’s importance for
socio-economic development, it has negative health and
environmental impacts. For example, many ASGM miners
use mercury to separate gold from sediment and ore. The
resulting mixture of mercury and gold, or amalgam, is
heated to vaporize the mercury and leave the gold behind,
harming miners and their communities and contaminating
the surrounding environment.
Many of these challenges stem from the sector’s typically
informal nature, which deprives ASGM miners of access
to financial and technical assistance, thereby perpetuating
precarious working conditions and hindering the miners
from adopting more sustainable mining practices. In
recognition of this, the Minamata Convention on Mercury
requires Parties with “more than insignificant ASGM
activity” to develop National Action Plans (NAPs) for
reducing mercury use in the sector, which should include
“steps to facilitate the formalization or regulation” of the
ASGM sector. Formalization is a process that seeks to
integrate the ASGM sector into the formal economy, society
and regulatory systems (UNEP 2012). If it is undertaken in
a comprehensive and inclusive manner, formalization can
help to address health and environmental impacts and
unlock the sector’s full development potential.
To support countries in undertaking such formalization
efforts, the United Nations Institute for Training and
Research and (UNITAR) and UNEP have prepared the
Handbook for Developing National ASGM Formalization
Strategies within National Action Plans (de Haan and
Turner 2018). The Formalization Handbook provides
a comprehensive introduction to ASGM formalization,
including key concepts and terminology, key components
of the formalization process, possible approaches and best
practices. This is followed by step-by-step guidance for
creating an enabling environment for ASGM formalization
and developing a national strategy for formalizing
the ASGM sector. Various issues and approaches are
illustrated with case studies from developing countries.
The Figure below shows the key components of the
formalization process, which are discussed in detail in the
Formalization Handbook.

© UNITAR/Jordan De Haan, artisanal and small scale gold miner

Engage local stakeholder throughout the formalization process

Geoprospect
and allocate
land for ASGM

Facilitate
miners’
organization

License and
regulate ASGM

Organize the
supply chain

Provide continuous support to ASGM actors
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Extension of health insurance and other social
services to workers in the informal sector
Despite the high risks they face, most Informal
workers are not covered by social insurance.
A number of countries have been looking at
extending some form of social insurance to
informal workers (ILO 1997; Thornton et al.
2010; Alfers 2013). With a few exceptions, most
social protection policies remain gender-blind.
Gender-responsive reforms could help ensure
increased coverage of women, including informal
workers. Not only do experiences of poverty
and vulnerability differ for women and men, but
women face life cycle risks that require particular
attention and coverage from social insurance
schemes (e.g. to reduce risks associated with
childbirth). In addition, women may accept work
in the informal sector while also performing paid
or unpaid domestic and care work (Holmes and
Scott 2016; Alfers, Lund and Moussié 2018).

Multi-stakeholder engagement to promote
occupational health and safety
The involvement of a number of different
stakeholders is valuable for promoting
occupational health and safety (OHS) among
informal workers. For example, NGOs previously
involved in communities of informal workers
are likely to be well aware of the context of
those communities and of needs in a specific
sector. Moreover, personnel from NGOs, who
may be seen as leaders by certain groups, can
influence behavioural change to safer practices.
The media are another group that could promote
awareness and sensitize workers. Clear and
correct messages should be designed with the
media, so that they can be delivered to informal
workers in an adequate and comprehensible way
(Singh et al. 2011).
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6.4 Potential measures to further
advance risk management in
facilities and during production
Leadership by decision-makers, industry
responsibility, collaboration of actors in the
supply chain, and increasing awareness and
understanding among workers are crucial
to prevent chemicals-related accidents and
to facilitate sound chemicals and waste
management, particularly in SMEs and in the
informal sector. Taking into account the preceding
analysis, stakeholders may wish to consider
the following measures to further advance risk
management in facilities and during production:
›› Better integrate chemical accident prevention,
preparedness and response into disaster risk
management at all levels.
›› Improve the understanding of risks and
process safety in facilities, and strengthen
information and knowledge-sharing on
chemical accidents globally.
›› Step up efforts to enhance access, awareness
and understanding of relevant chemical
hazard and safety information among
workers, particularly in SMEs and in the
informal sector.
›› Encourage larger companies to work with
SMEs in sharing knowledge about chemical
risk management.
›› Scale up capacity development measures
through the supply chain in order to
strengthen risk management capacity in the
informal sector.
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7/

Approaches to sustainability assessment
Chapter Highlights
Approaches that assess broader sustainability issues and potential trade-offs
provide important complementary tools beyond assessing and managing the
risks of chemicals.
Life cycle management is an approach increasingly used by companies to
support more sustainability-focused supply chain risk management.
A host of life cycle assessment methods are available which allow wider
sustainability assessment, and more such methods are under development.
Choices about when and how to use these methods need to be made, taking into
account available capacities and resources, supply chain requirements and the
regulatory context while avoiding “paralysis by analysis”.

I

n chemicals management the entire product
life cycle has to be considered in order not
only to take the human and environmental
safety aspects of a chemical into account, but
also to assess the wider sustainability parameters
that can play a role. This chapter discusses the
possible trade-offs that need to be made in this
context by decision-makers and describes the
tools which are available to assist them in this
respect.

7.1 A holistic approach to assessing
sustainability
A holistic life cycle approach allows comprehensive
chemicals management with respect to various
dimensions of sustainability. Not only does
such an approach involve the assessment
and management of the direct consumer and
occupational risks of (groups of) chemicals. It also
combines these risks with those from chemical
exposure mediated via the environment.
Considering all sustainability aspects at the design
stage of a chemical or related product can make
it possible to avoid overlooking certain trade-offs
between sustainability impacts. It can also make
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it possible to avoid shifting the burden from one
aspect of sustainability to another, or from the
present to the future. Related requirements
for policies, and for enabling relevant actors in
the sustainable chemistry field, are addressed
in Part IV. When chemicals are managed along
entire product life cycles, attention needs to be
paid to other factors which can have an impact
on sustainability. These factors include materials
extraction; energy and water use during chemical
synthesis and product manufacturing; chemicals’
occurrence and behaviour in waste streams; and
the prospects of recycling chemicals for renewed
use. Types of assessment frameworks that can
be applied in chemical management are shown
in Figure 7.1 (Fantke and Ernstoff 2018).

7.2 Assessing trade-offs between
different impacts, locations and
life cycle stages
As a complement to assessing and managing
chemical risks in a regulatory or substitution
context (discussed in previous chapters of
Part III), there is a growing need for approaches
and tools that allow the assessment of trade-
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Figure 7.1

Conceptual relationships of the main chemical management tools (adapted from Fantke
and Ernstoff 2018, p. 787)
Chemical-related criteria
(hazard, exposure, toxicity, ...)

Other environmental criteria
(energy and resources efficiency, ...)

Product material and design
Environmental life cycle assessment of chemicals, products and services
Green and sustainable chemistry
Chemical alternatives assessment
Regulatory chemicals
management tools

Sustainability
assessment tools

Chemical risk assessment

Other criteria (technical feasibility, socio-economics,…)
Republished with permission of Springer Nature; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

offs in the wider context of sustainability. An
overview of such approaches is given in this
chapter. They include assessing the direct human
health and environmental risks of chemical
exposures consistently with the full range of
impacts – on humans and the environment while
considering social aspects – which are related
to the production and use of chemicals during
their life cycle, from raw material extraction, via
synthesis and manufacturing, to final use and
end-of-life handling.
Such impacts include (but are not limited
to) climate change impacts associated with
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions during oil
refining; the formation of fine particulate matter
and ozone from fuel combustion; the impacts
on ecosystems of acidifying and eutrophying
substances from agricultural emissions; energy
use and emissions of harmful processing
chemicals during chemical synthesis; and
land and water use impacts of manufacturing
and waste handling processes (Hauschild and
Huijbregts 2015). The case for integrating
the potential impacts of climate change as a
consideration in assessments in general has
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been addressed, for example, in the US EPA
Climate Change Adaptation Implementation Plan,
which acknowledges the need to integrate the
impacts of climate change into assessments
insofar as these impacts could affect chemical
safety (US EPA 2014).
Accounting for impacts in a wider sustainability
context is key to progress in meeting the
Sustainable Development Goals. Often certain
types of impacts cannot be reduced without
introducing trade-offs with others (this type of
trade-off is sometimes referred to as “burdenshifting”). An example of burden-shifting is the
move from petroleum-derived to bio-based
polymers, which in most cases reduces GHG
emissions but also results in soil degradation,
toxicity and eutrophication if pesticides and
fertilizers are not applied correctly in biofeedstock production (Hottle, Biilec and Landis
2013). Burden-shifting may also occur between
chemical life cycle stages. An example is the
reduction of sourcing of virgin raw materials
through increased recycling, which can result
in exposure to harmful residues in recyclates
(Pivnenko and Astrup 2016). It is important to
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look beyond impacts on, for example, workers,
consumers or particular ecosystems and to
assess all relevant impacts on humans and
the environment during the entire chemical or
product life cycle. At the same time, it is important
to keep assessments practical – that is, focused
on the most relevant impacts associated with the
chemical-product combination being considered.
An adequate and sound assessment of chemicalsrelated sustainability will benefit from meeting
the following criteria:
›› The assessment offers a consistent basis for
comparing human health and environmental
risks with other types of impacts.
›› It identifies relevant impact categories
and sustainability metrics adapted to the
application being considered, in order to limit
effort and avoid being distracted by minor
issues or negligible impacts.
›› It covers all product and chemical life cycle
stages.
›› It is able to screen exposures and impacts
of a large number of chemical-product
combinations, considering chemical
properties and product properties as well
as people who will be exposed (e.g. workers,
consumers and the general population).

Figure 7.2

7.3 Sustainability assessment tools
for chemicals
While certain sustainability assessment tools,
such as carbon footprints and water footprints,
adequately represent a company’s environmental
sustainability performance up to a point, these
tools are restricted to particular areas of concern.
They do not consider all relevant sustainability
impacts in order to ensure overall minimized
impacts on humans and the environment
(Ridoutt et al. 2015). A change of perspective is
therefore needed when looking at chemicalsrelated impacts.
To address the entire chemical or product
life cycles in a wider sustainability context,
several types of tools and methods exist that
build on life cycle thinking. They range from
political instruments, international agreements
and international standards to procedural and
analytical tools. Political instruments include
regulations on supply chain and waste/end-oflife management or on integrated environmental
management interventions. An example is the
EU’s Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control
Directive 2010/75/EU (EC 2010).
International standards refer mainly to the
International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) 14000 family of environmental management
standards (ISO 2018). Several of these standards
are directly concerned with procedural and

General structure of the life cycle assessment (LCA) framework
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analytical life cycle management (LCM) tools. LCM
encourages a holistic management perspective.
It covers the entire chemical or product life
cycle and calls for managerial decisions that
consider health and environmental impacts.
LCM provides an opportunity to promote longterm achievements in order to minimize the
environmental and socio-economic burden
while maximizing economic and social value (Bey
2018). Applying a life cycle perspective is even
more relevant in regard to advancing a circular
economy, closing material loops along entire
chemical and product life cycles and creating
self-sustaining production systems. More specific
procedural tools include, among others, eco-

design (defined in ISO 14006), environmental
labels and declarations (defined in the ISO 1402014025 series) and environmental performance
evaluation (defined in ISO 14030 and 14031).
A method for assessing the economic, social
and environmental sustainability performance
of agricultural production at the farm level is
the Response-Inducing Sustainability Evaluation
(RISE) (Bern University of Applied Sciences 2017).
The most relevant analytical tool with a focus on
the entire life cycle of chemicals and products is
life cycle assessment (LCA), which is defined in
the ISO 14040-14049 series (ISO 2018). The use of
LCA to evaluate the environmental performance

(Fantke et al. 2019, submitted)
Product function of services

Product use

Product supply chain
Mass chemicals emitted
Ecotoxicity

Product disposal
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Photochemical
ozone formation
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in product
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Climate change

Human health
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of products, services and technologies across
sectors and countries has received increasing
attention in the last two decades. Not only is LCA
applied by individual companies. It is also being
used as a method to evaluate 25 industry sectors
in the context of the European pilot project series
on the Product Environmental Footprint (PEF)
and the Organization Environmental Footprint
(OEF) (EC 2013).
LCA consists of four phases: goal and scope
definition; life cycle inventory (LCI) analysis;
life cycle impact assessment (LCIA); and
interpretation. The LCI determines resources
use, and chemical or pollutant emissions, based
on a common product function. The LCIA phase
focuses on characterizing the impacts of these
LCI flows in several impact categories, such as
global warming, human toxicity, ecotoxicity and
water use (Figure 7.2). These impact categories
cover three major areas of protection: human
health; ecosystem quality; and natural resources
(Verones et al. 2017). This allows not only assessing
and comparing the different life cycle stages of a
product or service, but also consistently assessing
trade-offs between different impacts based on
their relative damage (Hauschild 2005; Hellweg
and Milà i Canals 2014).

7.4 Assessing chemicals’ impacts in
a life cycle-based comparative
framework
When focusing on chemicals, it is important
to assess their risks consistently with other
types of impacts on human health and the
environment. Several approaches, such as
USEtox (Henderson et al. 2011; Rosenbaum et al.
2011), have been developed at the interface
between risk assessment and LCA to adapt
exposure and dose-response information for use
within a comparative life cycle-based framework
(Fantke et al. 2016).
Figure 7.3 shows the elements of such a
comprehensive framework for evaluating
chemicals and products in the global supply
chain and their potential impacts on humans and
the environment. Key elements include:
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›› quantifying during the product life cycle – to
the extent possible – the chemical use and
the mass emitted to the far-field environment
within the supply chain, or the chemical mass
that enters a defined compartment of entry
in the consumer’s near-field environment;
›› capturing fate and exposure processes that
result in transfers of chemicals between any
near-field compartments (e.g. indoor air, the
inside of objects) and far-field compartments
(e.g. freshwater, ambient air) until finally
reaching biota or humans;
›› combining human intake via all relevant
exposure pathways with dose-response,
severity or other hazard information to assess
risk or impact levels; and
›› combining environmental concentrations
with concentration-response information
to assess related fractions of species that
have disappeared or are affected due to
chemical exposure in different environmental
compartments (Verones et al. 2017).
In addition, for chemicals-based assessment
not all impact categories are equally important.
There is a need for a screening-level assessment
of alternatives, which (where possible) is
quantitative, life cycle-based, and able to serve
both life cycle assessment (LCA) and chemical
alternatives assessment (CAA). Such a life cyclebased alternatives assessment needs to quantify
exposure and life cycle impacts consistently and
efficiently over the main life cycle stages, avoiding
“paralysis by analysis” in order to meet the time
constraints of a screening assessment while
ensuring scientific rigour (Fantke et al. 2019).

Strategic life cycle assessment: also
considering socio-ecological sustainability
Tools such as The Natural Step’s Strategic Life
Cycle Assessment (SLCA) can be used to provide
an overview of the full scope of sustainability at
the product level. SLCA is an effective approach
for assessment, capacity building and innovation
within and beyond individual organizations
(The Natural Step [TNS] 2018). It goes beyond
inherent chemical or product properties and
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Figure 7.3

Elements of a comprehensive framework to evaluate global chemical supply chain
impacts on humans and the environment (based on Fantke et al. 2016, p. 510)
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Loss of healthy lifetime

their potential exposures, which are commonly
looked at, by connecting the product to sciencebased conditions for social and ecological
sustainability (Ny et al. 2006). The principles
and qualitative approach of SLCA encourage
thinking strategically about the management of
chemicals and waste in a broader context. They
can stimulate innovation to prevent regrettable
substitutions and burden-shifting in a circular
economy (TNS 2018).

7.5 Potential measures to further
advance approaches to
sustainability assessment
Stakeholders may find value in the further
development and use of wider sustainability
assessment methods, including life cycle
assessment tools, while acknowledging that
informed choices have to be made about when

Chapter 7. Approaches to sustainability assessment

Near-field environment

and how to use these methodologies. Taking into
account the preceding analysis, stakeholders
may wish to consider the following measures
to further advance approaches to sustainability
assessment:
›› During the chemical risk management
decision-making process, consider the need
to identify potential trade-offs in a wider
sustainability context.
›› In considering the benefits of sustainability
assessment methods, take into account
regulatory priorities and resource
considerations, while avoiding “paralysis
by analysis” through focusing on the most
relevant sustainability aspects.
›› Scale up the further development and use
of life cycle assessment tools and life cycle
management practices across sectors.
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